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Abstract 

 

With user experience being front and centre of service design, designers within this field need to 

adapt a holistic design approach to ensure successful use and implementation. Service designers need 

to align their design concept with the needs of stakeholders and users when considering service 

strategy, system, process, and touch-points. Within research literature design rationales have so far 

been discussed as beneficial for designers, but empirical studies show that they are not explicitly 

stated when designers account for their designs. Although researchers have developed several design 

rationale systems, most design rationale research does not sufficiently emphasise practitioners’ needs.  

This study builds on and adds to previous studies that suggest for an integrated design rationale to 

produce several benefits for service designers in managing complicated design processes. For 

example, service designers can gain a clearer overview of stakeholder needs, easily evaluate design 

alternatives, and reuse design rationale across projects. This article-based PhD dissertation explores 

how mapping the information behaviour of service designers and the current digital service design 

support tools developed in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) might assist service design 

in theory and in practice. 

This exploration answers two overarching research questions: 

1. How does service designers’ information behaviour currently constrain the intended 

benefits of their design rationale?  

2. How can service design support tools provide the intended benefits of design rationale 

for service designers concerning their information behaviour?  

This exploration applies a multimethod approach and combines findings from semi-structured 

interviews and field observations with a systematic review of digital service design support tools. The 

first question is answered through a set of investigations of service designers’ use of information 

sources and channels, their decision-making process and their use and creation of documentation. By 

combining the research results of service designers’ information behaviour from three different angles, 

this study identifies how some of the intended benefits of design rationale are constrained. The second 

question is answered through a systematic review of research literature concerning the features and 

evaluation outcomes of digital service design support tools. By combining insights about service 

designers’ information behaviour with the digital support tools available, the study aims to discuss 

the intended benefits of design rationale in an attempt to create tools more aligned with current 

information needs and practices.   



 

 

Service designers’ information behaviour constrains the benefits of design rationale in design 

documentation, reflection, evaluation and reuse for three reasons. First, service designers focus on 

documenting and designing for here and now. The processes of documenting and collaborative 

sensemaking are important for service designers. Documenting is a means for designers to reflect 

upon their designs, arrive at a coherent understanding of available information, and make the 

understanding salient to them. Collaborative sensemaking focuses on designing for here and now in 

a way that designers need to understand their team members’ concerns as well as the state and the 

goal of the teams in order to design collaboratively. The focus of designing for here and now results 

in that the created design documents might not be the most optimal and reusable. Second, service 

designers tend to apply mental models such as personal experience and common sense theories 

instead of seeking information for making design decisions. Third, service designers seldom compare 

multiple design alternatives at a time. Based on the three reasons, it is questionable whether service 

designers will look for additional design rationale in order to reflect upon their designs, make design 

decisions and evaluate multiple design alternatives.  

This study suggests three directions for designing service design support tools that cater to some 

of the currently unmet information needs. First, design support tools can help novice designers to 

experience different design features as solutions to certain design problems. In doing so, designers 

can expand their experience base and apply it for future design decision-making. Second, as 

collaborative sensemaking plays an important role in the process of service design, taking into 

account the concerns of other team members will allow service designers to provide design solutions 

more in tune with the information needs and practices of the users and the teams. Third, providing 

tools that stimulate explorative approaches to service design allow designers to yield more 

comprehensive design rationale. Ultimately, the study suggests that supporting immersion into design 

activities and collaborative sensemaking will consequentially support the use of design rationale by 

increasing the quality of the design rationale designers possess.  

 

  



 

 

Resumé 

Denne artikelbaserede afhandling kombinerer centrale aspekter fra informationsadfærds og 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) som grundlag for en mere holistisk tilgang til designbegrundelse. 

Gennem en afdækning, evaluering og diskussion af de underliggende rationaler bag eksisterende 

design praksis, vil afhandlingen afslutningsvis introducere tre indsatsområder på service design 

området.  

Servicedesignere er nødt til at tilpasse deres designkoncept, så det i højere grad imødekommer 

deres brugere og interessenters behov i udviklingen af servicestrategi, -system, -proces og -

interaktion. Inden for forskningslitteratur er rationaler anerkendt som fordelagtige, men empiriske 

studier viser, at disse underliggende rationaler ikke ekspliciteres, når designere bliver bedt om at 

redegøre for deres designproces. Ydermere vil det blive understreget, hvorledes 

forskningslitteraturens primært teoretiske tilgang til design-rationaler ikke tilstrækkeligt anerkender 

den praktiske kontekst i hvilken de indgår.  

Gennem interviews og undersøgelser med designere omkring deres informationsadfærd vil 

afhandlingen bidrager til den eksisterende forskningslitteratur i sin diskussion af, hvorledes en 

integreret designbegrundelse giver flere fordele for servicedesignere i styring af komplicerede 

designprocesser. For eksempel kan servicedesignere få et klarere overblik over interessenternes 

behov, let evaluere designalternativer og genbruge designrationalitet på tværs af projekter. Denne 

artikelbaserede ph.d.-afhandling undersøger således, hvordan kortlægning af informationsadfærd af 

servicedesignere og de nuværende hjælpeværktøjer til digital service design udviklet inden for HCI 

kan hjælpe service design i teori og i praksis. 

Afhandlingen besvarer således to overordnede forskningsspørgsmål:  

1. Hvordan begrænser servicedesigneres aktuelle informationsadfærd tilsigtede fordele 

ved deres designtilgang? 

2. Hvordan kan hjælpeværktøjer til service-design give de tilsigtede fordele ved 

designtilgang for servicedesignere vedrørende deres informationsadfærd?   

Afhandlingen anvender en multimetodisk tilgang og kombinerer pointer fra semistrukturerede 

interviews med feltobservation og en systematisk gennemgang af digitale hjælpeværktøjer. Det første 

spørgsmål angribes gennem et sæt undersøgelser af tjenestedesigneres brug af informationskilder og 

kanaler, deres beslutningsproces samt deres brug og oprettelse af dokumentation. Således diskuteres 

informationsadfærd fra forskellige vinkler, der tilsammen understreger, hvorledes et uovervejet 

designrationale hæmmer dets anvendelse i praksis. Det andet spørgsmål besvares gennem en 



 

 

systematisk gennemgang af videnskabelig litteratur ang. funktionerne og evalueringsresultaterne af 

digitale hjælpeværktøjer. På baggrund af indblikket i servicedesigneres informationsadfærd og de 

tilgængelige digitale supportværktøjer, bidrager afhandlingen til en gennemgang og diskussion af de 

tilsigtede fordele ved forskellige designrationaler i et forsøg på at skabe værktøjer, der i højere grad 

er tilpasset servicedesigneres aktuelle informationsbehov og -praksis. 

Disse designeres informationsadfærd begrænser rationalernes fordele inden for design-

dokumentation, -refleksion, -evaluering og -genanvendelse af tre grunde. For det første fokuserer 

servicedesignere på at dokumentere og designe til her og nu. Dokumentations- og 

samarbejdsprocesserne er vigtige for service-designere. Dokumentation er et middel for designere til 

at reflektere over deres egen designproces, nå frem til en sammenhængende og velovervejet forståelse 

af tilgængelig information. På den anden side anvender begrebet kollaborativ sensemaking et fokus 

på at forventningsafstemme og designe til her og nu på en måde, så designerne anerkender 

teammedlemmernes bekymringer og vision. Behovet for at designe til her og nu resulterer i, at de 

oprettede designdokumenter muligvis ikke er de mest optimale og genanvendelige. For det andet har 

servicedesignere en tendens til at anvende personlig erfaring og logisk sans som styrende principper 

for designbeslutninger frem for at opsøge yderligere information og inspiration. For det tredje 

sammenligner servicedesignere sjældent flere designalternativer, når de skal løse en opgave. Derfor 

synes det usandsynligt, at servicedesignere vil overveje andre baggrundsrationale til at træffe 

designbeslutninger, bedømme deres design, og introducere alternativer. 

Denne afhandling søger at imødekomme nogle af de hidtil oversete informationsbehov ved at 

identificere tre mulige indsatsområder for udviklingen af hjælpeværktøjer inden for service design. 

Det første område har til formål at styrke begynderdesigneres erfaringsgrundlag og fremtidige 

beslutningsprocesser med forskellige designløsninger, -funktioner og -behov. Det andet tager 

udgangspunk i kollaborativ sensemaking, hvor hensyntagen til teamets bekymringer og visioner vil 

give servicedesignere mulighed for at levere designløsninger, der stemmer overens med dets 

informationsbehov og praksis. Det sidste introducerer værktøjer, der supporterer forklarende tilgange 

til service-design og giver designere mulighed for at reflektere over rationaler og baggrunde for deres 

beslutninger. I sidste ende antyder undersøgelsen, at nedsænkning i designaktiviteter og kollaborativ 

sensemaking muliggør en mere holistisk tilgang, der øger kvaliteten af servicedesigneres 

designtilgang.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

This dissertation explores how design rationale can help service designers. The study is carried 

out through a set of investigations of service designers’ information behaviour and a systematic 

review of current digital service design support tools. This chapter provides the background of this 

study; reasons why this study is framed with three research areas: service designers’ information 

behaviour, current digital service design support tools and the intended benefits of design rationale; 

and most importantly, the research questions. 

This introduction begins by presenting the background that motivates this study. Section 1.2 

describes the study framework that consists of the three research areas. It further explains why this 

study specifically investigates service designers’ use of information sources, their decision-making 

processes, their use and creation of documentation, and the developed digital service design support 

tools. Section 1.3 presents the two overarching research questions based on the study framework from 

Section 1.2. The two research questions are further divided into five sub-research questions. This 

section also presents the design of the study, based on the research questions. Section 1.4 presents the 

structure of this dissertation by introducing each chapter.  

 

1.1 Background  

The importance of design rationale 

Designers’ information behaviour 

1.2 Study framework  

Exploring service designers’ information behaviour 

Identifying the developed service design support tools  

1.3 Research questions 

Study design 

Research papers 

1.4 Dissertation structure  
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2 

 

1.1. Background 

Service design, literally, is the creation of services that are useful, usable, desirable, efficient, and 

effective (Saco and Goncalves, 2008). It encompasses designing for a broad range of services. When 

talking about service design, there are many examples from which to draw. Saco and Goncalves (2008) 

use hotel services and banking services as examples, Løkkegaard et al. (2016) use cleaning services, 

and Holmlid (2012b) point out social innovations over human-intensive services such as Airbnb1 and 

Uber2. To present a clear idea about what it means to design for service, Holmlid (2012b) proposes 

using the flower shop case as an example. In the example, service designers need to produce design 

for a flower shop that helps customers to deliver flowers to someone’s door. To design the service, 

designers need to consider several aspects, including the needs of the buyer and receiver, as well as 

how the service should be generated, for example, how to receive requests from buyers, how to get 

buyers or receivers what they want, and how to deliver the flowers to receivers based on buyers’ 

requests. 

Service design’s holistic approach distinguishes service design from other design fields. Different 

from traditional product design, service design does not focus on designing and manufacturing 

artefacts, although designing artefacts can sometimes be part of service design. Edvardsson and 

Olsson (1996) identified three elements in service: customer outcome, customer process, and service 

prerequisites. Service prerequisites are the foundation of a service, consisting of service concept, 

service process, and service system. Based on Edvardsson and Olsson (1996)’s definition of service, 

service design is to design a service concept that can fulfil users’ needs, to design a chain of activities 

that generate the designed service, and to design resources available within the service system. 

Overall, Saco and Goncalves (2008) conclude that service designers make design decisions in an 

integrated way by considering service strategy, service system, service process, and different touch-

points.  

In this holistic and complicated design process, service designers use different information 

systems. Some design practitioners such as subtraction.com3 and UXtools.co4 have conducted online 

surveys that collected the tools and systems that service designers and User eXperience (UX) 

                                                 

1 A service company that offers “arrangement for lodging, primarily homestays, or tourism experiences” (cited from 

Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airbnb). https://www.airbnb.com/ 

2 A service company that provide several services including peer-to-peer ridesharing, ride service hailing and food 

delivery. https://www.uber.com/ 

3 The survey conducted by subtraction.com can be found in http://tools.subtraction.com/index.html (retrieved on the 30th 

of April, 2020) 

4 The survey conducted by UXtools.co can be found in https://uxtools.co/survey-2019 (retrieved on the 30th of April, 2020) 
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designers use. The surveys categorized the systems based on design output such as user flow and 

wireframes, design activities such as ideation and prototyping, and overall information management 

such as project management, file management, and handoff design management. Their results include 

various systems, such as Sketch5, InVision6 and Zeplin7. Figure 1.1 shows some of the survey results.  

 

Figure 1.1. Some parts of the survey’s results regarding information systems that designers use (data extracted from 

the surveys conducted by substaction.com and UXtools.co) 

Although these surveys have applied many categories, design rationale management is not one of 

them. Moreover, there are no design rationale systems included in the collected systems. Some 

systems, such as UXpin8, have implemented functions that allow designers to leave annotations on 

their user interface (UI) design. To some extent, the annotations might contain design rationale for 

UI design. However, most of the systems that have the same function do not support management of 

design rationale. 

 The importance of design rationale 

Design rationale has been studied for more than 40 years (Burge, 2008). This study applies the 

broad definition of design rationale, that is, any information that explains why “an artefact is 

structured the way that it is and has the behaviour that it is” (Conklin and Yakemovic, 1991; Moran 

and Carroll, 1996). Researchers have proposed several potential benefits of applying design rationale 

in design. Constructing explicit design rationale, for instance, can support designers in reasoning out 

their design, as well as facilitate communication among different stakeholders (Carroll and Moran, 

1991). Because design rationale consists of reasons for each design decision, designers can use it to 

verify whether their design matches design requirements and to evaluate their design based on design 

                                                 

5 Sketch is a design tools that is often used for designing user interfaces. https://www.sketch.com/ 

6 InVision supports designers in creating interactive prototypes. https://www.invisionapp.com/ 

7 Zeplin supports designers and system developers by turning user interfaces into specifications. https://zeplin.io/ 

8 UXpin is an UI design and UI prototyping tool. https://www.uxpin.com/ 
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criteria (Burge and Brown, 1998). Lee (1997) has also pointed out that designers can reuse past design 

rationale. Table 1.1 summarises some of the benefits of applying design rationale as proposed by 

different researchers.  

 Benefits Detail 

1 Clarification Clarify arguments and conflicts by showing dependency and constraints 

2 Communication Provide insights and answers to team members; facilitate communication with 

stakeholders 

3 Documentation Automatically generate documentation and provide overviews of design history 

4 Evaluation Evaluate different design alternatives 

5 

 

Maintenance  Keep design decisions coherent with previous decisions that have been made; check if 

the current recommendation conflicts with previous rationales 

6 Reflection Support in reflecting on design decisions 

7 Re-use Show which parts of design or rationale can be reused 

8 Teaching Teach new personnel in learning design; provide knowledge for designers to implement 

in their designs; develop design knowledge across design projects 

9 Verification Identify if designs match with design requirements and designers’ intent 

Table 1.1. The potential benefits of applying design rationale in design (summarised from Burge and Brown (1998); 

Burge (2008); Carroll and Moran (1991); Horner and Atwood (2006); and Lee (1997)) 

Design rationale systems are information systems that support designers in sharing, structuring, 

and recording their design rationale (Horner and Atwood, 2006). Designing a design rationale system 

is not easy, with several issues to consider. For example, how designers should interact with a design 

rationale system, how it should be integrated with other design support tools, or how to capture design 

rationale in the system. Take system interaction: it can be user-initiative or system-initiative. User 

initiative means that designers can decide which design rationale to review, when to review it, and 

how to use it; on the other hand, system-initiative systems decide when and how to present design 

rationale to designers (Lee, 1997). Regarding how to capture design rationale, a system can ask 

designers to reconstruct design rationale; it can record designers’ actions; it can prompt designers 

when designers are performing tasks, or it can automatically generate design rationale (Lee, 1997). 

Burge and Brown (1998) have listed several design rationale systems developed by different 

researchers. These systems are developed to support different design fields. For example, Fischer 

(1994a) developed JANUS, which supports kitchen designers in floor planning, and Poorkiany (2017) 

designed prototypes that integrated with SolidWorks9 and Microsoft Excel10 for engineers. 

While researchers develop different design rationale systems to support designers, Burge (2008) 

argued that for researchers, it is necessary to understand the practitioners’ needs that we aim to 

support, so we can better support them and understand how useful the intended benefits of design 

                                                 

9 SolidWorks is a modelling computer-aided design and engineering software. https://www.solidworks.com/ 

10 Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet software developed by Microsoft. 
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rationale really are. Following Burge's (2008) suggestion, this study aims to explore how service 

designers’ information behaviour constrains the benefits of applying design rationale. 

 Designers’ information behaviour 

Before computer science and information system communities recognized the importance of 

looking into users’ information requirements and information behaviour, a discipline had been 

studying people’s information behaviour: Library and Information Science (LIS) (T. D. Wilson, 

2000). Originally, the scholars from the field paid attention to how artefacts and venues could serve 

people’s information requirements, and this type of research is called traditional, “system-centred” 

research (Case, 2012). Later, some scholars shifted away from the focus on artefacts to people’s 

information needs and information behaviour (Case, 2012). Burge's (2008) suggestion that 

researchers should look into practitioners’ needs instead of design rationale systems matches with the 

latter focus of the LIS community.  

Wilson (2000) and Case (2012) defined information behaviour as the entirety of human behaviour 

that is related to sources and channels of information, and it includes active and passive information 

seeking as well as avoidance of information. Although this study recognizes the importance of 

designers’ passive information seeking behaviour, it focuses on their active information seeking 

behaviour. Information seeking, seen as a subset of information behaviour (Spink and Cole, 2004), is 

defined as the conscious effort to seek information in order to satisfy some goals (Case, 2012; T. D. 

Wilson, 2000). 

Several researchers have investigated designers’ information seeking behaviour within different 

design fields, and the research results show that designers from different design fields exhibited a 

variety of information seeking behaviours. Frazier (2017) interviewed web designers and found out 

that they spent a significant amount of time understanding their clients’ needs. In addition, the use of 

Google image and databases of visual information are the main resources for web designers (Frazier, 

2017).  Kesteren (2008) studied product designers’ information needs for selecting materials. The 

research results show that product designers assess materials in existing products, use information 

based on company experience, look for material information in handbooks, and use categories 

provided by suppliers (Kesteren, 2008). Huber (2018) studied some interior designers’ information 

behaviour and their use of research findings. Her results show that although some designers stress 

that they constantly seek information and value evidence-based design, they seem less concerned 

about the information sources they use. In addition, younger designers tend to use research findings 

to support their design, while experienced designers use research findings for general enlightenment 

(Huber, 2018). It is important to note that studying designers’ information behaviour is different from 
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studying how designers design. Several design researchers, such as Stolterman (2008) and Cross 

(2006), have investigated how designers think and act while designing in order to understand the 

designerly way of knowing. In those studies, designers’ information seeking behaviour is not the focus. 

This study investigates service designers’ information behaviour. Service design serves as a good 

research subject not only because of its thriving importance in the industry, but also due to its holistic 

approach. As a subset of the design field, it is expected that service designers may have similar 

information behaviour as designers from other design fields. However, as Saco and Goncalves (2008) 

point out, service designers make decisions in an integrated way by considering different aspects of 

a problem; this study anticipates discovery of some of these service designers’ information 

behaviours that are different from other designers. 

1.2. Study framework 

The framework of this study is shown in figure 1.2. There are three research areas covered: service 

designers’ information behaviour, current digital service support tools, and intended benefits of 

design rationale. 

 

Figure 1.2. Study framework 

The overlap A represents the current service design support tools concerned with service designers’ 

information behaviour. The overlap B houses the service design support tools that are integrated with 

design rationale and provide the intended benefits. The overlap C represents the benefits of design 

rationale concerned with service designers’ information behaviour. The overlap D encompasses all 

areas, the service design support tools that apply design rationale and at the same time are useful for 

service designers concerning their information behaviour. This study primarily puts its focus on 

investigations of service designers’ information behaviour for exploring overlap C and combines the 

results from these investigations with the current digital service design support tools to explore 

overlap D. 
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According to the proposed potential benefits of design rationale, it should be able to support 

service designers in various ways. Service designers can gain a clearer overview of the needs of all 

stakeholders, they can communicate better with their stakeholders, and it is easier for service 

designers to explore possible design alternatives, to name a few. As mentioned in the previous section, 

we as researchers can use a traditional “system-centred” approach to study how design rationale 

support services designers. For example, it can be observed how designers use design rationale during 

design in laboratory experiments (S. B. Shum, 1996) or design sessions can be analysed based on 

different design rationale representations (MacLean et al., 1991). Nonetheless, instead of researching 

with the assumption that designers would use design rationale or design rationale systems, this study 

follows Burge's (2008) suggestion and looks into the service designers’ information behaviour.  

 Exploring service designers’ information behaviour 

This study investigates service designers’ information behaviour. It focuses on service designers’ 

information seeking behaviour in general and during decision-making, as well as the limitations of 

documentation that are caused by designers’ use and creation of documents. Below, it is explained 

why these three foci are chosen under the scope of service designers’ information behaviour. 

Information seeking: use of information sources 

Information sources are the “carriers of information and knowledge” (Byström and Pharo, 2019). 

The range of information sources is broad. They include literature, colleagues, project documentation, 

and even events and observed objects (Byström and Pharo, 2019). In many studies, information 

sources and information channels are sometimes used interchangeably (Byström and Pharo, 2019). 

Information channels are “the medium used to access information sources” (Byström and Pharo, 

2019). There are two kinds of information channels. First, “all kinds of intermediaries between a 

person looking for information and the information sought” (Byström and Pharo, 2019, p. 109), for 

example, peers and information search engines. Second, emphasis on communication media that aids 

to access information sources, for example, using a mobile phone to talk to colleagues or a computer 

for accessing a database. Information sources and information channels are not exclusive, because “a 

channel may turn into a source and vice versa” (Byström and Järvelin, 1995, p. 193). Perhaps due to 

this, many studies used information sources and information channels interchangeably (Byström and 

Pharo, 2019). In this dissertation, although I often use the term information sources to refer to both 

information sources and information channels, these two concepts are separated during the study 

analysis. 

Many researchers have looked into designers’ information seeking behaviour. They have found 

that engineers and designers use people as information sources more often than they use documents 
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(Gerstenfield and Berger, 1980; Hertzum, 2014), and the preference for people as information sources 

tends to increase as tasks become increasingly complex (Byström, 2002). Some researchers have 

identified several possible explanations for why people, as information sources, are used more often 

than are documents. First, people can provide information with good quality. For example, designers 

who consider asking people for information can yield more benefits than just obtaining an answer to 

a question because “you get what’s important and their (people’s) analysis of it” (Poltrock et al., 2003, 

p. 244). Second, design knowledge is often only held in designers’ minds and is inaccessible from 

documents (Ko et al., 2007). All these findings indicate that the preference for using people as 

information sources might hinder the use of design rationale. Building on top of such research, this 

study is interested in whether service designers’ have a similar preference and why they use certain 

information sources when facing different design tasks.  

Information seeking during decision-making 

Although looking into designers’ information seeking behaviour provides reasons for why they 

are satisfied with the information sources they use, it does not explain why they are satisfied with the 

information they find when they are making decisions. For example, MacDonald et al. (2008) have 

shown that people are fine with a lack of information and they make decisions while recognizing that 

they do not have all the information they need. Moreover, some researchers have found that people 

are not necessarily using Rational Decision-Making (RDM) in practice. When using RDM, people 

would make a consequential choice of a best option from evaluations of a set of alternatives (Zannier 

et al., 2007). Nonetheless, instead of using RDM, professionals often make decisions based on 

intuition, experience, and the like (Allen, 2011; Hertzum and Simonsen, 2019). Klein (1998) 

proposed that professionals often use Naturalistic Decision-Making (NDM) approach. They only 

generate one option at a time and use pattern recognition and mental simulation to evaluate the 

generated option. NDM, to some extent, counters the benefits of design rationale, which supports 

RDM by presenting design evaluation outcomes base on a set of design alternatives and criteria. 

Berryman (2008) has pointed out that much of the information behaviour research in the literature 

has relied upon rational decision theory as well as the theory of bounded rationality and satisficing. 

The theory of bounded rationality and satisficing is proposed by Simon (1956). Simon argues that 

because of time constraints and cognitive limitations, it is impossible for people to consider all 

alternatives and make fully reasoned and rational decisions (Agosto, 2002). Consequentially, 

bounded rationality leads to satisficing (Brown, 2004). By studying administration staff, Simon (1956) 

concluded that people adopt satisficing instead of maximizing. It means that “people will satisfice 

when they make a decision that satisfies and suffices for the purpose” (Brown, 2004, p. 1241). Many 
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LIS scholars have used these theories in looking into people’s information-seeking behaviour 

(Berryman, 2008). Nonetheless, rational decision theory and satisficing cannot fully explain the NDM 

approach that people apply in practice. Therefore, Berryman (2008) suggests that information 

behaviour scholars should incorporate NDM into their information behaviour studies. Following 

Berryman's (2008) suggestion, this study looks into how service designers seek information during 

decision-making and how they use NDM when making decisions. 

Limitations of documentation 

While it is problematic for design rationale systems that people, as an information source, are 

preferred over documents, another problem design rationale systems encounter is the inherent 

limitations of documentation. Current research has found out that in practice, documentation is 

incomplete and outdated (Lethbridge et al., 2003), and there is little documentation available in agile 

software teams even though documentation is considered important (Stettina and Heijstek, 2011). 

There is not yet a comprehensive explanation as to why there is little documentation available or why 

documentation is outdated, even when people consider documentation important. Nonetheless, 

researchers have pointed out several limitations of documentation. Some of the limitations of 

documentation explain why documentation is incomplete, while some explains why documentation 

is less reused. Naur (1985) has proposed that documents cannot contain sufficient information by 

presenting two cases. In the two cases, the programmers whose tasks were to modify two systems 

had problems using the documentation created by the programmers who created the systems. On the 

other hand, by looking into how economists from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have 

created and used documents, Harper and Sellen (1995) have found that it is difficult to reuse 

documents that contain a high degree of professional judgement instead of factual data. The research 

findings from Naur (1985) and Harper and Sellen (1995) show how documentation is limited by its 

creation process as well as how people use it. 

Although some research results that looked into software engineers’ use of documentation showed 

that in practice it is not used as often as some researchers might expect, Tang et al. (2006) provide 

opposite research results, concluding that software architects not only consider design rationale 

important, but also document it and use it often in practice. Their survey results show that software 

architects consider design constraints important, and at the same time, document them and use this 

documentation frequently (Tang et al., 2006). Based on the results shown by Tang et al. (2006), it is 

assumed that service designers use and create documentation differently from software engineers and 

programmers because to a large extent, service design is about building service architecture. 

Therefore, this study investigates the limitations of documentation by looking into how service 
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designers create and use documents. This investigation also contributes to an understanding of the 

retrieval limitations and the capture limitations of design rationale mentioned by Horner and Atwood 

(2006). 

 Identifying the developed service design support tools  

Besides investigating service designers’ information behaviour, this study also looks into the 

current digital service design support tools in order to see how these design support tools can be 

combined with design rationale with a Rationale as a By-Products approach, and at the same time, 

match with designers’ design rationale.  

As mentioned earlier, developing a design rationale system is not easy, because there are several 

fundamental issues to consider. Capture of design rationale is one of the issues that is frequently 

mentioned. Fischer et al. (1991) propose that documenting design rationale is disruptive and 

potentially prevents the smooth flow of reflective exploration. Interrupting people’s flow might 

decrease their motivation and slow down their work  (Schneider, 2006). To solve this issue, several 

researchers have proposed the Rationale as a By-Products approach. The Rationale as a By-Products 

approach emphasises using design rationale as unobtrusively as possible. In addition, instead of 

seeing capture design rationale as a separate activity, it should be done during tasks (Schneider, 2006). 

By applying this approach, some researchers have proposed combining design rationale with the 

reflection process, as then the efforts in documenting design rationale would be minimal (Horner and 

Atwood, 2006). Other researchers have combined design rationale management, documentation, and 

usage with the information systems designers are already using instead of building individual design 

rationale systems. For example, Poorkiany (2017) developed a prototype that allowed engineers to 

access design rationale while using SolidWorks and Excel. Myers et al. (1999) designed a method 

that can automatically construct design rationale from a design event log, that is, how designers 

interact with Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software.  

Before considering how to combine design rationale with the information systems that service 

designers are using, it is necessary to know what these information systems are. As presented earlier, 

some design practitioners, such as subtraction.com and UXtools.co, have conducted online surveys 

regarding the tools that service designers are using in practice, and they have presented quite 

comprehensive results. Therefore, instead of looking into the tools that service designers currently 

are using in practice, this study reviews the service design support tools that are developed and 

evaluated in the fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and interaction design. The reason for 

this is because many digital tools have been developed to support designers in these communities 

(Stolterman, 2008). According to Zimmerman et al. (2007), these developed tools focus on novel 
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integrations of theory, technology, user need, and context. The service design support tools from the 

communities may provide new insights regarding how design rationale can be combined with them. 

1.3. Research questions  

As presented in the previous section, the research framework of this study consists of three 

research areas: service designers’ information behaviour, current digital service design support tools, 

and the intended benefits of design rationale. Based on the research framework, this study asks two 

overarching research questions:  

1. How does service designers’ information behaviour currently constrain the intended 

benefits of their design rationale?  

2. How can service design support tools provide the intended benefits of design rationale 

for service designers concerning their information behaviour? 

The aim of this study is twofold. First is to identify the benefits and challenges of applying design 

rationale for service design projects. Following Burge's (2008) suggestion that we should understand 

practitioners’ needs for providing better support with design rationale, this study investigates service 

designers’ information behaviour by applying the research approaches from the field of LIS. Several 

research results have shown that the way people use information sources, make decisions, as well as 

use and create documents might hinder the use of design rationale. Hence, a close look into service 

designers’ information behaviour can provide insights about how design rationale is beneficial for 

service designers and highlight the challenges of applying design rationale in service design projects. 

The second aim of this study is to propose suggestions for researchers and practitioners who are 

interested in developing design support tools in relation to design rationale management for service 

designers. Design rationale systems allow service designers to manage design rationale. Nonetheless, 

instead of building a separate design rationale system, researchers have proposed the Rationale as a 

By-Products approach, that is, to combine design rationale management with the information systems 

that designers are already using. By combining the answers of the first overarching research question 

and the current digital service design support tools, this study discusses how a design support tool 

can provide service designers the benefits of design rationale with consideration of service designers’ 

information behaviour. 

In order to answer the two overarching research questions, this study further divides them into five 

sub-research questions: 

1. Why do service designers choose to use different information sources and channels for 

different design tasks? 

2. How do service designers make decisions at different service design levels? 
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3. What is the role information seeking plays in service designers’ decision-making 

process? 

4. How does service designers’ use and creation of documents result in the limitation of 

documentation? 

5. How do the digital service design support tools developed from the field of HCI and 

interaction design support service designers? 

The first sub-research question investigates why service designers seek information with certain 

information sources and channels in different design tasks. The second sub-research question is to 

understand which decision-making approach, RDM or NDM, service designers use when designing 

for different service design levels. The third sub-research question asks how service designers seek 

information when they apply the NDM approach. The fourth sub-research question is to learn the 

limitations of documentation, caused by service designers’ creation and use of documents. Lastly, the 

fifth sub-research question asks about the features and the evaluation outcomes of the developed 

service design support tools that are present in both the HCI and interaction design fields.  

 Study design 

In order to answer the five sub-research questions, four sub-studies are conducted. For the sake of 

readability, I refer to the four sub-studies respectively as information source study, decision-making 

study, documentation study, and systematic review study throughout this dissertation.  

Overall, this study can be divided into two phases (Figure 1.3). First, the three sub-studies, the 

information source study, the decision-making study, and the documentation study together answer 

the first overarching research question. Thereafter, the answers to the first overarching research 

question are combined with the results from the systematic review study in order to answer the second 

overarching research question. Individually, the information source study answers the first sub-

research question; the decision-making study answers the second and third sub-research questions; 

the documentation study answers the fourth sub-research question; and the systematic review study 

answers the last sub-research question.  

 

Figure 1.3. Study design 
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This study applies a multimethod approach to answer the research questions. To answer the first 

sub-research question, the information source study conducted ten interviews with ten service 

designers. The interviews focused on service designers’ design output, design activities, their 

information needs and how they went about looking for the information they needed in service design 

projects. Through these interviews, service designers’ reflections on their use of different information 

sources and channels were collected. The decision-making study was conducted through field 

observations to answer the second and third sub-research questions. During observation, specific 

attention was paid to service designers’ explanations for their design decisions, their actions when 

making decisions, their interactions with colleagues, and the design outcomes as well as documents, 

including physical and digital documents they created. Five interviews with the observed service 

designers were conducted after the observation for a comprehensive investigation.  

For the fourth sub-research question, the documentation study used the data collected from the 

fifteen interviews and the field observation. The data collected from the interviews and field 

observation provides insights into how service designers use and create documents in service design 

projects. Lastly, by applying a systematic approach to review the service design support tools 

developed in the field of HCI and interaction design, the systematic review study collected and 

analysed how the collected design support tools are useful for designers.  

 Research papers 

 Year Title Research method Reference 

1 2019 

Service designers’ information 

seeking: Consulting peers versus 

documenting designs 

Interviews 

Proceedings of HCII 2019, CCIS vol. 

1032, 41-48, 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-

23522-2_6 

2 2020 
How do designers make user-

experience design decisions? 
Observation 

Proceedings of HCII 2020, LNCS 

12200, 188-198, 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-

49713-2_13 

3 2020 

How reusable is service design 

documentation? An investigation of 

the document creation process in 

service design projects 

Interviews & 

observation 

Under review; submitted to the Journal 

of Documentation 

4 2020 

Design support from the HCI field 

for service designers: A systematic 

review of tool evaluation outcomes 

Systematic review 

Under review; submitted to the Journal 

of Behaviour & Information 

Technology 

Table 1.2. The four papers included in this dissertation 

This dissertation includes four papers (Table 1.2). Each paper is based on individual sub-studies. 

The first and second papers are conference papers and are co-authored with Morten Hertzum. The 
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first paper is based on the information source study, and the second is based on the decision-making 

study. The third and fourth papers are submitted to journals. The third paper is based on the 

documentation study, and the fourth is based on the systematic review study. All the papers can be 

found in the Appendix. 

1.4. Dissertation structure 

This work is an article-based dissertation that consists of three empirical papers and a systematic 

review paper. The four papers are included in Appendix. The dissertation is organized into six 

chapters. This chapter introduces the context of this study, the study framework, the overarching 

research questions and sub-research questions, as well as how this study is designed to answer these 

questions. It also provides an overview of this dissertation.   

Chapter 2 provides literature review with topics including service design support tools, use of 

design rationale and designers’ information seeking behaviour. It first defines service design and its 

multiple levels and provides an overview of designers’ rationale regarding their choice of different 

design support tools by reviewing five design paradigms and several studies. It then summarises the 

definitions and challenges of design rationale as well as evaluation outcomes of using design rationale 

in practice. Through the summary, it shows the advantages and limitations of using design rationale 

in design practice. Lastly, it connects concepts from LIS with design by introducing concepts that are 

applicable to design practice. It further summarises studies that investigated designers’ use of 

information artefacts and their decision-making process with RDM and NDM approach.  

Chapter 3 describes the research methods used in this study. Overall, this study applies a 

multimethod approach, including interviews, observation, and systematic review to collect research 

data, and it uses content analysis as a data analysis method. Besides explaining why the multimethod 

approach and context analysis were chosen for this study, the research methods and data analysis 

process used in each sub-study are also described in detail.  

Chapter 4 presents main findings from the four sub-studies: the information source study, 

decision-making study, documentation study, and systematic review study. A more detailed 

description of the findings in each paper can be found in the individual papers in the Appendix. 

Chapter 5 discusses the research findings of the four sub-studies. This discussion can be divided 

into two parts based on the two overarching research questions: service designers’ information 

behaviour and design support tools. By applying the Double Diamond design process (Design 

Council, 2005) as the structure for the first part of the discussion, it discusses how service designers 

collaboratively conduct design research, identify design problem and make design decisions, as well 
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as how they individually use NDM and seeking information in making design decisions. The second 

part of the discussion focuses on how design support tools can support service designers in practice.  

Chapter 6 first answers the two overarching research questions, and then summarises the 

recommendations proposed in Chapter 5. This dissertation ends with discussions of the implications 

and contributions of this study as well as several proposals for future research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

As presented in the first chapter, this study is framed with three research areas: service designers’ 

information behaviour, current digital service design support tools and intended benefits of design 

rationale. Based on the research framework, this chapter is structured into three topics: service design 

support tools, use of design rationale, and designers’ information seeking behaviour.  

First, section 2.1 presents the definition of Multilevel Service Design (MSD) that is applied across 

this dissertation. To provide an overview of how different design support tools can support designers, 

it then presents five design paradigms and the types of design tools that match each of them. In the 

end of section 2.1, I summarise studies that investigated how designers choose and use design tools. 

Similar to the first section, section 2.2 first presents the definition of design rationale. It then presents 

the proposed challenges of design rationale, as well as the previous evaluation outcomes of how 

designers use design rationale. Lastly, section 2.3 starts with presenting the concepts and research 

approaches that relate to designer’s information behaviour in work practice and it summarises the 

studies that investigated designers’ use of information sources and channels. It ends with providing 

the background of Berryman's (2008) proposal that LIS scholars should incorporate NDM in studying 

people’s information behaviour by introducing both the RDM approach and the NDM approach, as 

well as how designers justify their design decisions.  

 

2.1 Service design support tools  

Service design and its multilevel  

Different design paradigms and the suitable design tools 

Designers’ choice of design support tools 

2.2 Use of design rationale  

Design rationale 

The challenges of applying design rationale 

Evaluations of design rationale 

2.3 Designers’ information seeking behaviour 

Information behaviour approaches in relation to design 

The use of information artefacts in design 

Information seeking in RDM and NDM 
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2.1. Service design support tools 

This section consists of three sub-sections. First, the definitions of service design and MSD are 

presented in detail. The MSD is not a novel concept. Researchers has pointed out that service design 

consists of several elements and its design process involves different phases. By summarising 

different definitions of service design, its design process and the five UX layers, I propose five levels 

of service design. Then, based on Stolterman's (2008) proposition that the development of design 

support tools should be grounded in a sufficient understanding of the nature of design practice, in the 

second sub-section I provide an overview of the five design paradigms. Each design paradigm focuses 

on different aspects of design practice. Besides presenting the four design paradigms defined by 

Stumpf (2001), I add one design paradigm and discuss the design support tools that are suitable for 

each of them. In the last sub-section, Designers’ choice of design support tools, several studies that 

investigated designers’ choice of design support tools as well as their use of design tools are 

summarised. To summarise, this section provides the definition of MSD, and an overview of the 

nature of design practice with the suitable design tools. 

 Service design and its multilevel 

Service design, originally from the marketing and management field, has established its 

importance in the design field (Abdelnour-Nocera and Clemmensen, 2018; Roto et al., 2018). It 

applies the concepts of user-centred and iterative design from the HCI field in its design process, and 

emphasises its co-creative, sequencing, evidencing and holistic approach (Stickdorn et al., 2011). 

Sangiorgi (2009) describe it as “iteratively moves from designing intangible experiences to designing 

the tangible elements that enable the desired experiences to occur in a coherent way” (p. 416). Service 

design process is often considered as interdisciplinary (Kimbell and Seidel, 2008) and 

multidisciplinary (Stickdorn et al., 2011; White, 2008).  

As presented in the first chapter, there are three service elements: customer outcome, customer 

process, and service prerequisites (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). The first two elements are about 

the performance time of a service, while the last element is the foundation of a service. Customer 

outcome focuses on customers’ perspective because the existence of a service is based on customers’ 

perception of the value of a service as well as whether a service satisfies them (Edvardsson and Olsson, 

1996). Customer process emphasises on customers’ co-production of the service. Every customer 

performs tasks differently even in the same service process. Hence, essentially every service process 

is customer-unique (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). Customers do not passively receive and 

experience a service. On the contrary, they create and produce the service process actively 

(Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). Therefore, Holmlid (2012a) suggested calling it as “performance 
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time co-creation” in order to distinguish it from “design time co-creation”. Customer process must 

lead to customer outcome that successfully provide values for customers (Edvardsson and Olsson, 

1996).  

Although this study recognises the importance of the performance time of service such as customer 

process and customer outcome, it focuses on designing the foundation of a service, that is, service 

prerequisites. Service prerequisites consist of service concept, service process and service system 

(Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). Service design is to design a service concept that can fulfil users’ 

need, a chain of activities that generate the designed service, and resources available within service 

system (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996). In order to provide a clearer picture of the three elements in 

service prerequisites, the example of the flower provider – delivery service is applied here again. For 

a flower delivery service, its service concept can focus on different aspects. For example, it can focus 

on buyers’ or receivers’ preference such as “delivering flowers to receivers based on buyers’ requests” 

or “deliver flowers based on receivers’ preference”, “delivering custom flowers”, or it can concentrate 

on the economical aspect such as “delivering flowers with the lowest cost”. Service process is about 

managing every step that is necessary in order to realise the service concept. For example, how to 

obtain the flower or how to deliver the flower to the receiver as requested. Lastly, service system 

includes the available resources for realising the service concept, for example, buyers, receivers, a 

flower shop, as well as artefacts or technologies that are used for creating service process. 

Building on Edvardsson and Olsson's (1996) definition of service, Patrício et al. (2011) developed 

the MSD method. The MSD consists of three levels including service concept, service system and 

service encounter. Service concept represents the value and benefits a service aims to provide to its 

users (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996; Patrício et al., 2011). Normann (2001, cited in Patrício et al. 

(2011)) suggested that companies should view their offering as inputs that create customer value, and 

at the same time, consider inputs offered by other companies. Based on Normann’s suggestion, 

Patrício et al. (2011) propose that service concept should be designed together with the understanding 

of users’ value constellation.  

The second level, service system is the overall structure of users’ experiences based on the 

positioning of service concept in the value constellation. Therefore, this level focuses on touch-points 

and customer journey (Patrício et al., 2011). Touch-point is defined as the “points of contact between 

a service provider and customers” and it forms “the link between the service provider and the 

customer” (Clatworthy, 2011, p. 16). Designers orchestrate a series of touch-points and the whole 

series is called customer journey. Lastly, the third level, service encounter, is to design how to deliver 

and produce a service. Service blueprint is a good tool for visualizing service encounter (Patrício et 

al., 2011). It is a diagrammatic tool that presents five service components: customer action, 
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onstage/visible contact employee actions, backstage/invisible contact employee actions, support 

process and physical evidence (Bitner et al., 2008). Abdelnour Nocera et al. (2019) proposed that it 

is important to focus on both frontend experience and backend arrangements that is built on tacit and 

social agreements. Figure 2.1 presents each service level by using the flower delivery service as an 

example. 

 

Figure 2.1. The three levels of MSD method (using a flower delivery service as an example) 

Based on the MSD method, Teixeira et al. (2017) developed the Management and INteraction 

Design for Service (MINDS) method that synthesises tools from the field of management and 

interaction design for each service design level. First, designers use affinity diagram to understand 

the complexities of design problems and utilise user value constellation to show the relationship 
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between service offerings and service concept. Then designers create scenarios and service system 

structure for the second level. Lastly, they draw wireframes and service blueprint for service 

encounter. Wireframe is a barebones depiction of how all elements fit together on a user interface 

(Garrett, 2011). In general, the MSD method can be applied in service design projects as design 

process. 

Some researchers tend to use service design and UX design interchangeably (Roto et al., 2018). 

Although this study does not apply the same approach, I do find the five UX layers proposed by 

Garrett (2011) a useful framework that can make the MINDS method more comprehensive. The five 

UX layers are: 

1. Strategy: product directions, e.g., user needs, product objectives and market positioning 

2. Scope: the scope of functionalities and content, e.g., function specifications and content 

requirements 

3. Structure: the structure of the information and the interactions of a product, e.g., the 

product interaction and information architecture 

4. Skeleton: the organisation of the information on a product interface, e.g., user interfaces 

and the navigation design 

5. Surface: product appearance, e.g., the sensory design 

The UX layers start from abstract levels such as design strategy and scope to concrete levels such as 

design structure, skeleton and surface. Garrett (2011) has suggested that designers should start 

designing from the top, that is from the strategy layer to the surface layer, because each layer is 

constrained and influenced by its upper layer. For example, the possible decisions that can be made 

in the scope layer are constrained by the decisions made in the strategy layer. Although the five UX 

layers is originally defined based on Garrett's (2011) experience of designing websites’ UX, they 

overlap well with the holistic approach of service design as many service designers design for digital 

services. Applying the five UX layers can divide service design into more detail. Therefore, by 

synthesizing the MINDS method from Teixeira et al. (2017), the three service design elements from 

Edvardsson and Olsson (1996), as well as the five UX layers from Garrett (2011), I propose the five 

service design layers. These layers are applied across this study. Table 2.1 depicts the five service 

design layers. 
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Layers Management perspective Interaction design perspective 

Strategy Service concept and user value constellation that match with user needs, product objectives and 

market positioning. 

Scope The scope of the service touch-points, service activities and available resources. 

Structure The structure of experiences based on the 

positioning of service concept in the value 

constellation, e.g., customer journey and 

scenario. 

The structure of the information that appears in 

service touch-points, e.g., information 

architecture. 

Skeleton The structure of the relationship between 

service touch-points, service activities and 

available resources, e.g., service blueprint. 

The organisation of the information in each 

interaction interface, e.g., wireframe. 

Surface The organisation of the artefacts, the 

information and the interactions applied in each 

touchpoint. 

The appearance of interaction interfaces. 

Table 2.1. The five layers of service design 

The five layers of service design possess the similar characteristics of the five UX layers. For 

example, the higher layers of service design constrain the lower ones. The top layer, the strategy layer, 

is the most abstract layer, while the surface layers is the most concrete layer. The structure, skeleton 

and surface layer are defined differently between the management perspective and the interaction 

design perspective. To some extent, the definitions of the three layers from the management 

perspective are more abstract than the ones from the interaction design perspective. By combing the 

five UX layers with the three service design elements and the MINDS method, this five service design 

layers provide a more detail description than the MINDS method. 

It is worth noting that the five layers of service design depict the elements in service design, but it 

does not depict the whole service design process. Several models of design process have been 

developed. For example, the Double Diamond design process from Design Council (2005), the Wheel 

model from Helms et al. (2006), and the HCD process from IDEO11. The Double Diamond model 

and the HCD process are similar. Although they stated slightly different phases in a design process, 

both emphasise the divergent and convergent stages in a design process (Figure 2.2). Although the 

Wheel model consists of similar phases including analysis, design, implementation and evaluation as 

the Double Diamond model, it focuses on the iterative process of design as evaluations of design 

implementations that reveal flaws that necessitate redesign. Hence, like a wheel, another design cycle 

will start based on the evaluations. Overall, these models can be applied to describe the whole process 

of service design. The Wheel model was applied in the information source study for data analysis, 

                                                 

11 A “design and consulting firm with offices in the U.S., England, Germany, Japan and China”. (cited from Wikipedia, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IDEO). https://www.ideo.com/ 
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and the Double Diamond model is used as a structure for discussing the research results in Chapter 

5. 

 

Figure 2.2. The Double Diamond model and the HCD process 

 Different design paradigms and the suitable design tools 

This section provides an overview of design practice by presenting five design paradigms. By 

combing the design paradigms and the notions of the three schools of research on creativity, design 

and innovation identified by Shneiderman (2007), it summarises the types of design tools that can 

support individual design paradigms. 

Design paradigm defined by Stumpf (2001) is “a coherent collection of archetypal models through 

which aspects of designing are interpreted. Models in this sense mean idealised and simplified 

viewpoints of particular dimensions of designing” (p. 22). Here I focus on the description models that 

describe certain dimensions of design defined by Dorst (1997). These models consist of the model of 

designer, the model of design tasks and the model of design process (Dorst, 1997; Stumpf, 2001). 

The model of designers describes what designers do and how they behave are seen through a design 

paradigm (Stumpf, 2001). The model of design tasks outlines how a design task is understood by 

designers (Stumpf, 2001). Lastly, the model of design process describes how the activities are carried 

out by designers (Stumpf, 2001). Building upon the two design paradigms identified by Dorst (1997), 

that are, design as rational problem solving and design as reflexive practice, Stumpf (2001) 

summarised four design paradigms: the rationale problem solving design paradigm, the social 

process design paradigm, the hypothesis testing design paradigm, and the experiential learning 

design paradigm. On the other hand, Shneiderman (2007) sorted the research on creativity, design 

and innovation into three schools including structuralists, inspirationalists, and situationalists. Each 

school is supported by different types of design support tools.  

In the following sub-sections, five design paradigms are introduced. Besides the four design 

paradigms defined by Stumpf (2001), I add another design paradigm, the abductive/appositional 
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thinking design paradigm. This paradigm is based on the discussions raised by Cross (2006) about 

designerly way of knowing. In each sub-section, I also discuss the types of design tools that support 

each design paradigm. It is worth noting that each design paradigm might recognise the aspects that 

other paradigms focus on. For example, the social process paradigm might recognise the rational 

problem solving methods designers use. Nonetheless, it is the models and the aspects that each design 

paradigm emphasises distinguish itself from other design paradigms. 

The rational problem solving design paradigm 

The rational problem solving design paradigm sees designers as information processors that solve 

ill-defined problems (Dorst, 1997). It is based on several concepts Simon (1996) raised in his work 

The sciences of the artificial. In his work, Simon discussed the science of design and methods to 

achieve imperative logics. Besides pointing out that optimisation methods have grown importance in 

engineering design theory, Simon also proposed several rational search methods such as means-ends 

analysis and allocating resources for searching design alternatives, as well as evaluation methods for 

choosing optimal and satisfactory alternatives. Following Simon’s statement that “successful problem 

solving involves searching the maze selectively and reducing it to manageable proportions.” (Simon, 

1996, p. 54), this paradigm emphasises the rational problem solving methods designers use, as well 

as that designers decompose design problems in order to solve them. Therefore, it is necessary that 

design problems are analysed adequately, and the formalization of sub-processes is needed so that 

well-structured problems are available (Stumpf, 2001). The methods of decomposing design 

problems have been found useful in design practice. For example, Ho (2001) has found that 

experienced designers use decomposing strategies in order to solve design problems.  

This paradigm is similar to one of the three schools defined by Shneiderman (2007), that is, 

structuralists. Structuralists believe that creativity stems from structured and orderly methods, for 

example, applying pre-defined design stages. Therefore, structuralists encourage systematic tools 

that can point out what is still needed to be done in different design stages. In addition, computational 

methods such as algorithms for choosing optimal and satisfactory design alternatives can also support 

designers (Simon, 1996).   

The social process design paradigm 

The social process design paradigm focuses on the social aspect of a design team during design 

process. This paradigm views design as solving wicked problems and designers are participants in 

design argumentation (Stumpf, 2001). Different from the tame problems some scientists and 

engineers are solving, Rittel and Webber (1984) argued that planning issues and societal problems 

such as public policy issues and adjustments of tax rate are inherently wicked. Tame problems possess 
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clear mission and it is obvious to judge if a tame problem is solved or not (Rittel and Webber, 1984). 

For example, whether the luminous efficacy of a light bulb is improved or not. On the contrary, 

wicked problems do not have definite formulations; there is no true-or-false solutions but only good-

or-bad solutions; and every wicked problem is unique (Rittel and Webber, 1984). Therefore, Rittel 

and Webber (1984) argued that the rational problem solving paradigm that is originated from science 

and engineering is not applicable to societal problems. Following their argumentation, Minneman 

(1991) concluded that design is a social activity. Minneman (1991) pointed out that although 

engineering problems seem to be tame problems, engineering design process is a negotiation process. 

These negotiations are not necessary used to produce decisions (Minneman, 1991). They are for better 

understandings of other participants rather than reaching a closure (Minneman, 1991).  

When solving wicked problems, Rittel and Webber (1984) pointed out that every participants are 

equally interested and entitled to judge the solutions, but none of them has the power to set the rules 

for determining correctness. In addition, each of their judgement is based on personal interests, values 

and ideologies. To support the planning of political decision and negotiation process, Kunz and Rittel 

(1970) suggested Issue-Based Information Systems (IBIS). IBIS “guides the identification, 

structuring, and settling of issues raised by problem-solving groups, and provides information 

pertinent to the discourse” (Kunz and Rittel, 1970, p. 2). Similarly, one of the three design research 

school, situationalists, promotes collaboration tools such as email and project management tools 

(Shneiderman, 2007). Situationalists consider creativity work is social and they aim to understand 

the social context (Shneiderman, 2007).  

The hypothesis testing design paradigm 

The hypothesis testing design paradigm considers the rational problem solving design paradigm 

as a mismatch with design practice and the social process paradigm as devaluing the individual 

designers (Stumpf, 2001). The hypothesis testing design paradigm is associated with the argument 

Hillier et al. (1972) made. Hillier et al. (1972) are against the scientific view of design and argue that 

design process is not analysis-synthesis; instead, it is conjecture-analysis. Conjectures, defined by 

Hillier et al. (1972), can come from anywhere and are not derived from inductions of data. Different 

from rationalism that preconceptions should be eliminated, designers do pre-structure and create 

conjectures in order to solve design problems (Hillier et al., 1972). Based on this argument, Hillier et 

al. (1972) propose that instead of providing precise descriptions that support designers in determine 

which design outcome is better, research should build up theory-based descriptions that provide 

designers “with a stronger theoretical, operational and heuristic basis” for creating conjectures 
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(Hillier et al., 1972). For example, research should move from the focus of “activity-space fit” to 

investigation of the capacity of certain types of space for containing a variety of activities. 

This paradigm views designers as researchers who keep testing their conjectures in order to revise 

them, and at the same time, use a tested collection of precedents to create new conjectures (Stumpf, 

2001). Therefore, tools that support in the conjecture testing process and accessing the positive 

precedents should be useful for designers from the view of the hypothesis testing design paradigm. 

The experiential learning design paradigm 

The experiential learning design paradigm defined by Stumpf (2001) is the same as the reflective 

practice paradigm defined by Dorst (1997). This paradigm draws concepts from Schön's (1983) The 

reflective practitioner (Dorst, 1997) and it views designers as practitioners (Stumpf, 2001). Schön 

(1983) distinguishes the role of researchers and practitioners, and argues that Technical Rationality 

does not match with some of the real-world practice. Researchers’ practice is problem-solving base, 

and they solve problems based on available means to make the most suitable decisions (Schön, 1983). 

Nonetheless, the focus of problem-solving ignores problem setting (Schön, 1983). Schön (1983) 

argues that in real-world context, problems do not present themselves to practitioners. Instead, 

practitioners construct problems “from the materials of problematic situations which are puzzling, 

troubling and uncertain” (Schön, 1983, p. 52). The notion of problem setting is similar to the creation 

of conjectures defined by Hillier et al. (1972), however, this paradigm focuses on Schön's (1983) 

definition of “reflection-in-action” as well as that “design as a reflective conversation with the 

situation.”  

Schön's (1983) describes designers’ reflective conversations with the situation as iterations. First, 

a designer makes representations by using particular materials and under particular situations. By 

doing this, the designer changes and shapes the situation. Consequentially the situation “talks back”. 

Then, in response to the situation’s back-talk, the designer reflects-in-action on the constructed design 

problem or her action strategies that have been applied in her action (Schön, 1983). This paradigm 

views a whole design process as “designers work by naming the relevant factors in the situation, 

framing a problem in a certain way, making moves toward a solution and evaluating the moves” 

(Dorst, 1997, p. 67). From the perspective of this paradigm, there is no “cookie-cutter” method for 

design, therefore, designers need to immerse themselves in their action and be open to the situations’ 

back-talks (Stumpf, 2001). 

The abductive/appositional thinking design paradigm 

This paradigm is associated with Cross's (2006) discussions about the desingerly way of knowing. 

Besides adopting some of the notions from previous design paradigms, for example, design is about 
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ill-defined problem solving, design is solution-focused, and each design is situated and unique, this 

paradigm emphasises two design abilities. The first design ability is designer’s abductive and 

appositional thinking, and the second is designers’ use of non-verbal, graphic modelling media to 

resolve design problems.  

Designers use abductive and appositional thinking in solving design problems. Cross (2006) used 

a quote from March (1976) to explain abductive thinking: “Design initiates novel forms... A logical 

proposition is not to be mistaken for a design proposal. A speculative design cannot be determined 

logically, because the mode of reasoning involved is essentially abductive (March (1976), quoted by 

Cross (2006)).” To a large extent, abductive thinking is considered as constructive thinking. Frølunde 

(2014) describes abductive thinking as “making constructive responses to practical problems, issues, 

and situations. It is about imagining how something might be, which involves thinking about the 

design problem in new and different terms from a currently known design solution” (p. 163). Kolko 

(2010) proposed that abductive thinking together with reflection-in-action can bring creative leap. 

Creative leap is related to appositional thinking (Cross, 2006). By analysing a design workshop, 

Cross (2006) concluded that creative leap is the bridging of two partial models through an articulation 

of a concept that helps the two partial models to be mapped together. Cross (2006) used the well-

known duck-rabbit puzzle (Figure 2.3) as metaphor to describe the bridging and appositional thinking. 

The duck-rabbit puzzle is a concept that enables two partial models, duck and rabbit, to be mapped 

onto each other. 

 

Figure 2.3. The duck-rabbit puzzle 

Besides abductive and appositional thinking, this paradigm stresses the importance of sketching 

in design. The reasons why sketching is important are not only because it often is the final result of 

design as designers need to provide models, but also that sketching is an aid to communication, 

thinking and reasoning (Buxton, 2011; Cross, 2006). During design, designers often moves between 

different levels of details. Sometimes designers think about an overall concept as well as detailed 

aspects of concept implementation at the same time (Cross, 2006). Sketches serve as an exploration 

aid (Cross, 2006). It allows designers communicate with their design representations and enable the 

representations to be ambiguous (Self, 2011). The conversations between designers and design 
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representations support “the emergence of ideas and their fluid progression during design practice” 

(Self et al., 2009, p. 2).  

This paradigm is related to the inspirationalists defined by Shneiderman (2007). Inspirationalists 

propose to break away from the standard structures in order to create creative solutions. They 

advocate the importance of sketching in mapping different concepts for unexpected relationships and 

exploring possibilities (Shneiderman, 2007). For inspirationalists, tools that provide image libraries 

or concept-mapping can be helpful for designers (Shneiderman, 2007). 

 Designers’ choice of design support tools 

In the previous section, I have provided an overview of different aspects of design practices as 

well as the types of design tools that are suitable for each aspect. In this section, I present two design 

studies that looked into how designers choose and use design support tools. Stolterman et al. (2009) 

have argued that research-originated tools are “predominately analytical and reductionistic” as their 

aim is to reduce complexity by dividing entities into small pieces. Contrary to these research-

originated tools, design is to bring entities together in order to form a new whole (Stolterman et al., 

2009). Therefore, it is necessary that the developed design support tools “reflect a rationality that is 

in resonance with what designers experience as the rationality underlying their practice” (Stolterman 

et al., 2009, p. 12). Based on the proposal from Stolterman et al. (2009), the aim of this section is to 

present two studies that investigated the rationality of designers’ choice of design support tools. 

Although these two studies applied a broader definition of design tools that include pen and paper as 

well as design methods, their findings provide thorough explanations for why designers choose 

certain tools. 

The rational model versus the tools-in-use model 

When looking into designers’ choices of design support tools, Stolterman and Pierce (2012) 

propose to distinguish between the rational model and the tools-in-use model. Stolterman and Pierce 

(2012) conclude that designers possess a logical and rational model that is related to several reflective 

explanations of tool use. The commonly mentioned explanations of tool use include (1) efficiency, 

(2) ease to use, (3) flexibility, e.g., how much freedom it allows designers to have, (4) fits with 

individual versus collaboration work, and (5) how accessible the tools are (Stolterman and Pierce, 

2012). When designers choose design tools based on these explanations, they follow the rational 

model to select “an appropriate tool based on a clear understanding of the design situation, the desired 

outcome of the situation, the types of activity needed to reach that outcome, and the types of tools 

that can satisfy the desired outcomes of the situation” (Stolterman and Pierce, 2012, p. 27). This 

process is an ideal process that the identified problems lead to the selection of suitable tools and 
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consequently lead to expected desired outcome (Stolterman and Pierce, 2012). However, designers 

do not always follow the logical and rational model, instead, they follow the tools-in-use model 

(Stolterman et al., 2009). 

The tools-in-use model depicts an opposite process of the rational model (Stolterman et al., 2009). 

At times, designers choose to use a tool first, then the chosen tool influences the design activities and 

the purposes of design process. Stolterman and Pierce (2012) have identified some factors of the 

tools-in-use model. When designers follow this model, they choose design support tools based on (1) 

their familiarity of the tools and habits; (2) the tools’ openness, control, and expertise; (3) their own 

branding/identify; and (4) community and design/disciplinary culture.  

First, designers tend to use the tools they are familiar with, e.g., pen and paper. Second, they prefer 

tools that are not overly prescriptive. For some designers, the skill to use and control a tool that is not 

too prescriptive is seen as a proof of expertise. For example, using a content library might be useful 

for novice designers, but not for experienced designers. Similarly, Stolterman et al. (2009) have also 

pointed out that designers seem to appreciate the tools that are easy to understand but difficult to 

master (Stolterman et al., 2009). These tools are related to craftsmanship (Stolterman et al., 2009). 

Third, some designers use tools to identify themselves from others and the use of the tools can also 

be an extension of their brand. Fourth, the use of a tool is related to the design community and culture. 

Stolterman and Pierce (2012) found that some designers use tools to identify themselves within a 

particular community. Based on these factors, Stolterman and Pierce (2012) conclude that the choice 

of design tools is influenced by designers’ experience, as well as the social and cultural context in 

which the design process takes place.  

Tools for surface structure of ideas versus tools for deep structure of language 

Jonson (2005) argued that there are two views of seeing design support tools: tools for surface 

structure of ideas and tools for deep structure of language. With the preconception that tools are for 

surface structure of ideas, certain tools such as CAD are inappropriate for conceptualization, and they 

are tools for outcome. On the other hand, with the preconception that tools are for deep structure of 

language, CAD is a conceptual tool that can help designers in thinking, exploring and reflecting 

design concepts, and they are tools for thinking. 

Stolterman et al. (2009) in his study have pointed out that designers tend to separate tools for 

thinking and tools for outcome. As I have presented section 2.1.2, sketching is considered 

fundamental and it can help designers in communicating and exploring design concepts (Cross, 2006). 

Therefore, whiteboards that are used for sketching is considered as tools for thinking, while tools like 

Sketch is mostly used for its creation ability but not its support of thinking (Stolterman et al., 2009). 
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Similarly, Lawson (2006) has argued that CAD tools are Computer-Aided Drawing tools rather than 

Computer-Aided Design process tools. Nonetheless, Stolterman et al. (2009) have also pointed out 

that the boundary between tools for thinking and tools for outcome is blurry, and the roles of design 

tools change depending on the relationship between the tool, the activity and the purpose. For 

example, UI sketching can be used for explorations of ideas or for creating low fidelity materials for 

testing.  

Jonson's (2005) concept of tools for surface structure of ideas and tools for deep structure of 

language provides another perspective to explain how the differences between tools for thinking and 

tools for outcome are not absolute. Based on his analysis, Jonson (2005) found that to conceptualise 

and externalise “Aha!” moments, designers use both verbalisation tools and visualisation tools instead 

of only using visualisation tools, e.g., sketching. Jonson (2005) surmises that the combination of tool 

use indicates that an ideation process is a dialogue between verbal (language) and visualisation 

(graphics and sketches). This interaction process is similar to Dörner's (1999)’s concept of picture-

word-cycle. Dörner (1999) proposed that rephrasing could change designers’ perception of a design 

problem. Rephrasing can clarify ideas and evoke new images, and it consequently can change original 

pictures. By citing Nolte’s (2001) quote, Jonson (2005) proposes that the interaction between verbal 

and visualisation may reflect “all forms of human expressions are ‘just the surface structure created 

by the deep structure of the human language instinct’ (Nolte, 2001:106)” (Jonson, 2005, p. 622). In 

other words, “representation of ideas is the surface structure of ideas whereas the meaning of ideas is 

embedded in the deep structure of language” (Jonson, 2005, p. 622). Hence, with the view of seeing 

sketching as tools for deep structure of language, CAD is not simply a tool for creating visualisations. 

It may also be a tool that fosters new patterns and relationships (Jonson, 2005).  

2.2. Use of design rationale 

This section provides an overview of the use of design rationale. It consists of three sub-section: 

design rationale, the challenges of design rationale and evaluations of design rationale. The first 

sub-section presents the definition of design rationale in detail and discusses the importance of design 

rationale. In the second sub-section, I summarise discussions about the challenges of applying design 

rationale and how researchers have aimed to solve the challenges. In the last sub-section, I focus on 

three studies that evaluated design rationale by looking into how designers use design rationale 

including IBIS and Questions, Options and Criteria (QOC). These evaluations provide insights about 

how design rationale works in design practice.  
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 Design rationale 

As mentioned in the first chapter, this study defined design rationale in a broad sense, that is,  

design rationale is any information that explains why “an artefact is structured the way that it is and 

has the behaviour that it is” (Conklin and Yakemovic, 1991; Moran and Carroll, 1996). Besides this 

definition, researchers have applied other definitions of design rationale in studies. Below I 

summarise other definitions of design rationale from different researchers. These definitions are not 

exclusive because the researchers defined design rationale from different perspectives. 

Design rationale is: 

1. Information of a designed artefact such as product models and CAD data, as well as the 

knowledge used for designing the artefact (Suzuki et al., 1996); 

2. Rationale for specific design phase, for example, requirement rationale for software 

development (Thurimella et al., 2017); 

3. Documentation about the stages or steps of design process as well as the history and the 

context of a designed artefact (Moran and Carroll, 1996); 

4. Purposeful information, e.g., rationale that is constructed for justifying a designed artefact 

(Moran and Carroll, 1996); 

5. A method for designing, for example, the representations of design rationale are process-

facilitation tools (Moran and Carroll, 1996); 

6. Formal and semi-formal representations of design rationale (Moran and Carroll, 1996), 

e.g., QOC or Decision Representation Language (DRL). 

Although this study applies the broad definition of design rationale, it recognises that explanations 

and reasons of a designed artefact can be (1) found in the designed artefact itself; (2) be related to 

and used in any design phase including requirement define phase; (3) be found in documents about 

design process or the context of the artefact; and (4) be constructed for certain purposes. 

In the first chapter, I have summarised the potential benefits of design rationale proposed by 

different researchers (see Table 1.1). Several surveys have shown that the importance of design 

rationale is recognised. For example, Tang et al. (2006) has conducted a survey with software 

architects. The results show that software architects consider design rationale as important, and design 

rationale is documented and used often in software architecture (Tang et al., 2006). Another survey 

conducted by Heisig et al. (2010) in engineering and service design shows that the need of retrieving 

and documenting design rationale is mentioned the most by managers and designers. The survey 

results from Heisig et al. (2010) provides three insights regarding the need of using and documenting 

design rationale.  

First, design rationale is implicit and hidden in documents. One of the quotes from the survey says 

“The drawings are always there along with details, but a lot of “detective work” is often involved 

when realising why features are there” (a quote from Heisig et al., 2010, p. 508). The good news is 
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that design rationale is documented, while the bad news is that design rationale needs to be found. 

Second, Heisig et al. (2010)  separate design rationale from design description, design documentation, 

design solutions, drawings and decisions. They surmise that designers and managers retrieve design 

documentation and drawings in order to reuse the existing design. Nonetheless, Baird et al. (2000) 

found that engineers are reluctant to do a similar design when the work is repetitive. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that task content and context might influence designers’ willingness to reuse existing 

design, as well as designers’ behaviour of retrieving previous drawings and design documentation. 

Third, if we look at the data of the survey results, about 35% responses mention the need of rationale 

retrieval, and 17% mention the need of rationale documentation. Although the needs of rationale 

retrieval and documentation are mentioned the most compare to other needs, the amount of responses 

is still less than half of the overall responses. Hence, the extent of design rationale’s importance might 

be disputable. 

 The challenges of applying design rationale 

As Burge (2008) have pointed out, although there is no shortage of advocacy for design rationale, 

there is also no shortage of opposition to it too. In this section, I summarise the opposition to design 

rationale and the discussions about the challenges of applying design rationale. Overall, seven 

challenges that are related to the two main activities in design rationale: design rationale 

documentation and use of design rationale (Figure 2.4) are summarised. Although it is recognised 

that there are challenges regarding the maintenance of design rationale, this study focuses these two 

activities first. Within the six challenges, four of them are related to design rationale documentation, 

while another three are about the use of design rationale. Besides the challenges, the proposed 

solutions for each challenge are also presented. 

 

Figure 2.4. Seven challenges of design rationale  

Four challenges of design rationale documentation 
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The four challenges of design rationale documentation include: (1) how to capture design rationale, 

(2) what design rationale should be captured, (3) how to encourage people to document design 

rationale, and (4) the inherent limitations of documents. 

Three limitations cause the challenge of capturing design rationale. First, researchers have argued 

that it is difficult to capture design rationale in context. Schneider (2006) called it The Rationale 

Paradox. Simply put, the rationale paradox means “when most rationale is created, chances to capture 

it are lowest” (Schneider, 2006, p. 93). Schneider (2006) have pointed out several arguments that 

supports this paradox:  

1. Rationale is created when key decisions are made. 

2. People are very attentive during decision-making. 

3. When people are in the flow state and are attentive, they are not willing to switch tasks. 

Besides the rationale paradox, designers also suffer from rationale fatigue (Gruber and Russell, 

1996). Based on Russell’s experience, designers including experienced designers who use rationale 

notes to justify design choices in the beginning would dismiss capturing design rationale in order to 

focus on their primary design tasks (Gruber and Russell, 1996). On the other hand, Fischer et al. 

(1991) argued that it is only during breakdowns does rationale become available. Fischer et al. (1991) 

used the concept of reflection-in-action from Schön (1983) and argued that breakdowns typically 

occur when action creates unexpected consequences. Actions is “unself-conscious and unreflective 

engagement in creating solutions”, while reflection is “self-conscious and reflective thinking about 

solutions” (Fischer et al., 1991, p. 408). When a breakdown occurs, refection will take place so action 

can be continued. Since reflection takes place, the rationale becomes apparent (Fischer et al., 1991). 

Second, cognitive limitations also cause the challenge of capturing design rationale. Because of the 

limitations of human information processing, design rationale documentation is incomplete (Horner 

and Atwood, 2006). Lastly, Goldschmidt (1997) argued that designers link each of their design 

decision irregularly. Her argument provides an interesting insight to explain why capturing design 

rationale in design is difficult. In order to clearly explain Goldschmidt's (1997) argument, I need to 

dedicate the next paragraph to explain it. 

Goldschmidt's (1997) argument is based on her study of how designers deal with design problem 

space. Design problem space is a space in which “the problem solver represents states of the problem, 

from an initial state through intermediate states to a goal state and the operators that are applied to 

them” (Goldschmidt, 1997, p. 443). Goldschmidt (1997) used the term Moves to describe each small 

step in problem space. Each move consists of arguments and figure representations, e.g., sketches. 

Designers sometimes start to design with arguments, sometimes with sketches. In the design process, 

designers switch between arguments and sketches. In a deterministic world, it is expected that with 
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every move, there should be a switch between arguments and sketches. Nonetheless, based on her 

protocol analysis of a designer, Goldschmidt (1997) argued that switches occur irregularly because 

designers sometimes would generate several similar arguments or sketches before switching to a 

different type of representations. Goldschmidt (1997) argued that these multiple representations serve 

as a constructive device because they introduce the pre-linked moves. In other words, rationale for 

linking arguments and sketches can emerged irregularly. Therefore, it is difficult to know when to 

capture it. 

As mentioned in the first chapter, to solve the challenge of capturing design rationale, some 

researchers propose the Rationale as a By-Products approach. The Rationale as a By-Products 

approach proposes to integrate design rationale into design tasks (Schneider, 2006). Several design 

rationale systems are developed based on this approach. Following this approach, this study also 

investigates the possibility of integrating service design support tools with design rationale. While 

some researchers proposed the Rationale as a By-Products approach, some researchers aim at 

capturing structured design rationale by using meeting transcripts. Olson et al. (1992) have proposed 

that design meetings are generally well-structured. Since design meetings are well-structured, McCall 

(2019) developed Argumentative, Semantic Grammar for Analysis of Rationale for Design 

(ASGARD) software that can extract structured design rationale such as Issues, Positions and 

Arguments from transcripts of design sessions or meetings. 

Regarding what design rationale to document, as pointed out earlier, design rationale is embedded 

in formal and informal documents such as design specifications, meeting records and even email 

conversations, and some part of it might even remain in designers’ mind. Without a clear guidance 

for what design rationale to document, the documents of design rationale might be unstructured and 

difficult to access (Lee, 1997).  

Researchers have tried to solve the challenge through applying different methods. One of the 

methods is to propose different formal and informal representations of design rationale. For example, 

IBIS distinguishes between topics, issues, questions of fact, positions, arguments, and model 

problems (Kunz and Rittel, 1970). Similar to IBIS, MacLean et al. (1991) proposed QOC that 

distinguishes questions, options and criteria. Different from IBIS and QOC that aim to capture design 

alternatives, arguments and constraints, Brissaud et al. (2003) proposed that design logic is difficult 

to extract. Hence, they proposed a model that aims to capture conjectures, criteria, and the 

connotations that connect conjectures and criteria based on the time of events. In addition, in the 

design field, several methods that apply simple templates are developed to document requirements, 

for example, user stories. User stories “are an increasingly popular text notation” and are structured 

as “As a (role), I want (goal), [so that (benefit)]” (Lucassen et al., 2016).  
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Another method for capturing design rationale is to provide capture guidelines. Thurimella et al. 

(2017) have proposed several guidelines and a list of rationale questions to pragmatically capture and 

reuse design rationale from different stakeholder. Although Thurimella et al. (2017) have proposed 

the guidelines, they have also stated that these guidelines are not suitable for works that are based on 

rapidly changing decisions because “(…) organising data for a decision is time consuming. 

Furthermore, stakeholders should be skilful enough to provide data for decisions; otherwise, our 

guidelines will be cumbersome” (p. 83). The statement from Thurimella et al. (2017) indicates the 

third challenge in capturing design rationale, that is, how to encourage people to document design 

rationale. 

Several issues regarding how to encourage people to document design rationale have been 

identified. Horner and Atwood (2006) have pointed out three challenges: (1) there is a lack of 

incentives; (2) it is hard to judge the actual cost against the potential benefits; and (3) capturing design 

rationale might cause liability issues and privacy issues. Documenting design rationale is time-

consuming (Thurimella et al., 2017), and it requires substantial investments before people can 

actually benefit from it (Liang et al., 2010). The survey from Burge (2008) has shown that design 

rationale documentation is tedious, costly, and designers are reluctant to perform it. In service design 

practice, the lack of time and resources remains a big problem (Akama, 2009). Therefore, it is not 

easy to allocate resources for documenting design rationale. In addition, Horner and Atwood (2006) 

surmise that some organisations or designers want to keep their rationale secure in case others use 

the documented rationale against them. Similarly, Hertzum (1999) has also pointed out that people 

take precautions against unintended sharing of information as the “ownership of information is 

important to a professional’s position, power, or privileges” (p. 54). 

The fourth challenge of design rationale documentation is the inherent limitations of documents. 

This study applies the definition of documents defined by Briet (1951/2006). Although Briet 

(1951/2006) had not concretely defined what documents are, from Briet’s discussion, Buckland (1997) 

infers four rules about when an object can be considered as a document: 

1. There is materiality: it is a physical object or a physical sign. 

2. There is intentionality: it is intended that the object is considered and treated as evidence. 

3. The object is processed: the object has to be made into a document. 

4. There is a phenomenological position: the object is considered to be a document. 

Based on these four rules, the definition of documents in this study includes both physical or digital 

documents that contain numbers, texts, graphs and pictures, as well as objects that are analysed or 

processed for informational purpose, for example, websites and prototypes. As mentioned earlier, 

many documents including formal and informal documents often contain design rationale. 
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The same as design rationale, documentation is often insufficient or incomplete. Hertzum (2004) 

found that many engineers tend to document certain level of information. They focused on the middle 

level of abstraction such as general functions instead of higher and lower levels of abstraction such 

as goals, constraints and work processes. Similar to the finding identified by Olson et al. (1992) that 

designers tend to spend a lot of time clarifying designs in meetings, Hertzum (2004) also found that 

engineers spent time on either clarifying requirements from general functions to constraints and goals, 

or from general functions to work processes by using examples in meetings.  

To explain why documentation is incomplete, Naur (1985) and Allen (1988, cited in Hertzum and 

Pejtersen (2000)) describe it as a by-product of design process. Engineers often produce non-verbal 

outputs. For them, verbal information is produced for documentation purposes (Allen, 1988, cited in 

Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000). Similarly, based on his proposition of the Theory Building View of 

Programming, Naur (1985) argued that documentation is secondary. Naur (1985) proposed that we 

should see programming as theory building to solve certain problems instead of production of 

programs. It is important to note that Naur (1985) focused on the aspect of knowledge building of 

programming. Therefore, documentation is considered auxiliary and as secondary products (Naur, 

1985).  

Naur's (1985) Theory Building View of Programming leads to the conclusion that establishing a 

modified theory of a program (program modification) by solely using created documentation is nearly 

impossible. Naur (1985) proposed that instead of modifying an existed theory (program) by using 

documentation, programmers should start building the theory (program) anew. By doing this, the 

programmers will revive the theory by possessing the whole theory instead of having fragments of 

existed theory or incorrect notions about the existed theory. It is worth noting that Naur (1985) did 

not pay much attention to the extent of how incomplete documentation can or cannot support 

programmers to build theories, instead, he emphasised the importance of building theories instead of 

modifying theories. Naur's (1985) proposition matches well with the survey results from Burge 

(2008). The survey results concluded that software engineers would use design rationale during 

requirements development the most, but system maintenance the least.  

Because documentation is incomplete, both Naur (1985) and Allen (1988, cited in Hertzum and 

Pejtersen (2000)) suggested to include authors of the document to explain the information contained 

in the documents. For example, Allen (1988, cited in Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000)) stated 

“technological documentation is often most useful only when the author is directly available to 

explain and supplement its content”, and Naur (1985) stressed that only programmers who built the 

theory can explain the inquiries about the theory. 
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Three challenges of the use of design rationale  

The three challenges of the use of design rationale include: (1) how to retrieve design rationale, 

(2) what design rationale to retrieve, and (3) how to visualise design rationale. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, design rationale systems can be either user-initiative or system-initiative (Lee, 

1997). User-initiative systems require people to retrieve design rationale by themselves, while 

system-initiative systems provide design rationale when people need it (Lee, 1997). Three issues 

raised when applying the user-initiative approach. First, it is important for users to easily retrieve and 

explore the stored design rationale. Second, as mentioned earlier, the rationale paradox depicts that 

during decision-making, designers are attentive and unwilling to change their tasks (Schneider, 2006). 

Therefore, designers might not actively retrieve design rationale. Third, Fischer et al. (1991) have 

pointed out that based on their experience, designers often do not hear the situation’s back-talk. 

Consequently, the breakdowns do not occur, and designers do not stop their action to reflect. Fischer 

(1994b) suggested the system-initiative approach so design rationale systems can “do limited 

reasoning and interpretations, trigger breakdowns, deliver information, and support the exploration 

of the rationale” (p. 224). Therefore, what design rationale a system should retrieve for designers 

becomes an important issue. 

Regarding what design rationale to retrieve to designers, Horner and Atwood (2006) raised two 

issues. One is to provide design rationale that is situationally relevant for designers, while the other 

one is that designers might not be able to articulate the design rationale they need. The concept of 

situational relevance is proposed by Wilson (1973). Situationally relevant items of information 

answers questions of personal concerns (Wilson, 1973). Nonetheless, situation relevance is “an 

indeterminate notion… because of the changing, unsettled, undecided character of our concerns” 

(Wilson, 1973, p. 466). Wilson (1973) proposed that for a system to situationally provide relevant 

information, it has to have the equivalent of a thorough representation of a person’s concerns, as well 

as inductive and deductive logical capabilities. Horner and Atwood (2006) applied situational 

relevance from another perspective and argued that the documented design rationale at a specific time 

might not be relevant for designers who retrieve it later in another context. Although an exhaustive 

capture of design rationale might solve the issue, it will also cause exhaustion for designers (Horner 

and Atwood, 2006).  

The second issue concerns with designers’ Anomalous States of Knowledge (ASK). ASK is 

proposed by Belkin (1980). It is a person’s state of knowledge that is inadequate to the person’s 

ability to achieve some goals (Belkin, 2005). Because of this state, the person meet the difficulty in 

explicitly specifying what is wrong and what is necessary to make things better (Belkin, 1980). Belkin 

(1980) sees the process of acquiring information to make things better as a communication process, 
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and proposed “the success of communication is dependent upon the extent to which the anomaly can 

be appropriately resolved on the basis of the information provided” (p. 43). Therefore, Belkin (1980) 

concluded that the principle of “best match” in information retrieval is inappropriate, and it is also 

“inappropriate to ask a person to specify that which is required to resolve an ASK” (Belkin, 2005). 

As a consequence, Belkin (1980) reached the similar suggestion as Wilson (1973) proposed that it is 

most appropriate for a system to provide iterative interactions for users who aim to retrieve 

information from the system.  

Lastly, how to visualise design rationale is the third challenge. There are already design rationale 

systems combining node-link tree visualisation with semi-formal design rationale representation, for 

example, (Shum et al., 2006) developed Compendium that supports gIBIS. Including node-link tree 

visualisation, Roda et al. (2011) categorised four other visualisation techniques for architectural 

knowledge. The four techniques include indented list, Wiki, zoomable, and space-filling. Indented list 

is a plain text list that shows the hierarchy of architectural knowledge, for example, the folder lists in 

Windows Explorer. The Wiki-alike visualisation technique supports in time update and editing, and 

the zoomable visualisation technique allow people to zoom in a parent category in order to see its 

sub-categories.  

 Evaluations of design rationale 

This section presents three studies that evaluated design rationale from different aspects. They 

provide insights regarding the use of design rationale in practice, as well as how it can be improved. 

The first study was conducted by Conklin and Yakemovic (1991). Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) 

proposed the process-oriented approach of design rationale instead of the structure-oriented approach. 

The process-oriented approach views design rationale as documentation of the history of a design 

process and artefact. Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) conducted an observation in the real context to 

identify the advantages and constraints of using design rationale with the process-oriented approach. 

Second, Shum (1996) investigated the usability of QOC in two different studies, and found that it is 

difficult to use QOC in specific design process. He defined the design process as the “evolutionary 

design process”, and proposed that designers should recognise the design process in which design 

rationale will be most useful. Lastly, the third study evaluated the use of design rationale in practice. 

Based on their analysis, Gruber and Russell (1996) proposed that a design rationale systems should 

generate design rationale rather than simply “record and replay” design rationale for designers. 

The process-oriented approach towards design rationale  

Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) proposed two approaches to design rationale: the structure-

oriented approach and the process-oriented approach. The former approach focuses on how well 
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design rationale are structured into rigorous and logical representations, e.g., design rationale map, 

while the later approach emphasises “design rationale as history of design process” (Conklin and 

Yakemovic, 1991, p. 367). Although the temporal design rationale might be perceived as secondary 

from the perspective of the structure-oriented approach, the process-oriented approach requires 

systems to provide services that support designers in revising and managing the temporal design 

rationale. Because the process-oriented approach emphasises the historical aspect of design rationale, 

it provides narratives about the evolution of design rationale. Following the propositions that design 

rationale dwells implicitly in design process, as well as that design rationale documentation should 

be as non-intrusive as possible, Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) conducted an field observation to see 

the usability of IBIS method that is developed based on the process-oriented approach. 

The observation was conducted in a design team that was working with other teams including 

marketing team and hardware development team to design a workstation controller for a specific 

purpose. The team was trained to use the IBIS method. IBIS, as mentioned earlier, is developed by 

Kunz and Rittel (1970) in order to provide a structure for dialogues in which many stakeholders are 

involved to solve planning and wicked problems. The IBIS method requires designers to use itIBIS 

to document design rationale. itIBIS “uses indentation to represent the hierarchical relationships 

among the nodes” (Conklin and Yakemovic, 1991, p. 365). The nodes include issues, positions, 

supporting arguments and objecting arguments, while the hierarchical relationships include issue 

resolution, undecided decisions, and rejected positions. Issue resolution represents that an issue has 

been solved or a position has been defined.  

Based on the observation, Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) concluded four advantages of using the 

IBIS method in design projects in practice. First, when using the IBIS method to take notes, the design 

rationale can be retrieved from the notes. Although there was a designer who left the project during 

the two-year-long observation, the team still could finish the design based on the records the designer 

had left. Second, the recorded design rationale makes design requirements apparent among groups, 

for example, between the design team and the development team. Third, the IBIS structure provides 

designers a different view. While inspecting and updating the design rationale with the IBIS structure, 

the designers found more design problems. Lastly, the meetings are more productive as the designers 

used the IBIS method for setting meeting agenda, for example, the designers were provided a set of 

issues, discussed topics and existing arguments and positions. The IBIS based agenda provide a global 

perspective that “allowed the groups to devise a new, previously unconsidered solution that elegantly 

resolved all seven issues while incorporating the arguments from the prior discussions” (Conklin and 

Yakemovic, 1991, p. 378). In addition, the designers could save open issues that were raised during 

discussions for later discussions. 
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Besides the four advantages, Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) pointed out an issue regarding the 

use of the IBIS method. The team had difficulty convincing other team to use the IBIS method in 

joint meeting because IBIS is considered too awkward and technical. Because the IBIS method was 

not applied in the whole team and used for meeting minutes, the teams did not gain any benefits but 

encountered old problems such as design clarity issues. Based on the observation, Conklin and 

Yakemovic (1991) provide several suggestions including (1) integrating the functions of capturing 

design rationale with project management tools and (2) minimizing the direct cost of adopting design 

rationale, e.g., use design rationale in specific events such as meetings and design reviews.  

Operational difficulties during evolutionary design process 

To investigate the usability of semi-formal and argumentation based design rationale such as QOC 

in design process, Shum (1996) conducted two empirical studies. The first study consists of 12 

software engineers who were asked to use QOC to redesign a bank’s automated teller machine (ATM), 

while the second study asked a doctoral student to design a data structure of an application by using 

QOC. Based on the study findings, Shum (1996) summarised two conclusions. First, the construction 

of QOC is not a linear process but an exploratory and opportunistic process. Second, semi-formal and 

argumentation based design rationale is inappropriate during evolutionary design process (Shum, 

1996). 

Shum (1996) stated four findings regarding the first conclusion. First, the QOC documentation 

process is not as tidy as expected. The documentation process is neither top-down nor smooth. Instead, 

the designers used different strategies to construct QOC. Sometimes they started by listing questions, 

and sometimes they started by generating options and criteria before listing questions. Second, 

designers need to learn how to classify their ideas. The analysis results showed that even experienced 

designers needed to engage in restructuring, reclassification and renaming later in their design process. 

Third, renaming is a predominate activity in a design process and it takes a lot of time because 

designers need to achieve well-formed QOC. To achieve well-formed QOC, the node naming needs 

to be distinctive and focused. Moreover, designers need to use clear, specific and positive descriptions 

for naming. Fourth, revising and restructuring questions is a natural process in order to ask good 

questions. One case shows that the reformulation of questions often occurred in order to restructuring 

options. Shum (1996) concluded that in order to solve ill-defined and wicked problems, framing and 

reframing is used to understand the constraints of problem space. By using the concept of reflection-

in-action from Schön (1983), Shum (1996) proposed that the restructuring and renaming process of 

QOC also means that once designers make a claim explicitly, the used vocabulary encourages a 
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dialogue with the representation and it “talk back” to the designer. To a large extent, it is very similar 

to Dörner's (1999) proposition that rephrasing can help clarifying ideas and change original pictures. 

Shum's (1996) second conclusion addresses the problems of using QOC in evolutionary design 

process. The evolutionary mode of designing is defined as “the iterative development of what the 

designer conceptualized as one, complex design Option” (Shum, 1996, p. 199). The designer whom 

Shum (1996) studied described this evolutionary design process as: “I’m postulating a structure, 

going round and round testing it, and drawing a few example diagrams of applications of that structure 

to a real situation – getting it into some concrete familiar objects… checking that the abstract structure 

fits that, and changing it if it doesn’t” (Shum, 1996, p. 199).   

Shum (1996) found that during the evolutionary, iterative and linear problem solving process, 

listing Questions and Options would end up enormous design rationale. Moreover, each version of 

Options would be different for only a few fine details. Although Criteria is the only reasoning 

structure that can be easily extracted in this process, the listed criteria were often used only to object 

the “current” Option (Figure 2.5). Shum (1996) concluded that, in general, the Criteria that are used 

to solve the design problems in the evolutionary process are basically asking “does it work?” The 

observed designer also stated that “the only Criterion is, ‘Does it enable, or not?’ there’s not a set of 

things it could fulfil – it either does or it doesn’t. If it doesn’t enable you to create a detailed concrete 

structure, then it’s no good” (p. 202). Clearly, it does not match with QOC’s definition that Criteria 

should bridge from a goal to specific design features.  Although the designer did list several Criteria 

such as flexibility and reduce real time calculation, Shum (1996) surmised that “the difficulty in 

introducing any additional reasoning structure (Questions and Options) meant that Criteria could 

only be referred to in general terms” (p. 202). Indeed, flexibility and reduce real time calculation only 

remain useful at a global level of application. To summarise, Shum (1996) proposed that the rapid 

testing and iterations of design as well as that the designer’s inability to describe this process are 

similar to the concept of knowing-in-action proposed by Schön (1983). Schön (1983) defined 

knowing-in-action as “actions, recognitions, and judgements which we know how to carry out 

spontaneously… we are often unaware of having learned to do these things… we are usually unable 

to describe the knowing which our action reveals” (Schön, 1983, p. 68). 
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Figure 2.5. An example of how QOC is poorly applied in evolutionary design process (extracted from the example 

presented by Shum (1996), p. 206) 

The definition of evolutionary design process also matches with the findings from Olson et al. 

(1992). Olson et al. (1992) analysed the structure of design meetings and concluded that designers 

use four processes to evaluate design alternatives in meetings. The evolutionary design process 

matches with one of the processes that designers would evaluate whether a design alternative is 

doable or buildable. Other three processes are whether the system or feature was usable, whether 

there were sufficient resources to do it in the time-frame agreed to, and others (Olson et al., 1992). 

To distinguish between the evolutionary design process with other design processes, Shum (1996) 

proposed that we should interpret them as depth-first design versus breadth-first design rather than 

implementation versus conceptual design. This interpretation allows the two different modes, laying 

out both alternatives and reasons for key decisions versus pursuing one Option in detail, co-exist in 

both conceptual design and detail design. 

Generative design rationale 

Gruber and Russell (1996) proposed the generative design rationale approach based on their study 

of the use of design rationale explanations. To a large extent, what Gruber and Russell (1996) meant 

about design rationale is similar to Goldschmidt's (1997) rationale that links arguments and sketches, 

and the rationale can emerge irregularly during design process. Through protocol analysis of redesign 

sessions, Gruber and Russell (1996) summarised five conclusions. First, Gruber and Russell (1996) 

observed that “rationales are based on many kinds of underlying information”. They concluded that 

“rationale exists in a problem-solving context that may not be directly modelled by design 

information alone” (Gruber and Russell, 1996, p. 329). Therefore, they proposed that designers 

should document the information that is used to answer design problems rather than the information 

based on pre-defined categories such as QOC and IBIS. Second, the analysis results from Gruber and 

Russell (1996) show that “rationales are constructed and inferred from information”. Based on this 

finding, Gruber and Russell (1996) concluded that it is more important to document the data that may 
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be applied to infer answers of later design problems than the pre-formulated answers of anticipated 

problems.   

Third, “rationales are not just statements of fact, but explanations about dependencies among facts” 

(Gruber and Russell, 1996). Similar to Goldschmidt's (1997) definition of multiple representations, 

Gruber and Russell (1996) found that designers collect a set of reasons as an argument in order to 

justify their designs. Design decisions are “found in the relationships among several pieces of 

information” (p. 330), and the information includes requirements and constraints (Gruber and Russell, 

1996). Therefore, Gruber and Russell (1996) proposed that designers should document dependency 

relationships among requirements, components, or parameters. Fourth, “rationale explanations refer 

to real engineering data and models” (Gruber and Russell, 1996). Gruber and Russell (1996) found 

that some information such as mathematic behaviour models and models in CAD databases are 

already available from documentation, for example, manufacturer databases, textbooks or handbooks. 

Because some models and data are used as routines, they proposed to document these data and models 

that are used in engineering practice. Lastly, Gruber and Russell (1996) observed that “rationale can 

be reconstructed from the relevant data”. They concluded that designers often use weak explanation. 

Weak explanation derives information from relevant data instead of formal models or data. Therefore, 

if a complete justification for a decision is not available, designers can document weak explanations. 

These five conclusions lead to the overall suggestion, that is, design rationale systems should go 

beyond simply “record and replay” design rationale, and generate design rationale in response to 

designers’ requests of design rationale and decision support. Gruber and Russell (1996) summarised 

two types of decision support: (1) to see how design alternatives link to dependent elements, and (2) 

design evaluation. The latter type of decision supports emphasises on precisions about how good 

alternatives are. Nonetheless, based on their protocol analysis, Gruber and Russell (1996) found none 

of the questions and answers need such an extent of precisions in decision support. Moreover, Gruber 

and Russell (1996) pointed out that “the inferences underlying rationale explanations are based on 

assumptions and design state that can change after a rationale is constructed” (p. 341). Therefore, 

instead of using the “record and replay” approach that “would capture completed explanation graphs 

(perhaps structured as decisions among alternatives)” (Gruber and Russell, 1996, p. 342), the 

generative design rationale approach can capture “the nodes involved in a decision (the “relevant 

facts”) and the inference processes that link them” (Gruber and Russell, 1996, p. 342).  

2.3. Designers’ information behaviour 
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This section presents some concepts and models that can be used to describe designers’ 

information behaviour and information seeking behaviour. Information behaviour, as defined in the 

first chapter by using Wilson's (2000) definition, is “the totality of human behaviour in relation to 

sources and channels of information, including… information use” (p. 49). Information behaviour is 

an umbrella concept (Savolainen, 2007) that encompasses different approaches. For example, 

Pettigrew et al. (2001) defined three approaches of information behaviour: cognitive approach, social 

approach and multifaceted approach. Savolainen (2007) and Byström et al. (2019) proposed to 

separate information behaviour from information practice. Their definition of information behaviour 

is close to the cognitive approach defined by Pettigrew et al. (2001) as Byström et al. (2019) pointed 

out that information behaviour studies take “the viewpoint of individuals (including e.g. their habits, 

skills, preferences, psychological factors, as well as affordances of their contexts) in explaining 

information-related activities” (p. 2). On the other hand, information practice is originated from the 

interests of social constructionism. Therefore, information practice pays attentions to the “role of 

contextual factors of information seeking, use, and sharing, as distinct from the individualist and often 

decontextualised approaches that are seen as characteristic of assumptions of information 

behaviour… Focusing on practices rather than on behaviour means that the analysis shifts from the 

cognitive to the social and is consistent with the study of information seekers in their social context” 

(Savolainen, 2007, p. 122). Researchers have looked into people’s information behaviour in different 

contexts through different approaches. The studies of workplace information explore information 

behaviour and information practice in the context of work (Byström et al., 2019). This PhD study lies 

within the scope of studies of workplace information as it investigates designers’ information 

behaviour in design practice. 

Beside information behaviour, this study also focuses on designers’ information seeking behaviour. 

Based on Wilson's (2000) definition, information seeking behaviour is one of the constituents of 

information behaviour. Studies that look into people’s information seeking behaviour has their 

distinct focus, that is, investigating people’s seeking strategies in different contexts (Wilson, 1981). 

For example, Skov and Ingwersen (2014) studied virtual museum visitors and identified four 

characteristics of information searching behaviour including (1) highly visual experience, (2) 

exploratory behaviour, (3) broad known item/element search and (4) meaning making. Although 

information seeking studies primarily investigate people’s information seeking strategies, Wilson 

(1984) pointed out that some of the studies might aim to infer people's information need, or to 

understand variables regarding the design and development of information systems. This PhD study 

matches Wilson's (1981) statement as one of its objectives is to identify how digital design support 

tools can support service designers concerning their information seeking behaviour. 
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This section consists of three sub-sections. They are the information behaviour approaches in 

relation to design, the use of information artefacts in design, and information seeking in RDM and 

NDM. The first sub-section provides an overview of information behaviour approaches that relate to 

design practice. Several concepts and models that relate to designers’ information behaviour are 

presented. The second sub-section provides the summary of studies that looked into designers’ use 

of information sources and information channels. Following Byström's (2002) approach, it primarily 

applies two categories, people and documents, as information sources and channels. Lastly, I 

elaborate the proposition advocated by Berryman (2008). By introducing the concepts of RDM and 

NDM, the third section provides the background of why Berryman (2008) suggested LIS researchers 

to incorporate NDM approach in studying people’s information behaviour. 

 The information behaviour approaches in relation to design 

This section presents some of the information behaviour approaches that relate to design. By 

combining the “unified theory of human information behaviour” proposed by Spink and Cole (2004) 

with the discussions about design practice from Dorst (2004), Kolko (2011) and Stumpf (2001), this 

section focuses on three information behaviour approaches. They are reducing uncertainty to solve 

problems, sensemaking and collaborative information seeking. Built upon the information behaviour 

approaches defined by defined by Spink and Cole (2004), the first two sub-sections view designers 

who seek information as problem-solvers and sense-makers. On the other hand, the last sub-section 

focuses on the social aspect of designer’s information behaviour. Spink and Cole (2006) have stated 

that none of the information behaviour approaches can completely explain people’s information 

seeking behaviour. Similarly, this section does not claim that the three approaches, reducing 

uncertainty to solve problems, sensemaking and collaboration information seeking can completely 

explain designers’ information behaviour, it merely aims to provide the information behaviour 

approaches that are related to design practice. 

Reducing uncertainty to solve problems 

Design is often referred as a problem-solving process (Boradkar, 2017). On the other hand, 

problem solving as well as uncertainty reduction have long been recognised as the motivations of 

information seeking. Case (2012) has pointed out that in 1970s, reducing uncertainty has been 

recognised as one of the motivations for information seeking. Researchers from LIS and information 

retrieval have proposed several models and concepts to describe the process of problem solving and 

uncertainty reduction in relation to information seeking. Within the plentiful collection of models and 

concepts, Wilson's (1999) problem solving model depicts the processes of problem solving and 

uncertainty reduction, and Belkin (1980)’s ASK describes the state of inadequacy that is caused by 
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the lack of knowledge as well as the uncertainty of relevant concepts regarding the topics that a person 

is investigating.  

Wilson (1999) proposed the problem solving model of the information seeking and searching 

process (Figure 2.6). The model depicts four stages including problem identification, problem 

definition, problem resolution and solution statement. In the first stage, people ask, “What kind of 

problem do I have?”. In the second stage, the question then turns to “What exactly is the nature of 

my problem?”. Next, after defining the problem, the person asks, “How do I find the answer to my 

problem?”. Lastly, the person present the solution of the problem (Wilson, 1999). These four stages 

of problem solving are similar to the four phases of the Double Diamond design process. After 

Discover and Define phase, designers define the problem they aim to resolve. Then, they develop 

design solutions and deliver the solution presentation. Compared to the Double Diamond model, 

Wilson's (1999) problem solving model stresses the need to reduce uncertainty in order to solve a 

problem. To reduce uncertainty, Wilson (1999) suggested that Kuhlthau’s information search process 

can come into play. Kuhlthau’s information search process describes people’s experience including 

thoughts, feelings and actions in information seeking for a complex task (Kuhlthau, 2005). It consists 

of six stages from the beginning of information seeking to the end (Kuhlthau, 2005). The six stages 

include initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection and presentation. One of the main 

emphases of this model is that during the stage of exploration, uncertainty may increase (Kuhlthau, 

2005).  

 

Figure 2.6. Wilson's (1999) problem solving model 

Another basic motivator of information seeking is the ASK defined by Belkin (Case, 2012). ASK 

is “the users’ state of knowledge with respect to a topic is in some way inadequate with respect to the 

person’s ability to achieve some goal” (Belkin, 2005, p. 44). The state of inadequacy is not only 

caused by the lack of knowledge, but also other issues such as uncertainty “as to which of several 

potentially relevant concepts holds in some situation” (Belkin, 2005, p. 45). Based on the example 

presented by Case (2012), after seeking information, an information seeker will judge whether the 

anomalous state has been resolved and whether to continue seeking information to solve another 

anomalous state. To some extent, ASK is relevant to one of the characteristics of design problem 

defined by Dorst (2004), that is, a large part of design problem is underdetermined. Because a large 

part of design problem is underdetermined, designers can interpret design problems on their own. In 
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a way, it is similar to the process of solving the anomalous state. Based on designers’ interpretations, 

the creation and selection of the suitable design solutions is only decided by designers during design 

process. Although ASK is often seen as an obstacle for solving problems, in the design field, the 

underdetermined part of design problems allows designers to interpret design problems differently 

and create innovative solutions based on their interpretations.  

Sensemaking 

Besides solving problems and reducing uncertainty, making sense of the world or events is also 

one of the motivations of information seeking. Sensemaking plays an important role in design. Kolko 

(2010) has proposed that design synthesis is a process of sensemaking. Several researchers have 

defined sensemaking with slightly different approaches. To some extent, sensemaking is seen as part 

of problem solving process. Nonetheless, here I emphasise on the definition that sensemaking occurs 

when a “gap” is identified (Dervin, 1983; Russell et al., 1993). Weick (2009) described the gap as 

“when the current state of the world is perceived to be different from the expected state of the world, 

or when there is no obvious way to engage the world” (Weick, 2009, p. 131). To some extent, the 

concept of breakdowns proposed by Fischer et al. (1991) matches the this analogy of “gap” because 

breakdowns occur when there is unexpected consequence. Nonetheless, Fischer et al. (1991) 

emphasised that the unexpected consequence is caused by an action. 

As mentioned earlier, researchers focus on different aspects of sensemaking. Table 2.2 presents 

the summary of the definitions of sensemaking defined by different researchers.  

 Purpose of sensemaking Sensemaking process 

Dervin 

(1983) 

Construct sense of one’s 

world and design next 

movement. 

An internal (e.g., cognitive) and external (e.g., procedural) 

communication behaviour that is constrained by the limitations of 

human physiology, present time-space and past time-space. 

Klein et 

al. (2006) 

Anticipate one’s trajectories 

and act effectively. 

A “motivated, continuous effort to understand connections 

(which can be among people, places, and events)”. 

Weick 

(2009) 

1. To understand how 

something becomes an 

event for organisational 

members. 

2. To understand the 

meaning of the event. 

3. Bring meaning into 

existence in order to act to 

manage and coordinate. 

Sensemaking… 

1. Organises flux. 

2. Starts with noticing and bracketing. 

3. Is about labelling. 

4. Is retrospective. 

5. Is about presumption. 

6. Is social and systemic. 

7. Is about action. 

8. Is about organising through communication. 

Table 2.2. The summary of definitions of sensemaking  

Dervin's (2005) sensemaking “mandates that communicating be conceptualised as gap bridging – 

not in the purposive, problem solving sense (although that is one subset of all gap-bridging) but in 
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the sense of gap-bridging as a mandate of the human condition” (p. 27). Hence, Dervin focused more 

on the everyday life sensemaking instead of sensemaking for certain purposes. Dervin (2005) pays 

attention to particular situational conditions in which sense-makers are in, for example, sense-maker’s 

experience, particular structural arrangements and flows of power in the particular conditions. Based 

on Dervin's (2005) sensemaking, Kolko (2011) proposed that designers should try to not objectively 

bridge a gap, as well as escape from their past and emotions as these factors are central to sensemaking. 

Different from Dervin (2005) who defined sensemaking as a communication behaviour, Klein et al. 

(2006b) emphasised on the cognitive process of sensemaking and stressed that people often use their 

perspectives and viewpoints to make sense of things. They named the perspectives and viewpoints as 

frames. Framing is important in design because during design, frames applies subjective constraints 

to design problems (Kolko, 2011) and allow designers to define design problems differently.  

While the two definitions of sensemaking presented above focus on individual’s sensemaking 

process in relation to concurrent contexts, Weick (2009) defined sensemaking in the organisational 

context. Weick (2009) pointed out that “a central theme in both organising and sensemaking is that 

people organise to make sense of equivocal inputs and enact this sense back into the world to make 

the world more orderly” (Weick, 2009, p. 133). Weick's (2009) sensemaking starts with giving 

meanings to something that has happened but not yet having a name for its existence. Therefore, 

sensemaking is retrospective. During sensemaking, through combining one’s mental model with 

salient cues collected in a context, one would impose “labels on interdependent events in ways that 

suggest plausible acts of managing, coordinating, and distributing” (Weick, 2009, p. 135). Because 

the purpose of Weick's (2009) sensemaking is to act for coordination and distribution, sensemaking 

is social and about communication in organisations. In the organisational context, sensemaking is 

influenced by social factors. Moreover, it is through talking, communicating and articulating one’s 

sensemaking that event come into existence. Because of its social aspect, Hertzum (2008) proposed 

that sensemaking can be seen as a process of collaborative information seeking.  

Collaborative information seeking  

Collaborative information seeking in this study is defined as the activities in which individuals 

collaboratively seek and retrieve information and establish common ground within a group. Common 

ground refers to the state that group members share the some knowledge and they are aware that they 

have knowledge in common (Olson and Olson, 2000). Foster (2006) defined collaborative 

information seeking as “the systems and practices that enable individuals to collaborate during the 

seeking, searching, and retrieval of information” (p. 330). While Foster (2006) focused on 

information seeking, sharing and retrieving, Hertzum (2008) argued that collaborative grounding 
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should be included as one of the main activities in collaborative information seeking. Hertzum (2008) 

pointed out that information is often distributed unevenly across the members of a group and each 

member might interpret the collected information in different ways. Therefore, communication for 

establishing common ground and information seeking are both important for a group. Several studies 

have shown the importance of building common ground in design groups. For example, Olson et al. 

(1992) analysed ten design meetings and found that clarification of design is a very pervasive activity. 

It took about one third of the total time in design meetings. In addition, Olson and Olson (2000) also 

pointed out that “the more common ground people can establish, the easier the communication, the 

greater the productivity” (p. 161). 

To describe different collaborative information seeking environments, Shah (2014) has 

enumerated some variables such as Intent, activeness, concurrency (time), location (space) and so on. 

For example, concurrency (time) is about whether a team collaborates synchronously or 

asynchronously. Location (space) is about whether a team collaborate at a same location or remotely. 

Among these variables, awareness plays an important role in collaborative information seeking. 

Based on the evaluations of a collaborative information seeking system, Coagmento, Shah and 

Marchionini (2010) have found that (1) personal awareness is necessary but not enough; and (2) group 

awareness can help team members to be “more efficient, engaged and aware without raising cognitive 

load”. 

Four conclusions are summarised from several studies that investigated designers’ collaborative 

information seeking. First, design teams coordinate information retrieval tasks (Poltrock et al., 2003). 

For example, a team member would be assigned information retrieval tasks in a meeting and then she 

would need to report it in the next meeting (Poltrock et al., 2003). Hertzum (2000) also found similar 

patterns that people are assigned with information seeking tasks. He pointed out that people are often 

the sources of commitment than information. Commitments are that a source agrees to perform a task. 

However, he also pointed out that the boundary between commitment and information is often blurry 

because if a source cannot provide the requested information, the request of information may turn 

into request of commitment. Second, designers collaboratively identify information needs and 

formulate information seeking queries (Poltrock et al., 2003). Designers would raise the needs 

through emails or during meetings, and construct queries together. The process of formulating queries 

is more collaborative when a design team is dealing with less specialised design work than technical 

design work. For example, when presenting to management staff, the software design team leaders 

would ask input from all team members (Poltrock et al., 2003). Third, designers and engineers often 

share interpreted information than objective information within a group (Baird et al., 2000; Hansen 

and Järvelin, 2005). For example, colleagues are often consulted by software engineers for practical 
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experience rather than hard facts (Hertzum, 2000). Fourth, besides using people as information 

sources during collaboration, designers also share information seeking strategies and personal 

opinions through both documents (Hansen and Järvelin, 2005). Based on the research results from 

Hansen and Järvelin (2005), table 2.3 summarises designers’ collaborative activities in relation to the 

two types of sources: people and documents.  

Sources Collaborative activities 

People and 

documents 

1. Sharing information seeking, retrieval and searching strategies. 

2. Communicating and sharing of personal and subjective opinions. 

People 1. Collaboratively resolve tasks including finalizing product creation. 

2. Sharing or asking for external and internal domain expertise. 

3. Sharing internal experience. 

Document 1. Sharing different types of contextual relationships between individuals or a set of documents. 

2. Sharing representations of information need. 

3. Sharing decisions and judgements. 

4. Sharing the history of an information object. The types of history includes document history, 

log history, and link history. 

Table 2.3. The collaborative activities in relation to different sources (Hansen and Järvelin, 2005) 

 The use of information artefacts in design 

This section is built upon the two concepts, information artefacts from Byström and Pharo (2019) 

and information-as-thing from Buckland (1991). Byström and Pharo (2019) have defined information 

artefacts as both tangible physical objects and “intangible objects lacking a physical form, for 

example signs, symbols or language, that become represented within designs” (Byström and Pharo, 

2019, p. 106). One of the key concepts of information artefacts is information sources and information 

channels (Byström and Pharo, 2019). As presented in the first chapter, researchers use information 

sources and information channels interchangeably because both of them are not exclusive (Byström 

and Pharo, 2019). The concept of information sources and information channels is built upon the 

Buckland's (1991) information-as-thing as Byström (2005) pointed out that the sought information 

“is considered as an abstract tool that enables a task to be completed” (p. 175). Buckland (1991) 

proposed that information-as-thing is whatever a physical evidence a person might learn from. 

Nonetheless, he also added that being information-as-thing is situational, and it depends on a 

consensus of subjective judgements that a piece of information is considered useful. Studies that look 

into information systems are interested in this aspect of information because only with this aspect of 

information can information systems deal with information directly (Buckland, 1991). 

This section consists of two sub-sections. It starts with presenting Byström's (2005) information 

activities in work tasks. The theory of information activities in work tasks provides on overview of 

why people use certain information sources to look for different types of information for different 
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work tasks. The second sub-section summarises studies that investigated designers’ use of 

information sources and channels. It provides the reasons why certain information sources and 

channels are used in design practice.  

Information activities in work tasks 

The theory of Information activities in work tasks describes the relationships between the used 

information sources, the sought information types and the performed work tasks. The categories of 

information sources include people, documentary sources, and events/visits (Byström, 2005). This 

theory categorises three types of information: task information, domain information and task-solving 

information (Byström, 2002; Byström and Hansen, 2005). Task information is information for one 

specific task, and it consists of facts. Task information “describes the structure, properties, and 

requirement of the problem at hand” (Byström and Järvelin, 1995, p. 195). For example, information 

includes names, numbers and statements. Domain information include “known facts, concepts, laws, 

and theories in the domain of the problem” (Byström and Järvelin, 1995), and it can be applied in 

similar type of tasks. It is worth noting that Byström seems to define domain information as pervasive 

knowledge that experts should have known or appears in textbooks. Therefore, domain information 

does not include experts’ tacit knowledge. The third type of information, the task-solving information, 

is instructions that are useful in the same type of tasks. It is about how to solve or perform a task.  

The theory of Information activities in work tasks identifies eight relationships between 

information types and information sources (Byström, 2005). The eight relationships are: 

1. When task performers consider no necessary information to acquire, information is mainly 

received passively through documentary sources. 

2. Information sources for task information are usually official documents, or people who are 

involved in the same matter. Occasionally task information is sought during meetings or 

from experts. 

3. Events and visits may be information sources for task information. 

4. Domain information is readily available from literatures, experts and in meetings. 

5. For seeking task-solving information, experts and meetings are the most used information 

sources. 

6. When more types of information are required… 

a. More sources are used and the variety among source types decreases. 

b. The use of internal people in an organisation increases. 

c. The use of external documentary sources increases. 

Moreover, there are three relationships between task complexity, information types and 

information sources (Byström, 2005): 

1. When perceived tasks complexity increase… 
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a. More types of information are sought. 

b. Task performers are uncertain about what types of information are necessary. 

Therefore, they end up seeking more types of information. 

c. Task performers rely more on experts for acquiring all types of information. 

This theory has been applied and developed by several researchers (Byström, 2005). Overall, it is 

helpful in understanding people’s information activities in work contexts, and it can be helpful for 

designing information systems for work (Byström, 2005). 

Use of information sources or channels in design 

This section summarises the reasons for designers’ use of different information sources and 

channels through reviewing ten different studies that investigated designers’ and engineers’ 

information seeking behaviour or work practice. The ten studies are from Ahmed et al. (2003); Baird 

et al. (2000); Frazier (2017); Gerstberger and Allen (1968); Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000); Hertzum 

(2002); Huber (2018); Kesteren (2008); Poltrock et al. (2003) and Zipperer (1993). It is worth noting 

that within these ten studies, four studies specified their research subjects as designers from traditional 

design fields. Zipperer (1993) studied exhibition designers; Kesteren (2008) studied product 

designers; Frazier (2017) studied software designers; and Huber (2018) studied interior designers.  

Byström and Pharo (2019) have pointed out that information sources are often categorised into 

people and documentary sources. Based on these two categories and the distinction between 

information sources and information channels that have been mentioned in the first chapter, four 

categories of reasons for designers’ use of different information sources and channels are defined. 

The research results from the ten studies are categorised based on the four categories (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. Reasons for designers’ use of different information sources and channels 

Several studies have found people as the common information sources for designers (Ahmed et 

al., 2003; Poltrock et al., 2003; Zipperer, 1993). Ahmed et al. (2003) observed that both novice and 

experienced designers seek advices from other people. Baird et al. (2000) identified two type of 

colleagues as information sources and channels: generalists and specialists. Generalists play both 

roles of information channels and information sources. They not only help designers to identify useful 

information sources, but also allow designers to express their unstructured and creative thinking. This 

process of expressing unstructured and divergent thinking relates to Dörner's (1999) proposition that 

rephrasing can help evoking new images as it can change the original pictures designers have. This 

approach of using design proposals to seek colleagues’ feedback is considered as one of the 

information seeking strategies (Poltrock et al., 2003). While it is common for designers to ask their 

colleagues to identify useful information sources for them, designers also applied practical means in 

meetings to share the information sources they used (Baird et al., 2000; Hertzum, 2002).  
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Besides using colleagues as specialists for professional analysis and information (Baird et al., 

2000), designers also use them for personal experiences or reasons for design decisions (Hertzum and 

Pejtersen, 2000; Poltrock et al., 2003; Zipperer, 1993). Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) have pointed 

out that although technical solutions are well documented, only a little amount of design rationale as 

well as contextual information is documented. Without the contextual information, it is difficult to 

use the documents (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). Therefore, engineers need people who can provide 

them the contextual information. Consequently, they look for the author of the documents by using 

the documents as information channels (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). In terms of using colleagues 

as specialists, Baird et al. (2000) found the importance of close social links. When selecting a 

specialist for her own team, a senior engineer will make the judgement based on if she knows the 

person well. The extent of how well the senior engineer knows a colleague as a specialist is based on 

her understanding of the type of logic and skill the colleague would bring to the design process, 

trusting the colleague’s judgement, and finding the colleague’s promises are believable (Baird et al., 

2000). 

Regarding designers’ use of documentary objects as information sources, two interesting findings 

identified from the studies done by Zipperer (1993) and Huber (2018). First, Zipperer (1993) found 

that some exhibition designers feel that they acquire information by sketching and creating models. 

This finding is similar to several researcher’s statements presented in section 2.1. For example, Cross 

(2006) have proposed that sketches help in exploration. Through sketching, designers can 

communicate with their design presentations (Self, 2011). Second, some interior designers are less 

concerned with the depth and quality of information in a sense that they tend to seek information 

from familiar sources and as fast as possible (Huber, 2018). Although the designers emphasise 

evidence-based design, they tend to use easily accessible sources than look for research findings 

(Huber, 2018). 

Researchers often discuss how quality-related factors and cost-related factors influence designers’ 

choices of information sources. Previous studies have shown the importance of accessibility 

(Gerstberger and Allen, 1968). For engineers, the perception of accessibility may be influenced by 

their experience. When an engineer is more experienced with an information source, the more she 

will perceive it as accessible (Gerstberger and Allen, 1968). On the other hand, Hertzum (2002) 

emphasises the role of quality-related factors. Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) found that by asking 

colleagues to recommend which documents to read, it provides designers a sense of trustworthiness 

of the information sources. Table 2.4 presents the summary of quality-related factor and cost-related 

factors identified by Hertzum (2002). 
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Quality-related factors Cost-related factors 

1. Reliability 

a. Appropriate organisational unit: organisational units with the 

right authority and competence. 
b. Appropriate external body: external organisations with the 

right authority and competence. 
c. Technical body: the technical quality of information  

d. Up-to-date: the timeliness of information . 

e. Representativeness: the extent of a source’s 
representativeness of the group that it belongs to. 

2. Relevance  

a. Appropriate project experience: hand-on experiences with 

issues from the past or current projects. 

b. Appropriate to task: the extent to the sources relate to the 
tasks. 

1. Accessibility: the extent of easiness 

in order to get access to a source. 

2. Ease of use: the perceived extent 
of how to use a source. 

3. Cost to use: the amount of cost 
required to use a source. 

Table 2.4. The quality-related factors and cost-related factors to the choice of information sources (Hertzum, 2002) 

 Information seeking in RDM and NDM 

Researchers have studied how people make decisions with RDM approach or NDM approach. As 

mentioned in the first chapter, Berryman (2008) has suggested LIS scholars to expand their primary 

use of RDM approach to NDM approach because the latter approach might provide a new perspective 

to investigate people’s information behaviour. Following Berryman's (2008) suggestion, Allen (2011) 

and Mishra et al. (2015) have studied the role of information seeking in relation to NDM by looking 

into the work practice in emergency services including police forces, ambulance services as well as 

fire and rescue services. Their research results show that emergency services personnel apply NDM 

approach to make decisions often. In the complex, uncertain and time constrained contexts, the 

emergency service staff may not necessarily seek information to make decisions, instead, they may 

rely on their experience and mental models (Mishra et al., 2015). 

Based on their research results, Mishra et al. (2015) proposed the concept of post-decision-making 

information seeking. According to Wilson's (1999) problem solving model, uncertainty reduction is 

one of the motivators of information seeking, and is also a RDM process (Mishra et al., 2015). 

Nonetheless, Mishra et al. (2015) found that people seek information not only to reduce uncertainty, 

but also to provide post-hoc justification. In other words, people seek information after they make 

decisions (Mishra et al., 2015). Based on this finding, Mishra et al. (2015) revised Wilson's (1999) 

model of problem solving and proposed the expert problem solving model. In the model, the stage of 

problem resolution is dismissed, and the stage of solution justification is added after the stage of 

solution statement. Figure 2.8 shows the expert problem solving model proposed by Mishra et al. 

(2015).  
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Figure 2.8. The expert problem solving model (Mishra et al., 2015)  

Besides proposing the expert problem solving model, Mishra et al. (2015) argued that their 

findings indicate the reason why people seek information to confirm the decisions they made. 

Researchers have studied why people have preference towards certain type of information. By 

conducting meta-analysis, Hart et al. (2009) found that people have slightly higher preference towards 

congenial information than uncongenial one. Moreover, the congeniality bias is moderated by 

people’s defence motivation. Defence motivation is defined as the “desire to defend one’s existing 

attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours” (Hart et al., 2009). The practice of defending one’s judgement 

occurs not only in emergency services, but also in design. Goldschmidt (1997) has pointed out that 

“designs must be defensible, because of the need to gain approval for their creation” (p. 451). 

Moreover, based on their controlled experiments, Dwarakanath and Wallace (1995) found that the 

designers spent up to 50% of design time to develop arguments.  

To provide the background of Berryman's (2008) suggestion of applying NDM approach in 

information behaviour studies, the first two sub-sections introduce RDM approach and NDM 

approach. Besides describing how people use RDM approach and NDM approach in making 

decisions, the two sub-sections also present some studies that looked into designers’ decision-making 

process in relation to the two approaches. Based on the finding identified by Mishra et al. (2015) that 

people often look for justification after decision-making, the last sub-section summarises studies that 

looked into people’s post-hoc justification. In addition, it presents how design judgement is defined 

slightly different from the post-hoc justification for decision-making.  

Rational decision-making (RDM) 

The process of RDM has long been a central concern of traditional economic theorists (Simon, 

1956). Simon (1955) defined three general features of the RDM process. First, there is a set of 

alternatives open to choice. Second, decision-makers evaluate and determine the pay-offs of 

alternatives, for example, satisfaction or goal attainment. Third, decision-makers make preference 

orderings among the pay-offs of alternatives. When evaluating alternatives, some variables are 

controlled by decision-makers, while some are fixed. Because decision-makers can control some 

variables, they optimise their decisions (Simon, 1955). An optimisation may involve the selection of 

an expected value that is maximum or minimax based on the information the decision maker has in 

relation to the alternatives and pay-offs (Simon, 1955). Because RDM approach is necessarily 
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involved with multiple alternatives, Klein (1998) defines rational analysis as an activity that “supports 

the broad search for many options, rather than deep searches of only a few options” (p. 263). When 

using RDM approach, decision-makers apply different strategies. For example,  Pachur and Marinello 

(2013) found out that experienced airport customs officers tend to use take-the-best heuristic strategy, 

and novices use equal-weight strategy more often. When using the take-the-best heuristic strategy, 

people evaluate two options based on one criterion with binary values (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 

2011). On the other hand, when using equal-weight strategy, people use different variables to weight 

each options among a set of options (Pachur and Marinello, 2013). 

Researchers have proved the benefits of applying RDM approach in design. De Jong et al. (2019) 

have developed Rationale Capture Cycle (RCC) based on RDM approach. RCC asks architects to 

document the process of identifying design problems, exploring alternatives, and analysing 

alternatives based on assumptions, constraints, risk and trade-offs (De Jong et al., 2019). By 

conducting controlled experiments, they showed that RCC can improve design quality.  

Researchers have also identified that designers use RDM approach during design. Based on their 

laboratory design sessions, Dwarakanath and Wallace (1995) found that RDM approach is used 

mostly in early design phases (Dwarakanath and Wallace, 1995). Designers generate a set of 

alternatives and criteria, and compared the alternatives with criteria in order to make decisions. 

Criteria sometimes evolve or new criteria emerge during design process. Although designers identify 

criteria and issues, a few criteria and issue dominate the whole decision-making process 

(Dwarakanath and Wallace, 1995). While the results from Dwarakanath and Wallace (1995) show 

that designers evaluate the set of alternatives they create, Olson et al. (1992) found that albeit 

designers generate multiple alternatives, they seldom discuss and explicitly evaluate them in meetings. 

This difference might be caused by that the first study was conducted in a laboratory environment, 

while the latter study was conducted in the real context. Different from RDM, when designers are 

making decisions with NDM approach, they evaluate an alternative when it is generated. After it is 

evaluated, it is either modified or another alternative is generated (Dwarakanath and Wallace, 1995). 

To a large extent, this process is very similar to the depth-first design process identified by Shum 

(1996) that is described in section 2.3. The next section provides more detailed description about 

NDM.  

Naturalistic decision-making (NDM) 

The NDM community aims to understand people’s decision-making process in practice (Klein, 

2015). Instead of studying decision-making process in controlled experiments, researchers use field 

observations and interviews to study how people make important decisions. Based on his NDM 
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research in different domains such as firefighters, military staff and design engineers, Klein (1998) 

found that people often use singular evaluation approach rather than comparative evaluation. When 

using singular evaluation approach, people evaluate each option based on its own merits. If the first 

choice does not work out, people may consider other choices in order to find the one that works 

instead of the best one (Klein, 1998). This approach matches the concept of satisficing proposed by 

Simon (1956). To describe how people conduct singular evaluation, Klein (1998) proposed the 

Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) model that depicts the evaluation process. When applying RPD 

model, a decision maker first recognises the situation as typical. At that point, she understands the 

type of goals that make sense, the important cues, the expectancies, and the typical means to response 

to the situation. By recognising the situation as typical, decision makers also recognise the course of 

action that is likely to succeed. The recognition of goals, cues, expectancies and actions are part of 

the recognition of situations. In other words, decision-makers do not start with goals and expectancies 

to make decisions.  

Two mechanisms are considered the most prominent in NDM approach, mental simulation and 

pattern matching (Klein, 1998). Mental simulation is defined as the “ability to imagine people and 

objects consciously and to transform those people and objects through several transitions, finally 

picturing them in a different way than at the start” (Klein, 1998, p. 49). After people assemble a series 

of actions in mind, they will evaluate them by mental simulation that is based on criteria such as 

plausibility, consistency and pitfalls. On the other hand, pattern recognition is defined as the “ability 

of the expert to detect typicality and to notice events that did not happen and other anomalies that 

violate the pattern” (Klein, 1998, p. 153). Klein’s research shows that experts are more capable of 

executing pattern recognition. The ability to see patterns can support in situation awareness, and it 

consequently helps people to recognise possible goals (Klein, 1998).  

Klein (1998) has identified several situations in which people are more likely to use NDM 

approach. People tend to use NDM when 

 Time pressure is greater. 

 They are more experienced in the field. 

 The conditions are more dynamic. 

 The goals are ill-defined (Klein, 1998, p. 99). 

To a large extent, the identified situations match well with design contexts. As mentioned earlier, 

several researchers have found designers apply NDM approach during design. For example, Zannier 

et al. (2007) found that software designers primarily use NDM approach. In addition, the structure of 

design problems influences software designers’ decision-making process. When facing complex 

design problems, software designers apply not only mental simulation but also mental models 
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(Zannier et al., 2007). Corresponding to the proposition that people who are more experienced tend 

to use NDM approach, Ahmed et al. (2003) found that experienced designers use NDM approach. 

They tend to evaluate the decisions they make before implement those, and this process will repeat 

until the evaluation yields a satisfactory result. Afterwards they will implement the decisions. 

Conversely, novice designers apply a somewhat different approach. Novice designers also repeat the 

cycle of implementation, test and redesign. However, because novice designers do not have the same 

knowledge based on past projects as more experienced designers, neither do they have access to the 

external knowledge of past projects, they tend to immediately implement their decisions without 

evaluating them.   

Justification for decision-making 

Researchers have found that people sometimes look for information to justify their decisions. The 

expert problem solving model proposed by Mishra et al. (2015) shows that emergency service staff 

tend to look for information in order to justify the decisions they made. The similar pattern has been 

observed by Soelberg's (1966) who looked into how students decide which job to apply after 

graduation. Soelberg had taught students in how to apply rational choice strategy that uses 

comparative evaluations for alternatives. However, his observation shows that the students looked 

for alternatives in order to justify their preferable choice. In addition, although students ended their 

search for new alternatives, they still have significant uncertainty towards the option they chose in 

the end. Besides Mishra et al. (2015) and Soelberg's (1966) who investigated information seeking 

behaviour in relation to justification for decision-making, several studies have looked into how 

designers make judgements during design.  

One of the findings regarding design judgement is that designers often use “common sense theories” 

(Hammond et al., 1983) or “their own experience and insights” (MacLean et al., 1991) to justify their 

designs. Hammond et al. (1983) stated that designers possess “common sense theories” of users and 

in many cases it is difficult for designers to articulate the theories. Sometimes when designers refer 

to the theories, it is described as intuition or use one’s own experience as a user (Hammond et al., 

1983). MacLean et al. (1991) found that designers use ad hoc theories to make sense of their designs. 

Ad hoc theories is “based on their own experience and insights rather than on more objective 

information – of course it is all too common in design that all relevant information is simply not 

available… the kind of reasoning has the status of an argument” (p. 228). Ad hoc theories and “quick 

and dirty” data are sometimes used to create a convincing analysis of designs. Besides ad hoc theories, 

MacLean et al. (1991) identified other two types of justifications designers use. The first one is 

models, analogies, and metaphors. Analogies is similar to theories and data, but it provides more 
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detailed justification. The second type of justification is scenarios. A “scenario involves envisaging 

what it would be like to use the artefact being designed” (MacLean et al., 1991, p. 240). Because 

scenario provides more detailed information, it can evoke new criteria and suggest additional options. 

(MacLean et al., 1991).  

Similar to the statement made by Mishra et al. (2015) regarding people’s information seeking bias, 

MacLean et al. (1991) also pointed out designers’ information seeking bias. Their research results 

show that the observed designers neither make efforts to explore why proposed designs were good 

nor did they explore why some of their designs were bad. Therefore, MacLean et al. (1991) proposed 

that we should recognise the difficulty of looking for arguments and evaluating available information 

in order to counter one’s beliefs. 
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Chapter 3: Methods 

This chapter presents the overall research method of this study, as well as the research methods 

used in individual sub-studies. To answer the two overall research questions, this study used mixed 

research methods and conducted four sub-studies by using three different data collection methods. 

This chapter is structured into two focuses: data collection and data analysis. Section 3.1 to section 

3.4 are concerned with the data collection methods used in this study. Section 3.5 to section 3.7 are 

about the processes of data analysis in each sub-studies.  

The overview of the research methods as well as the discussion of research reliability and validity 

are presented in section 3.1. Section 3.2 to section 3.4 cover interviews, an observation and a 

systematic review. Following the explanation of the reasons for the choices of the data collection 

methods and describing their processes, section 3.5 describes the general data analysis method used 

in this study. Section 3.6 describes the data analysis processes applied in three sub-studies that explore 

service designers’ use of information sources, documents, as well as their design decision-making 

process. The last section, section 3.7, presents how I analysed the literatures collected through the 

systematic review.  

The limitations of each sub-studies are discussed separately based on the processes of data 

collection and data analysis. For example, the limitations caused by the process of literature collection 

are discussed in section 3.4, while the limitations caused by the analysis of collected literatures are 

discussed in section 3.7. 

 

3.1 Data collection: A multimethod study  

Research reliability, validity and transferability  

3.2 Interviews  

Conducting Interviews  

3.3 Observation 

Three observational issues 

Conducting field observation 

Limitations of the context Research papers 

3.4 Systematic review 

Systematic review process  

Conducting systematic review  
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Limitations caused by the search strategy 

3.5 Data analysis: Content analysis 

Conducting field observation 

3.6 Analysis of the service designers’ information behaviour 

Identifying the roles of information sources and channels 

Scrutinizing service designers’ design decision-making processes 

Investigating the reusability of service design documentation 

3.7 Mapping and identifying the usefulness of design support tools 

Reliability issue caused by the analysis process 
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3.1. Data collection: A multimethod study 

This study consists of four sub-studies that used different research methods. As presented in 

Chapter 1, three sub-studies investigate service designers’ information behaviour, while the fourth 

sub-study identifies the usefulness of service design support tools (see Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1). The 

three sub-studies used interviews and observation as data collection methods; the fourth sub-studies 

used rigorous systematic review methods to collect literatures. Overall, this study is a qualitative 

multimethod research that uses content analysis as the data analysis method.  

This study is not defined as a mixed-method study but a qualitative multimethod research. The 

most common definition of a mix-method study is that the study must uses at least one quantitative 

and one qualitative method of data collection and analysis (Creswell, 1999). Based on this definition, 

this study should not be considered as a mix-method study because it only used qualitative data 

collection method. To some extent, it can be said that this study used both qualitative and quantitate 

data analysis method because in the systematic review study, a certain degree of statistical results are 

presented, however, I agree with Krippendorff's (2004) argument and decide not to make such a 

distinction. Krippendorff’s argument is discussed more in the Section 4.5 which covers the overall 

data analysis method applied in this study.  

Several researchers have proposed to use multiple methods in a research study. McGrath (1981) 

has pointed out that multiple methods not only can serve as replications and convergences of research 

results, but also compensate inherent constrains of any one research method or research design that 

is in use. Although multimethod sometimes is used for replications of the same research results, 

Patton (2002) has pointed out that inconsistent findings from a multimethod study should not be 

considered as “weakening the credibility of results” (Patton, 2002, p. 248). Because research inquiries 

are sensitive to their context, the collected data through different methods will be slightly different. 

Instead of viewing inconsistencies as weakness of credibility, they can be viewed as a deeper insight 

into the connection between the studied phenomenon and research approach (Patton, 2002). For this 

study, the reasons to use multiple research methods include both converging the research outcomes 

for deeper insights into service designers’ information behaviour and service design support tools, as 

well as compensating the inherent constrains of field observation and interviews.  

The term triangulation is often used as a synonym for multimethod studies (Creswell, 1999). 

Denzin (2015) categorises four types of triangulation: 

1. Data triangulation: the use of data collected across time, space and people. 

2. Investigator triangulation: the use of multiple observers or researchers. 

3. Theory triangulation: use more than one theoretical perspective to interpret a set of data or 

a phenomenon. 
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4. Methodological triangulation: use more than one research method for a research question. 

Denzin’s categorisation of triangulation shows how multiple methods as one of the methods to 

achieve the overarching goal of triangulation. Besides methodological triangulation, based on the 

study framework presented in Chapter 1, this study also applies theory triangulation and data 

triangulation to study service designers’ information behaviour; and use data triangulation to explore 

how service design support tools support service designers. How these triangulations are used is 

described throughout this chapter. 

 Research reliability, validity and transferability 

When talking about research quality, researchers often refer to research reliability and validity. 

Dey (2005) defines reliability as “consistency through repetition” (Dey, 2005, p. 285). However, 

because replicating qualitative studies is “a difficult if not impossible task” (Dey, 2005, p. 258), when 

referring to reliability, researchers often focus on the consistency of data analysis instead of 

reproducing the same research results. Dey (2005) defines the consistency of data analysis as “internal 

reliability”. On the other hand, validity is about how a research is conceptually and empirically well-

grounded (Dey, 2005, p. 261). Some researchers use the term credibility as an analogy of validity 

(Lincoln and Guba, cited in Elo et al., 2014). Credibility relates to the extent the rigour of data 

collection and analysis processes (Graneheim and Lundman, 2004). Researchers have proposed 

several methods to increase research credibility, for example, Patton (2002) proposed that researchers 

should report “any personal and professional information that may have affected data collection, 

analysis, and interpretation” (Patton, 2002, p. 566)”. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, 

applying multiple research methods can also increase a research’s validity and reliability. Besides 

using multiple research methods, this study also applies content analysis’s approach to report its data 

analysis process and results to increase its credibility. The further discussion about content analysis 

is presented in section 3.5. 

Besides reliability and validity, research transferability is also an important criterion of research 

quality. Transferability refers to the extent of how a research finding can be applied to other similar 

context (Elo et al., 2014). This study is potentially transferable due to its focus as well as the selected 

research subjects. Because this study pays attentions to different service design levels, it is expected 

that, to some extent, its findings can be applied to related design fields that are more specific, for 

example, product strategy design, interaction design and UI design. In addition, the research subjects 

in this study include design consultancies and a traditional service company. The contexts in design 

consultancies and service companies are different for service designers. The former mostly work with 

clients for designing clients’ services while the later provide their own services. By combing the data 
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collected from these two types of subjects, this study also provides a more holistic overview of service 

design in practice. The detailed descriptions of the research subjects are provided in section 3.2 and 

3.3. 

In the following sections, I will justify the reasons to the choice of three different data collection 

methods in order to ensure the credibility of content analysis. Section 3.2 to section 3.5 provide 

descriptions of each data collection method used in this study, their pros and cons, and how they were 

used. After the three sections, the data analysis applied in the four sub-studies are reported in detail. 

3.2. Interviews  

Equally to many other research methods, interviews research method have its pros and cons. 

Interviews can yield in-depth data about people’s experience, opinions and feelings (Patton, 2002). 

Unlike observation in which researchers can only observe behaviours that take place at the moment, 

interviews permit researchers to collect data across time (Patton, 2002). Nonetheless, when 

conducting interviews, researcher should keep in mind that the collected data might be distorted due 

to interviewees’ personality or emotions, the relationship between interviewers and interviewees, as 

well as interviewees’ self-image bias and recall errors (Patton, 2002).  

Taking the advantages of the interview format, I conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews 

to collect data with five different themes:  

1. Design activities in a service design project. 

2. Designers’ information need in each design activities. 

3. Designers’ use of information sources for their information need. 

4. Design documents that are created and reused in the process. 

5. Designers’ reflections of the use of information sources and design documents.  

Semi-structured interviews combine the formats of informal conversational interviews and 

standard open-ended interviews. During semi-structured interviews, interviewers can determine when 

it is appropriate to explore a certain topic in depth. Depending on the development of interview 

directions, interviewers can also ask exploratory questions for new areas (Patton, 2002).  

Besides interviews, survey may suffice for collecting all the themes listed above. However, design 

processes are different from company to company, and they consist of various combinations of design 

activities and design methods. In order to conduct an exhaustive study, the length of a survey will be 

too long for participants to answer. Interviews not only can provide a better access to look into 

designers’ stories, during the semi-structured interviews, I can also prompt interviewees to analyse 

and reflect on the topic they just described. Patton (2002) has also pointed out that interviews provide 
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opportunities for obtaining more contextual detail than surveys and more reflection on the pros and 

cons of practices than observation.  

On the other hand, another common method for collecting people’s experience and reflections is 

a diary study. Diary study can “track usage of a product, document particular activities, or follow a 

specific type of experience” (Kuniavsky, 2003, p. 244). However, a diary study is an obtrusive 

research method. Having the potential of distorting and obstructing diarists’ normal activities has 

been the problems of conducting diary studies (Kuniavsky, 2003). Considering that asking designers 

to reflect upon their information behaviour during design processes might result in that they change 

their behaviour, interviews may serve better purpose than a diary study for this study.  

 Conducting Interviews 

Service designers from design consultancies are the research subjects of these interviews. The 

exploration of service designers’ practice from Kimbell (2009) shows that design consultancies such 

as IDEO and live|work12 have applied service design thinking in their work, for example, they design 

service experience as a whole and in detail, make service tangible through visualisation, and 

orchestrate artefacts, people and practices. In addition, different from companies that have their own 

digital service products, design consultancies’ project-based and client-oriented work practices 

provide a good opportunity for interviews because they have clear timeline with well-defined start 

and end points, intensive design processes, and large repositories of project-based knowledge. 

In total, I interviewed ten designers from five different design consultancies in five different 

countries (see Table 3.1) in the summer of 2017. To recruit designers from different countries is to 

avoid monocultural bias, and to recruit two designers with different seniorities from a same 

consultancy is to explore both the internal variety and similarity of a consultancy, as well as the 

potential influences of expertise towards information behaviour. In addition, interviewing two 

designers in a same consultancy may ease recall errors.  

The recruitment criteria are that the designers had completed at least one service design project as 

a designer in the design consultancies in which they were at that time employed. The definition of a 

service design project is “a design project where the design consists of a sequence of interrelated 

actions, multiple users or stakeholders, and different touchpoints”. This definition is based on existing 

definitions of service (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996) and service-design thinking (Stickdorn et al., 

2011). Since the recruitment criteria do not include specific job titles, as the result, the job titles 

include UX designer, design lead and similar profiles.  

                                                 

12 A service design firm with offices in London, Rotterdam and São Paulo. https://www.liveworkstudio.com/ 
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 Country Job title and seniority Education Project 

A China 

China 

Senior UX designer (6 years) Industrial design Real estate 

B UX expert (9+ years) Architecture Entertainment 

C Italy Interaction design (3+ years) Interaction design Insurance 

D Italy Associate creative director (10+ years)  Communication design Insurance 

E Spain Interaction designer (2+ years) Media/interaction design Consultancy 

F Spain Design lead (7+ years) Service design innovation Design 

G Taiwan UX designer (1 year) Media/interaction design Finance 

H Taiwan Design lead (4+ years) Industrial design Telecom 

I UAE UX specialist (2+ years) Industrial design Airline 

J UAE UX consultant (10+ years) Accessories design Airline 

Table 3.1. Profile of the interviewed designers (presented in article 1) 

The sampling method combines convenience sampling and snowball sampling. First, from my 

personal contacts, I recruited three designers who were at that time working in design consultancies 

in Spain, Taiwan and United Arab Emirates (UAE). After conducting interviews with them, I asked 

them to introduce me designers from their companies or other companies. Although convenience 

sampling is criticised for its low reliability (Patton, 2002), the combination of convenience sampling 

and snowball sampling ensured me to recruit the number of designers I want, as well as the designers 

who are willing to share, and are also good at narrating their stories and articulate their thoughts. 

Among the ten designers, six of them are female and others are male.  

Due to the geographical distribution of the design consultancies, seven of the interviews were 

conducted over Skype, the other three on site. In addition, six interviews were conducted in Mandarin 

and four in English. The two designers from the same consultancy were not required to talk about an 

identical project, and they all chose to talk about different projects. Thus, the interviews resulted in 

data about ten different service design projects (see Table 3.1). Prior to the interviews the designers 

gave their written informed consent to participate in the study, including a permission for audio-

recording. Because the designers might mention confidential or company-sensitive information 

during the interviews, they received a copy of the interview transcript and were given the possibility 

to point out misunderstandings and ask for confidential and company-sensitive information to be 

deleted. 

In order to collect the data about the five themes mentioned earlier, the interviews were structured 

into three parts. The designers first started by describing their work and design experiences. At the 

end of the description, the designers were asked to select a service design project that fits the study’s 

definition. Second, they were requested to describe what they had done in that project from its 

beginning to completion. They were requested to specifically pay attention to: What were the design 

activities you had done? What information had you needed to complete each design activity? How 

did you look for the information you needed? What were the output or documents you created in each 
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design activity? How had you reused previously documented information? Third, the designers were 

asked to reflect on their information behaviour in the project they just described, and more general, 

their overall opinions towards information seeking and documentation: Why did you behave this way 

when you needed specific information? What are your opinions towards documentation and use of 

documents? Senior designers were also asked to reflect if their information and documentation 

behaviour changed based on their seniority. Each interview duration is approximately 1.5 hours. 

3.3. Observation 

Patton (2002) have delineated the pros and cons of observation. In general, observation permits 

researchers to: 

1. Capture and understand the context in which people interact. 

2. Explore and be open to what they are observing. 

3. Observe the routines or things that are neglected by people in the setting. 

4. Learn things that people are not willing to talk about in interviews. 

On the other hand, the limitations of observation include that the collected data might be 

influenced by observers’ selective perceptions, as well as by the presence of observers in the field. 

The scope of collected data is also limited because only a certain group of people and activities are 

observed, and only observees’ behaviour are observed, not their mind (Patton, 2002). 

Acknowledging these limitations, I chose observation as the main data collection method 

supplemented with semi-structured interviews for investigating service designers’ decision-making 

process. During the observation, I applied focused observation that dismisses certain aspects defined 

as irrelevant and focuses on observing: 

1. Designers’ interactions with others including their expressions and discussion content. 

2. Designers’ explanations for their design. 

3. Tools, artefacts or applications designers use while designing and explaining their design. 

4. Design-related information that is presented in the environment. 

Besides observation, Critical Decision Method (CDM) is also frequently applied for investigating 

people’s decision-making process. CDM takes form in retrospective interviews and it has a clear 

procedure from asking experts to recall a critical incident in detail, establishing a timeline, to 

requesting experts to retell the incident again and again with different focus (Craig et al., 2012). 

Although CDM can elicit rich data, it often takes about two hours to conduct an interview (Klein et 

al., 1989) and it is “both time and resource intensive” (Craig et al., 2012, p. 1037). In addition, as the 

name itself reveals, CDM focuses on critical events that happen rarely. Contrary to the subjects 
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studied by researchers using CDM, service designers need to make design decisions constantly. 

Observation provides the opportunity to examine each design decision made in the field. 

Although it is a good method for the goal of this study, observation as a research method for 

decision-making process might be questioned because it cannot probe decision makers’ mind. 

However, in order to make decision-making process explicit, decision makers needed to be prompted. 

During observation, I can prompt designers to reflect upon the decisions they made. In addition, 

because designers need to explain their design to their colleagues and clients often, observation can 

collect first-hand data regarding how designers articulate their thoughts without me prompting them. 

In other words, through observation, I can collect designers’ reasons for their decisions when they 

are prompted in the context or by me.  

Many aspects and issues need to be thought through when conducting observation. To show how 

this observation is planned, three of the aspects raised by Mulhall (2003) are discussed together with 

the context of this study in the next section. 

 Three observational issues 

Gaining the access to the site is not an easy task. Mulhall (2003) has pointed that that it “usually 

involves considerable time and effort and a constant endeavour to strive for ‘cultural acceptability’ 

with the gatekeepers and participants in research sites” (p. 310). Gatekeepers are the ones who grant 

researchers permissions to access their research sites (O’Reilly, 2009). Researchers need to negotiate 

with gatekeepers to establish the rules for conducting observation in the sites. It is important to 

strategically figure out how to gain access to the site, and at the same time, preserve the study’s 

integrity and the observer’s interests (Patton, 2002). Based on my experience of contacting and 

negotiating with gatekeepers of companies, it is also important to motivate gatekeepers. Taking this 

observation study as an example, a gatekeeper who has similar interests to the research topic is more 

likely to grant me the access. In addition, negotiating with gatekeepers who already can grant 

permissions themselves is easier than who will have to persuade other observees in the site.  

During the observation, observers’ roles can differ based on the extent to how much they involve 

in the observed society, as well as if their researchers’ role is concealed. Gold (1958) categorised four 

observers’ roles: complete participant, participant-as-observer, observer-as-participant and 

complete observer. Both complete participants and complete observers conceal their role of 

researchers, however, complete participants are involved in social situations, while complete 

observers keep distance and do not interact with their observees. Participant-as-observer is frequently 

used in community studies (Gold, 1958), and an observer would spend more time in participating 

than observing. On the other hand, observer-as-participant conducts intermittent observation or one-
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visit interviews. An observer-as-participant conducts a formal observation than participation (Gold, 

1958). During the observation, my role is closer to observer-as-participant. Although I did not strive 

to participate in the group of service designers, I tried to keep a good relationship within the group 

during the observation that took about four hours a day for 25 days.  

Taking field notes is the fundamental work of observation (Patton, 2002). Summarizing the 

discussions from Patton (2002) and Mulhall (2003), it is concluded that field notes should include 

descriptions of processes of activities, people’s behaviours and actions, conversations, environmental 

features, events that occur daily based on their chronological order, and personal reflections. 

Regarding the moments in which field notes should be taken, it depends on the types of observation 

as well as observers’ roles (Patton, 2002). If a researcher is more of an observer-as-participant, 

observees might expect the researcher to take notes when things are happening. On the contrary, if a 

researcher is conducting a long-term observation, the researcher might start to write down things only 

after a certain relationship between observees has been built (Patton, 2002).  

During my observation, as my role is closer to an observer-as-participant, I usually have my notes 

with me so I can write down things anytime I want. However, in order to have smoother interactions 

with the service designers, I did not write things down at the moment of interaction but only after. As 

a fundamental work of observation, the field notes I took include the content Patton (2002) suggested, 

that is, basic information including where the observation takes place, the participants, the physical 

setting, the occurring social interaction and the activities, what participants said, and my own feeling. 

All the field notes were later digitalised. 

 Conducting field observation  

A Danish logistic company was the site of the field observation. After contacting the head of the 

UX team in the company through a design event held by InVision13, I presented my research topic 

and gained the access to conduct the observation from mid-October to mid-November in 2018. The 

company formed an office that consists of UX designers, developers and product owners in order to 

build their own digital services for their customers. An UX team consisting of eight UX designers, 

two UX researchers and a technologist were in the office. Usually each designer worked on different 

products and sat close to their product team members. Because there were only two teams in which 

most of the team members were working together at the same location, these two teams were chosen 

as observation subjects.  

                                                 

13  A company that provides a digital product design platform for designers in designing for UX. 

https://www.invisionapp.com/ 
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The first team was designing a decision-making support system for internal trade managers, and 

the second team was designing an information-sharing and cargo-monitoring system for the 

company’s customers. The two teams were in different product development phases. The first team 

was in their early Minimum Viable Product (MVP) phase, and the second team was in their late MVP 

phase. Both teams are agile teams and used KANBAN14 board – an agile project management tool. 

The teams used user stories to describe design tasks on KANBAN board, for example, a task title 

would be “As a user, I want to…, so I can…” Each task description specified a set of criteria for the 

task to be completed. The different development phases provide possibilities for collecting various 

data as designers might make different design decisions in different phases. Within the two teams, 

five designers were the main observed subjects. In the first team, I observed one UX designer (UX1) 

and one product owner (PO1); in the second team, I observed one UX designer (UX2), one product 

owner (PO2) and one user researcher (UR2). These team members are collectively referred as 

designers because the product owners often made abstract design decisions such as design strategy 

and design scope, and the user researcher often played an important role when the teams were 

discussing their design. The user researcher often conducted user testing and provided information 

about evaluations of designs. 

In total, 113 hours of field observation and five interviews were conducted in the two teams. Prior 

to the observation, the head of UX team and the observed designers gave their informed consents and 

were informed that a certain degree of shadowing would be conducted during the observation. 

Shadowing is a data collection method that a researcher closely follows a observee over a period of 

time in order to investigate the observee’s daily life (Quinlan, 2008). It is a good method for exploring 

social relations within a complex inter-related process. By closely following the service designers, I 

could follow and observe their informal discussions with their team members or other people on site. 

To avoid causing discomfort to the observed designers, they were informed that they could stop me 

from shadowing them anytime they wanted.  

Besides shadowing, I sat in product team meetings, user testing sessions and UX team meetings. 

Prior to those meetings, I always confirmed with the product owners (PO1 and PO2), the user 

researcher (UR2) and the head of UX team for my participation. As part of the observation, I asked 

the designers for explanations of their behaviour occasionally. After the field observation, I 

interviewed the five observed designers about how they arrived at some of their decisions. Each 

interview duration is about an hour and the interviews were audio-recorded and fully transcribed. The 

                                                 

14 KANBAN is one of the Lean tools that support managing production operations. The benefits of using KANBAN can 

be found in Ahmad, Markkula and Oivo. (2013) "Kanban in software development: A systematic literature review." 39th 

Euromicro Conference on Software Engineering and Advanced Applications. IEEE. 
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five service designers received a copy of the interview transcript and could point out 

misunderstandings or add comments in the transcript. 

 Limitations of the context 

The choice of research subject and the study duration cause two limitations. First, the company’s 

conventions and practices may be different from other companies such as design consultancies. For 

example, in the second team, the designers had clear task responsibilities; while in the first team, the 

designer was more similar to the designers from design consultancies in which they sometimes have 

to play different roles such as service strategy designers, UI designers or user researchers. Second, 

although I followed the teams that were in different product development phases, I did not follow the 

whole product development processes. It is possible that designers would change the way they make 

decisions in different design phases. For example, the second team had a KANBAN policy specifying 

that their designs have to be verified by user research, it is expected that designers will look for 

information by conducting user testing in later design phases. 

3.4. Systematic review 

A systematic review uses scientific, replicable processes in order to limit bias and errors (Cook et 

al., 1997; Tranfield et al., 2003). Its systematic method is the key feature that differentiates itself from 

traditional literature review (Cook et al., 1997). Petticrew (2001) has listed the differences between 

systematic review and traditional literature review. Traditional literature review does not aim at 

locating all relevant literature, usually does not explain why certain research is included or excluded, 

and does not consider differences in research methods and quality (Petticrew, 2001). Both traditional 

literature review and systematic review are useful for obtaining a broad perspective on a topic, 

identifying research gaps and the need for future studies. Besides minimizing bias and errors, a good 

systematic review can provide other benefits than a traditional systematic review. The benefits 

include support evidence-based decision-making, answer the effectiveness of an intervention 

(Petticrew, 2001), and helps to avoid knowing less than what has been proven through research 

synthesis (Cook et al., 1997).  

Although systematic review emphasises its rigorous and scientific process, it is difficult for 

systematic reviewers to collect research with null results and to avoid the file-drawer bias. Rosenthal 

(1979) has pointed out that in the behaviour science community, the extreme view of these problems 

is that 5% of the studies that are in a journal reject true null hypothesis; about 95% of the studies that 

lie in researchers’ file drawers show non-significant results. Although it is typical that null results are 

viewed unworthy of publication, for literature reviewers, null findings are valuable and important 

(Baumeister, 2013). One solution to these problems proposed by Baumeister (2013) is that systematic 
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reviews should include thesis and dissertations as they might include more null results. In addition, a 

systematic review that produces null results is still a valuable work and can advance its researched 

field by pointing out what still needs to be resolved (Baumeister, 2013).  

This systematic review study investigates how current design support tools support service 

designers. I choose not to use the two terms, systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping 

studies, because this systematic review study is a combination of both: identifying supported design 

activities and system features, as well as aggregating system evaluation outcomes. The differences 

between systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies are summarised in Table 3.2. 

Wohlin et al. (2013) have propose that systematic mapping studies can be seen as a subset of 

systematic literature reviews without research synthesis, and systematic mapping studies often focus 

on an area instead of a specific research question. In short, systematic literature reviews synthesise 

research outcomes and identify the best practices and the state of evidence, while systematic mapping 

studies categorise research with different aspects including research topics, research results and 

publication types. 

 Systematic literature reviews Systematic mapping studies 

Outcome The state of evidence  1. An overview, structure or trend of research area  

2. The quantity and type of research as well as 

research results available 

Examples 

of research 

questions 

1. Is the intervention useful? 

2. What are the effects of the 

intervention on certain process in 

comparison with other interventions? 

1. How many articles cover the different areas?  

2. What are the paper types in the area? 

3. What type of evaluation and novelty do they 

constitute? 

Process Through aggregating and synthesizing of 

research outcomes  

Through classifying relevant papers and aggregate 

them with the defined categories  

Scope Narrow  Broad  

Implication Identify insufficient and contradictory 

evidence 

Identify the need for more detailed and primary 

studies  

Table 3.2. Differences between systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies. (summarised from 

Cook (1997); Denyer and Tranfield (2009); Kitchenham et al. (2010); Kitchenham and Charters (2007); Mateescu et al. 

(2019); Mujtaba et al. (2008); Petersen et al. (2008, 2015); Wohlin et al. (2013)) 

Although systematic literature reviews and systematic mapping studies use different methods to 

analyse collected papers and consequently result in different outcomes, researchers have argued that 

both of them should apply stringent search strategies (Kitchenham et al., 2010; Wohlin et al., 2013). 

Moreover, Petersen et al. (2008) state that a systematic mapping study that investigates deeper into 

its paper can be more like a systematic literature review. To some extent, these two types of studies 

can be viewed as two ends of a spectrum and can complement each other. A systematic mapping 

study can be conducted first for its overview of the topic area, and then a systematic literature review 

that provides the state of evidence in specific topics can be conducted second (Petersen et al., 2008). 

Some studies have combined both systematic mapping studies and systematic literature reviews. For 
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example, Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008) collected 36 empirical studies about agile software development. 

They provide not only an overview of the papers including the type of agile methods used and 

publication types, but also an aggregation of research outcomes that is divided into four themes. 

Estabrooks et al. (2003) collected 20 studies that investigate how nurses’ individual characteristics 

influences their use of research. Besides presenting an overview of research method, publication types 

and years, they summarised that six categorises of individual determines potentially affect nurses’ 

use of research. 

Researchers have different opinions regarding the reliability of systematic reviews. Although 

many researchers have proved that it is difficult to collect the same papers for a same review study 

(Skoglund and Runeson, 2009; Wohlin et al., 2013), MacDonell et al. (2010) have proved that 

systematic review can produce stable outcomes by comparing how two teams conducted systematic 

review to address the same research question and their review outcome. On the other hand, Wohlin 

et al. (2013) make an overall conclusion that review studies are not reliable by themselves because 

their reliability is dependent on their context such as the area studied, researchers, search approach 

and data available. These contextual factors should be understood when conducting the studies. 

Moreover, they specifically propose an investigation into identifying the circumstances when two 

review studies come to similar findings while finding different sets of samples. 

Because systematic reviews apply rigorous and scientific strategies (Cook et al., 1997), the next 

section describe the process of systematic review. After the next section, how the systematic review 

study was conducted and its research limitations is explained.  

 Systematic review process 

Systematic reviews apply a rigorous process. Kitchenham and Charters (2007) have defined the 

process into several stages including generating search strategies, study selection, study quality 

assessment, data extraction and data synthesis (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). However, 

depending on the research questions of a study, it is possible to alter the stages. For example, 

Alexander and Staggers (2009) did not go through study quality appraisal because their research goal 

was to describe the available Human Factors research in healthcare.  

Wohlin et al. (2013) categorise three sets of papers for conducting systematic reviews: an actual 

population, study population and a sample. A sample is a subset of a study population, and a study 

population is a subset of an actual population. Their definitions are: 

 Sample: The actual studied papers that is bounded by judgements relating to inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 
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 Study population: The set of papers that is constrained by decisions relating to conduct of 

the study, i.e., the searched databases. 

 Actual population: the set of all papers in the area based on the definition of the researchers 

who conduct the study. Moreover, it is scoped by factual limitations, such as publication 

years, research type, language and publication type. 

These categories provide a very good overview of the type of papers researchers should aim to 

collect. It is nearly impossible to find actual population, that is, all relevant papers, unless researchers 

apply a very focused search strategy, e.g. one specific journal or conference (Wohlin et al., 2013). 

Hence, researchers should aim for a good set of samples instead of finding an actual population 

(Petersen et al., 2015). A good search strategy should aim at collecting as many relevant papers as 

possible with as little noise as possible (Wohlin et al., 2013). To create search strategies, Kitchenham 

et al. (2010) and Wohlin et al. (2013) propose to combine different methods including databases 

search, manual search of critical sources such as specific journals or conference proceedings, and 

snowballing.  

Several researchers have investigated the use of snowballing for collecting papers. There are two 

types of snowballing: backward snowballing and forward snowballing. Forward snowballing means 

collecting the papers that cite the first set of papers, while backward snowballing means collecting 

the references that are cited by the first set of papers (Jalali and Wohlin, 2012). Skoglund and Runeson 

(2009) have proved that both forward and backward snowballing as search strategies are useful. 

However, their effectiveness depends on the studied topics because one of their results was not 

satisfactory when the topic is about general agile methods. While Skoglund and Runeson (2009) 

evaluate the usefulness of snowballing by comparing two sets of papers that were collected, Jalali 

and Wohlin (2012) compare the analysis outcomes between papers that were collected by using 

database search and backward snowballing. Their result shows that the analysis outcomes are the 

same even though the collected papers are different (Jalali and Wohlin, 2012).  

When searching in databases, besides the structure of search strings should be driven by research 

questions, Petersen et al. (2008) suggest using Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome 

(PICO) to create search strings. Derived from the definition of PICO from Kitchenham and Charters 

(2007), I use service design as example to explain what PICO are: 

 Population: it can be a specific design role, e.g., designers or clients; a category of service 

designer, e.g., a novice service designer; or an industry group, e.g., service design 

consultancies. 

 Intervention: design methodology/tool/procedure that addresses a specific issue, e.g., 

design requirements specification or prototyping.  
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 Comparison: how the intervention is compared in different setting, e.g., designers who use 

the intervention and who do not use the intervention.  

 Outcomes: factors that are important to practitioners, e.g., enhanced reliability or reduced 

time for making prototypes. All relevant factors should be detailed. 

PICO is also considered useful for creating inclusion criteria (Petersen et al., 2015). Stern et al. 

(2014) suggest that inclusion criteria should address several themes including the population; the 

intervention, activity or the phenomenon under investigation; the outcome; the types of studies to be 

included; the publication language; or the time period. On the other hand, Petersen et al. (2015) 

suggest researchers to refer to the criteria that are used for identifying actual population and study 

population, for example, the publication year, language and the venue of publication. In addition, 

because Petersen et al. (2015) combine the quality assessment and study selection together, they 

suggest researchers to define the requirements of evaluation within inclusion and exclusion criteria.  

For assessing study quality, researchers pay attention to different aspects. Kitchenham and 

Charters (2007) point out that bias can occur at different research stages including research design, 

research conduct, analysis and conclusion. Slightly different from the focus of research bias, Dybå 

and Dingsøyr (2008) paid attention to three main issues: (1) rigour: do the research methods apply a 

thorough and appropriate approach? (2) credibility: are the research outcomes well-reported and 

meaningful? (3) relevance: are the outcomes useful for the research community? 

The last two stages of systematic review are to extract data and synthesise it. Because a review 

process itself is subject to bias, it is suggested that a review should provide clear descriptions of data 

obtained using rigorous methods (Cook et al., 1997). Petersen et al. (2008) provide a good example 

of how to report the process of data extraction in details. They clearly explained how they identified 

keywords by reading paper abstracts, and based on the identified keywords, they defined relevant 

categories. In general, the extracted data can be qualitative or quantitative, hence data synthesis can 

be descriptive and quantitative synthesis (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). It is possible to 

complement a descriptive synthesis with a quantitative summary (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007).  

 Conducting systematic review 

Based on the objectives of this systematic review, it is important to collect a wide range of study 

population because many design support tools were not developed specifically for service designers 

but for specific design activities. With the objective to identify the design activities that are supported 

by design support tools, and at the same time, within the scope of service design, it is necessarily to 

collect as many empirical studies of design support tools as possible. Due to this reason, the search 

strategy of this systematic review consists of database search and snowballing. In total, four sources 

were used in order to conduct a comprehensive systematic review. Two of them are databases 
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including ACM Digital Library (ACM DL) and SCOPUS. The first database was chosen for its 

reputation in the field of HCI and the second was for its journal quantity. Considering that some 

researchers define design as a creative activity and vice versa, the literature review list from Frich et 

al. (2018) is chosen as the third source. Lastly, because researchers might use different terms for 

design support tools and the related studies are scattered, I used the references of five relevant papers 

selected from my personal literature collection. 

After deciding the four sources to use, eight inclusion criteria were defined prior to the search of 

papers. These criteria address an intervention, comparison, publication year, publication type, 

language and a quality assessment. They are created to include as many design support tools as 

possible, and at the same time, to filter out tools that aim to support activities that are not related to 

service design. The eight inclusion criteria are: 

1. Empirical studies with design support tools neither aimed to support designers in designing 

services, UX and interaction, or aimed to support designers in general without solely 

focusing on designing for end-products, for example, tools support in ideation and 

collaborative design (hence, we excluded design fields such as architecture, video games 

and fabrication, as well as tools support in physical ergonomics) 

2. Empirical studies with digital tools or hybrid tools that combine digital and analogue 

features as design support tools (hence, we excluded studies of analogue design tools) 

3. Empirical studies with participants who used, tested and experienced the evaluated tools 

4. Empirical studies that evaluated design support tools by any means of user studies, for 

example, interviews, survey, case studies, as well as laboratory and field observations 

5. Papers that were published between 2009 to 2018 

6. Research papers published in journals and conference proceedings (hence, we excluded 

posters, notes, and student design competition papers)  

7. Papers in English 

8. Empirical studies with clear research design (hence, we excluded papers without 

specifying their research methods and participant numbers) 

To retrieve related papers from ACM DL, I made three queries by using three keywords, design 

tool, design support system and design support tool for any field in papers and it resulted in 710 

papers. For SCOPUS, because my initial attempts to use the same queries for ACM DL resulted in 

an abundant amount of papers that is difficult for me to review, I decided to make three queries by 

using three sets of keywords for paper title, abstract or keywords. The three sets of keywords address 

population, intervention and comparison: 

1. "design tool*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" OR 

"compar*" OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR "test*"); 

n=993 
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2. "design support tool*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" 

OR "compar*" OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR 

"test*"); n=42 

3. "design support system*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" 

OR "compar*" OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR 

"test*"); n=50 

On the other hand, from the list of Frich et al. (2018), I included 112 papers that studied digital or 

hybrid creativity support tools and all of them are published between 2009 to 2015. Frich et al. (2018) 

did a systematic mapping study that identified the prevailing approaches, topics, and characteristics 

of the research of creativity support tools in the HCI community. They used two quires, creativity in 

author keywords and creativity support tools in any field, to retrieve papers in ACM DL, and used 

the number of citations as inclusion criteria. Lastly, for snowballing, I selected five papers from my 

personal literature collection and included their 182 references (Table 3.3). The design activities these 

five tools support are all within the scope of service design. However, these studies do not necessarily 

contain the terms such as design tools, design support tools or design support systems. All the papers 

were collected on the 13th of May, 2019. 

Authors Title References 

Hunter et al. (2011) MemTable: an integrated system for capture and recall of 

shared histories in group workspaces 

39 

Obrenovic and Martens (2011) Sketching Interactive Systems with Sketchify 58 

Segura, Barbosa, and Simões 

(2012) 

UISKEI: A Sketch-based Prototyping Tool for Defining and 

Evaluating User Interface Behavior 

18 

Tseng, Yang, and Ruthmann 

(2014) 

Documentation in Progress: Challenges with Representing 

Design Process Online 

24 

Liu et al. (2018) ServiceDesignKIT: A Web Platform of Digital Service Design 

Techniques 

43 

In total 182 

Table 3.3. The numbers of references collected from the five papers 

There are two stages for selecting the sample (Figure 3.1). First, I scanned through all the paper 

abstracts and matched them with the eight inclusion criteria for selecting candidate papers. When an 

abstract is not clear enough for me to decide whether to include the paper or not, I read through its 

introduction and conclusion to make the decision. A candidate paper must satisfy all the eight 

inclusion criteria. In the same stage, I also excluded duplicated papers and papers that discuss 

identical tools. For papers that repeated the same tools, I prioritised the papers published in journals 

over those from conferences. The second stage is to finalise the set of the sample. I read all the 88 

candidate papers and paid specific attention to the design activities the papers aim to support. 

Fourteen papers were excluded because of their topic specificity such as supporting designers in 

universal design (Afacan and Demirkan, 2011) and eco-friendly product design (Vallet et al., 2013). 
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In addition, four papers were excluded because the lack of access to their full text. In total, 70 papers 

were included in the set of the sample (see the list in Appendices 5 of paper four). 

 

Figure 3.1. The process of paper collection 

 Limitations caused by the search strategy 

Although I tried to create a comprehensive search strategy, I am aware that there are two 

limitations caused by the search strategy applied in this systematic review study. First, researchers 

might use other synonyms for design support tools, design support systems and design tools. 

Although I used snowballing sampling and included five papers with their references that are not 

using these three keywords, the scope of the collected papers is limited as I mainly used the three 

keywords to retrieve published papers. Second, I only collected papers from journals and conference 

proceedings instead of technology reports, book chapters and dissertations. Although I did not follow 

the suggestion from Baumeister (2013), that is, to include thesis and dissertations, this systematic 

review study does highlight the problem of null results in the HCI community based on its review 

result. The result of this systematic review is presented in the next chapter.  

3.5. Data analysis: Content analysis 

After discussing all the data collection methods, this section presents the overall data analysis 

method applied in this study, that is, the content analysis. Although I am aware of that content analysis 

as a research method includes data collection process such as deciding the units of analysis and 

sampling methods, in this section I focus on its aspect of data analysis because the data collection 

methods applied in this study were discussed in the previous sections. Content analysis not only 

serves as the foundation of data analysis, its approach of aiming at presenting analysis processes as 

clear as possible to ensure research credibility is also applied in this study. 
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Proponents of both qualitative and quantitative approaches make the clear distinction between 

qualitative and quantitative content analysis. From the quantitative approach, content analysis is often 

considered as searching text for recurring words and it usually refers to analysing documents such as 

diaries and newspapers. On the other hand from the qualitative approach, it can be considered as “any 

qualitative data reduction and sense-making effort that takes a volume of qualitative material and 

attempts to identify core consistencies and meanings” (Patton, 2002, p. 453). However, following 

Krippendorff’s argument, this study doesn’t define itself as quantitative or qualitative content analysis 

as Krippendorff (2004) pointed out “…the explicitness and objectivity of scientific data processing 

on the one side and the appropriateness of the procedures used relative to a chosen context on the 

other. For the analysis of texts, both are indispensable” (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 87). Both qualitative 

and quantitative content analysists deal with text in the similar way: researchers select what is relevant 

to approach sample text; distinguish words and use quotes or examples to unitise text; contextualise 

what they read based on their knowledge of the background of the texts; have specific research 

questions in mind (Krippendorff, 2004). 

When analysing data, Elo and Kyngäs (2008) have proposed that researchers should distinguish 

between deductive and inductive approaches. Deductive content analysis operates analysis process 

based on previous knowledge, while inductive content analysis derives concepts from data (Elo and 

Kyngäs, 2008). Deductive content analysis applies explicit definitions and coding rules for each 

deductive category (Mayring, 2000). On the other hand, inductive content analysis formulates criteria 

of definitions, and these definitions are to determine the aspects of textual material that should be 

considered. After walking through the collected material by using the criteria, researchers then deduce 

categories tentatively and finally revise and reduce all the categories to the main categories.  

Because the use of pre-defined categories, Matthes and Kohring (2008) have pointed out that 

deductive approach is inflexible as researchers cannot be sure if they miss important categories. 

Nonetheless, Elo and Kyngäs (2008) have proposed that researchers can identify data that does not 

fit with the pre-defined categories, as well as use an unconstrained matrix. When using an 

unconstrained matrix, researchers apply the principle of inductive content analysis to create 

categories within its boundary. This study used both pre-defined categories as well as unconstrained 

matrix when analysing the collected data. By using both methods, this study not only builds on 

previous research, but also explores insights through walking through the collected data in depth.  

After analysing data, it is important to report the research process and the research result in a 

detailed and logical manner. According to Elo and Kyngäs (2008), it is important to “demonstrate a 

link between the results and the data” (p. 112). Research that clearly reports the connection between 
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the results and the data can increase their credibility. Hence, the following sections aim to clearly 

report how the data was analysed in all the four sub-studies. 

3.6. Analysis of the service designers’ information behaviour 

The processes of data analysis applied in information source study, decision-making study and 

documentation study are reported in detail in this section. Each of them explores service designers’ 

information behaviour from different aspects. The information source study analysed data collected 

from interviews, while the decision-making study analysed data from observation, and the 

documentation study used the data from both interviews and observation. The analysis results of each 

study are presented in the next chapter.  

 Identifying the roles of information sources and channels 

The information source study used the data from the interviews to identify the roles each 

information source and channel plays in different design activities, as well as service designer’s 

reflections regarding how they used information sources and channels. Originally, the published 

paper of this study (see Appendix article 1) used the term information sources to refer to both 

information sources and information channels. Nonetheless, in this dissertation, the distinction of 

these two concepts are made explicit. Building upon the results presented in article 1, the re-

categorised results based on these two concepts are presented in the next chapter.  

To identify the roles of each information sources, I first extracted sentences and paragraphs that 

are about three topics. The first topic is the information sources designers used, the second covers the 

design activities in which they used the information sources, and the last is designers’ reflections and 

reasons for their use of the information sources. To group and categorise information sources, I 

applied deductive approach because many researchers have looked into people’s use of information 

sources and provided comprehensive categorisations. For example, Byström (2002) categorised 

information sources into people and documents; Cool and Xie (2000) categorised them based on 

whether they are external or internal to an organisation. By combining the two categorisations 

mentioned above, a new categorisation matrix was used for grouping the data (Table 3.4). This new 

categorisation matrix redefines the definition of external and internal used by Cool and Xie (2000). 

Instead of seeing information sources that are external or internal to an organisation, it sees them as 

external or internal to a project or a company. This matrix clearly shows that whether service 

designers acquire information more from projects, companies, or outside of the companies.  
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Matrix one Matrix two 

People 1. Internal: project members 

2. In-between: Colleagues who are in other projects 

3. External: clients and users 

Documents 1. Internal: project documents 

2. In-between: company documents 

3. External: documents that locates outside of company and they include online documents 

Table 3.4. The categorisation matrix used for information sources and channels 

Similar to the deductive approach applied for categorizing information sources and channels, I 

combined two different design processes defined by Helms et al. (2006) and Patrício et al. (2011) to 

categorise the coded design activities. The Wheel model defined by Helms et al. (2006) provides a 

general overview of design process, while the MSD method defined by Patrício et al. (2011) provides 

a specific design process for service design. The first model consists of four design activities: analysis, 

design, implementation and evaluation (Helms et al., 2006); the later framework consists of three 

service design levels: service concept, service system and service encounter (Patrício et al., 2011). In 

total, four design activities are used for data categorisation, namely, research, service concept, service 

system and service encounter. 

After finishing categorizing information sources and design activities, the next step is to identify 

the different reasons and reflections for the use of different type of information sources in different 

types of design activities. All the codes are connected based on this structure: the reasons to the use 

of each information source in each of the four design activities. Lastly, as mentioned earlier, in this 

dissertation, re-categorisation of information sources and channels was conducted. When an 

information source is used in order to identify another information source, this type of information 

sources is categorised as information channels. The results of re-categorisation are presented in the 

next chapter. It is worth noting that this re-categorisation does not change the structure of how the 

codes are connected. In other words, the results of the re-categorisation merely make the distinction 

between information sources and channels explicit, and it does not change the coding results.  

 Scrutinizing service designers’ design decision-making processes 

The decision-making study analysed the collected data including the field notes and the five 

interviews from the observation. Four steps were applied in the whole data analysis process. First is 

to identify design decision points, design goals of each decision point, and reasons to each decision. 

Then I categorised the design goals based on the five UX layers defined by Garrett (2011), and the 

reasons of each decision based on the three decision-making mechanisms including RPD model, 

mental models and information seeking. In the third step, I used unconstrained matrix to analyse how 
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designers used the four mechanisms in detail. Lastly, the decision-making mechanisms were mapped 

with the design goals categorised within different UX layers. 

To identify decision points, I used the definition of decision points defined by Klein et al. (1989). 

A decision point must include one of the elements: 

1. A designer uses explicit verbal cues, such as “I had to decide…”. 

2. A designer considers multiple alternatives and then proceeds according to one of them. 

3. A designer makes a judgement that affects the outcome of the design process. 

4. A designer proceeds in one way in a situation where another team member might have 

proceeded in another way.  

This definition of decision points shows that the design decisions are not necessarily final design 

decisions. There are two reasons for it. First, design keeps changing over time hence it is difficult to 

tell when the final design decisions are made, and second, this sub-study is interested in each moment 

when service designers make a judgement or a decision. Together with decision points, the design 

goals, as well as what designers said to describe and explain their design were identified in this step. 

In the second step, the design goals of each decision points were categorised into five UX layers 

(Table 3.5). This categorisation provides a clear framework for categorising the abstract and concrete 

levels of design decisions. For example, when a designer decided to include certain information on 

the interface and make it available to users, the designer was making a decision in the structure layer. 

Layer Definition 

Strategy Product direction, for example the product objectives, user needs, and the market positioning 

Scope The scope of the content and the functionality, for example the function specification and content 

requirements 

Structure The organisation of the overall information in a product, for example the information architecture 

Skeleton The organisation of the information in an interface, for example the wireframe and user-interface 

design 

Surface The product’s appearance, for example its graphic design 

Table 3.5. The definitions of UX layers (Garrett, 2011) (presented in article 2) 

Besides categorising decision points, service designers’ explanations of their designs were also 

categorised into three mechanisms: RPD, information seeking, and mental models. RPD is based on 

NDM and is developed by Klein (1998). It describes how people make decisions in natural settings. 

For categorisation, RPD was further divided into its two main components: mental simulation and 

pattern recognition (Klein, 1998). When using mental simulation, designers would consciously enact 

a sequence of events. On the other hand, designers would use analogies with previous situations and 

experiences by using pattern recognition. Regarding mental models, I defined them by using the 

definitions from Klein (Klein, 2015) and Nielsen (J. Nielsen, 2010), that is, mental models are models 

based on designers’ beliefs about causal relationships. Mental model is an important concept in the 
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design field. Researchers have found that designers turn to mental models when facing complicated 

questions (Zannier et al., 2007). Lastly, heeding the suggestions from (Berryman, 2008) and Allen 

(2011), service designers’ information seeking behaviour is also one of the categories. Table 3.6 

provides the examples of each mechanism. 

Mechanism Example 

Mental 

simulation 

PO1 pointed at a wireframe in her notebook and said that if users use one filter to search, then 

the other filters will not work. 

Pattern 

recognition 

PO2 said that in lots of services such as proto.io, users can scale the payment up and down as 

they please. 

Information 

seeking 

UX2 looked through the page to find UR2’s comment and showed it to a designer. After they 

had read it, UX2 said that he thought hovering is a good solution. 

Mental model PO2 showed the team his design of the interface. UX2 asked him a question and he replied 

that “at least for me as a user, I want to click on something and see…” 

Table 3.6. The examples of each decision-making mechanism 

Third, to have a deeper understanding of how service designers used information seeking and 

mental model in making-decisions, I used inductive approach to code the extracted sentences and 

paragraphs in these two mechanisms and group the codes until general themes emerged. Finally, all 

the mechanisms were mapped with the design goals and their five UX layer for obtaining an overview 

of service designers’ design decision-making process. 

 Investigating the reusability of service design documentation  

To explore the reusability of service design documentation, the third sub-study investigates service 

designers’ use and creation of documents, as well as their opinions about documentation. The 

documentation study used the same datasets from the previous two studies, the information source 

study and the decision-making study. The two datasets were collected through the interviews with 

service designers from design consultancies and the field observation in a traditional service 

providing company. Due to that the reasons for and processes of using interviews and observation 

has been explained in detail in section 3.2 and 3.3, I am not repeating the same content in here. In 

short, because the duration of a whole service design project in design consultancies can last from 

three months to a year and it has clear start and end points, interview is suitable for collecting data of 

this type of projects. Moreover, interview can collect designers’ reflections in terms of the use of 

documentation. On the other hand, as service companies keep updating their service, field observation 

can collect their updated processes in detail. Investigating these two different contexts provides an 

overview of how service designers use and create documents. 

This study conducted a bottom-up data analysis method and it consists of three steps: data 

extraction, data mapping and code synthesis. First, from all the field notes and the 15 interview 
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transcripts, sentences and paragraphs about documents were extracted and annotated. Documents in 

this study include design outputs such as service blueprints and prototypes, as well as current service 

products and meeting records. Applying this definition of documents results in an abundant amount 

of codes. In addition, because the designers often talked about information itself instead of documents, 

it is difficult to judge if the information is actually documented. Here is one example: 

“We designed it (the media used on the service blueprint) based on designers’ experiences 

and our understanding about what the clients are going to have… they only know that they 

need some interactive screens but do not know where to put it, so we planned it for them… 

we understand their (clients’) requirements”. (Interviewee A) 

In this extracted paragraph, it is hard to tell if the client requirements were documented. Therefore, 

in order to clearly identify if the information was documented, the second step is to map the 

documents the designers used. 

To map the data, I read through the codes and paid attention to specific information that the 

designers used or talked about. Every time when identifying a new information, I searched through 

the codes that contain the descriptions about the same information and identified if it was documented. 

By doing this, some of the specific information was mapped into specific documents, for example, 

the client requirements mentioned in the above example became part of Client interview outcome that 

could be affinity diagrams the designers did for analysing the data they collected from client 

interviews. It is worth noting that it does not mean that Client interview outcome contains all client 

requirements. In few cases, the information is noted as “probably not documented”. In addition, in 

the same step, I also mapped how a document was used for another document and added annotations 

about the document creator for each document. 

In the last step, all the codes from the first and the second study are placed together. In order to 

look for designer’s behaviour patterns based on how the designers created design documentation, 

how they used the documents they created and the reasons for their behaviour, I read through the 

codes and clustered them based on emerging patterns.  

3.7. Mapping and identifying the usefulness of design support tools 

This section reports the process of data analysis of the systematic review study, and the threat to 

the study reliability. After collecting all the 70 papers, five steps are applied in exploring the 

usefulness of the collected design support tools. First, I coded data based on the three themes: the 

design activities the design support tools aim to support, the tool features and the evaluation outcomes 

of the tools. After finishing extracting sentences and paragraphs describing these three themes, I 

categorised the design activities and tool features. Next, I coded the evaluation outcomes into 
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usability evaluation results and collaboration support results. To identify how a tool was evaluated of 

possessing good usability and being capable of supporting collaboration, I open-coded the extracted 

data and categorized them. Finally, the categories of evaluation outcomes, design activities and tool 

features were mapped together. 

First, to extract data regarding design activities, tool features and evaluation outcomes, the 

introductions, tool descriptions, results and discussions of each paper were read through. Next, a tool 

is not usually exclusive for one specific design activity, for example, designers might use tools that 

support ideation when designing UI or interactions. Hence, when categorising the design activities 

the tools aim to support, it is based on the studies’ focus. In addition, design activities can be output-

oriented or process-oriented. For example, some tools aim to support designers in UI design or service 

design, some aim to support ideation for any type of design, and some aim to support concept design 

in forming the compositional whole of a design (Stolterman and Wiberg, 2010). Because this 

systematic review study is interested in all kinds of service design activities that are supported by 

design support tools, both types of design activities are included for categorisation. Both 

categorisation of design activities and tool features applies the bottom-up approach.  

Third, to categorise the data regarding evaluation outcomes, I used the three aspects of usability, 

namely, satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency, because they are frequently used in evaluating 

digital systems in HCI (Kuniavsky, 2003). Satisfaction is defined as perceived usability including 

perceived usefulness, effortlessness and so on. On the other hand, effectiveness and efficiencies are 

indications of non-user-perceived evaluation outcomes including if the design quality is improved or 

task completion time is reduced. Besides usability, I chose to code the degree of how each tool 

supports collaboration because according to Resnick et al. (2005) and Shneiderman (2009), it is one 

of the design principles for designing creative support design tools. To further categorise how the 

tools are evaluated with usability and collaboration support, I paid attention to the criteria of these 

evaluation outcomes and categorized the criteria to form a higher level of categorization. Lastly, I 

mapped all the categories together. The structure of the mapping is the evaluation outcomes of the 

tools with similar features that aim to support the same design activities. The results are presented in 

next chapter. 

 Reliability issue caused by the analysis process 

This systematic review study has the issue of confirmability due to its paper screening and data 

analysis process. In order to apply a stringent review process for reducing bias, systematic reviews 

often are conducted by several reviewers (Petticrew, 2001). Reviewers would work independently to 

screen and code the collected papers, and later compare and converge their results. This systematic 
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review study did not apply such a process. All the screening and coding is done by me. Hence, it is 

acknowledged that the results warrant replication in future studies.
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Chapter 4: Results 

While the previous chapter describes the research methods used in the four sub-studies, this 

chapter presents their research results. This chapter consists of four sections and each of them is the 

results of an individual sub-study. As presented in the previous chapter, the four sub-studies are the 

information source study, decision-making study, documentation study and the literature review 

study. Except for the decision-making study that answers two sub-research questions, other three 

studies individually answer different sub-research questions. The five sub-research questions have 

been presented in the first chapter (p. 11). The results of the four sub-studies are extracted from the 

four papers presented in the Appendix. More detailed research results can be found in the Appendix. 

 

4.1 The roles of information sources and channels  

4.2 Service designers’ decision-making process  

4.3 The reusability of service design documentation 

4.4 Design support tools for service designers 
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4.1. The roles of information sources and channels 

The research results presented in this section is from the information source study that is based on 

the ten interviews with service designers who at that time worked in five different design 

consultancies. The aim of the information study is to identify the roles people and documents play in 

each design phase, as well as service designers’ reflections regarding their use of information sources. 

Originally, I used the term information sources for both information sources and information 

channels. However, in order to discuss service designers’ information seeking behaviour in depth, 

the distinction between these two concepts is made explicit in this section. Although I structured the 

results differently compared to the paper 1 presented in Appendix, this distinction does not change 

the research results.  

People and documents serve different roles as information sources (Figure 4.1). People provide 

information with good quality, and at the same time, are easily accessible. For service designers, team 

members are collaborators and the most used internal information sources. Service designers and 

their team members share each other’s opinions and make decisions together. Besides team members, 

service designers also work with clients in all the project phases. They often need to present their 

work in different milestones in each project phase, for example, the research results, strategy design 

and the UI design to their clients. In the milestone meetings, they would discuss the design directions 

and decide the next step for the project together. Clients often provide design requirements in those 

meetings.  

 

Figure 4.1. Roles of people and documents as information sources in a service design project 

On the other hand, documents are reminders, evidences and a facilitator of thinking. Documents 

as reminders and evidences provide a means for designers to look back at their design rationale for 

design decisions. Both project documents and external documents such as competitors’ websites and 

books about design theories serve as evidences for design decisions. However, service designers do 

not go back to their project documents often because during the process of creating documents, the 
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content within the documents has become salient to them. For service designers, it is important to 

immerse themselves in the process of documenting in order to make sense of the available 

information, arrive at a coherent understanding and act competently on the processed information. 

However, because the role as a facilitator of thinking is forward-looking, it must be expected that 

documents are limited in their backward-looking roles because it is their forward-looking role that is 

designers’ immediate motivation for creating documents.  

The service designers’ preferences of information sources evolve as projects progress because the 

progress increasingly provides project documents that are tailored specifically for the projects. This 

transition of converting information obtained from people to easily accessible documents indicates 

not only the designers’ overarching preference for people as information sources, but also the 

importance of the process of documenting.  

People and documents also play some roles in different design phases as information channels 

(Figure 4.2). People provide design specifications, company documents and design examples. Clients 

are the ones who provide design specifications and they provide those in the late service design phase. 

For example, when working on insurance or banking services, few designers received legal 

regulations that certain information needs to be presented or highlighted on the user interfaces. On 

the other hand, although it does not occur often, colleagues within the same consultancies sometimes 

provide company documents and design examples. However, few design consultancies are against 

sharing documents among design teams to prevent replication of designs. Lastly, documents with 

well-structured analysis such as question-and-answer websites or analysis articles help designers to 

gain an overview of the topics they are working on.  

 

Figure 4.2. Roles of people and documents as information channels in a service design project 

4.2. Service designers’ decision-making process 

The decision-making study investigates service designers’ decision-making process in order to 

have a detailed look into their information behaviour. The research results are based on the field 
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observation. In total, 48 decision points with clear decision mechanisms are identified. The decision 

mechanisms include RPD, information seeking and mental models. Overall, RDM is rare when 

service designers are making design decisions (Figure 4.3). Among these 48 decision points, only in 

two cases did the service designers generate multiple alternatives for decision-making and those all 

happened in strategy design. 

 

Figure 4.3. Percentage of RPD, information seeking, and mental models in decision-making at the five UX design 

layers (From paper 2 presented in Appendix) 

Overall, the designers used RPD the least and sought information the most when making decisions. 

RPD was used evenly across both abstract and concrete design decisions. When using RPD, the 

designers mainly used pattern recognition for abstract design and mental simulation for concrete 

design such as structure and skeleton design. It is observed that the designers tend to use pattern 

recognition based on personal experiences rather than using analogies from other sources. On the 

other hand, while using mental simulation, the designers simulated either user-computer interactions 

or the consequences of modifying user-interface elements. Mental simulation is absent during 

strategy design. It is understandable because strategy design does not have clear user-interaction goals. 

Therefore, it is difficult for the designers to match the outcome of mental simulation against desired 

goals. 

Information seeking is the most used decision-making mechanism and it was used often during 

concrete design. As stated in their KANBAN policy, the designers frequently conducted user testing 

and user study to validate their design in different levels including strategy design, structure design 

and skeleton design. Besides collecting information from users, the designers often sought 

information from team members and colleagues. The designers not only attended formal meeting, but 

also inquired informal meetings with other designers for opinions frequently. The designers acquired 

opinions from team members and colleagues for two reasons: (1) to booster their personal confidence 

in the decisions they had made, and (2) to create team ownership. For the designers, their colleague’s 

opinions serve as justifications for their design decisions. It is observed that most of the feedback 

confirmed designers’ decisions rather than suggesting new designs. Besides seeking information from 
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people, the designers also used project documents for justifying and proving their design decisions 

during team discussions.  

Mental models were used often in the most abstract and the most concrete designs. Three types of 

mental models are identified: (1) causal relationship, (2) empathy and (3) simple statement. In this 

study, the difference between mental simulation and causal relationship is that causal relationship 

depicts a broader sense of cause and effect rather than a step-by-step simulation. Both causal 

relationship and empathy were frequently used as mental models. When using empathy, the designers 

would imagine themselves as users and make decisions based on their “imagination”. Empathy was 

used particularly during strategy and scope design. Lastly, simple statements were often stated as 

design principles or summaries based on collected information. An example for the former type of 

simple statement can be “serif is not good on the screen”, while the latter type can be that a designer 

said he had “the impression from our customers that users (customers’ clients) would be provided 

with a context (of why they are referred to a web page)”. It is surmised that the designers’ preference 

for mental models in abstract design layers indicates that strategy and scope decisions are more 

readily made using causal relationships and empathy. The frequent use of causal relationship may 

also suggest that the designers lack the experience base for pattern recognition.  

4.3. The reusability of service design documentation 

The documentation study discusses the reusability of service design documentation by 

investigating service designers’ reasons for creating documents as well as how they create and use 

documents in service design projects. This sub-study analysed the data collected through the ten 

interviews with service designers from design consultancies, and the field observation in a traditional 

service company. By applying a bottom-up data analysis approach, it identifies three reasons why the 

designers involved team members and clients in creating documents, how they created research 

reports and three types of provisional documents the designers created as design outcomes. 

First, the results show that while creating documents, the designers involved team members and 

clients in three different ways for three different reasons: (1) to create a common ground, (2) to 

improve the document quality, and (3) to hold clients accountable for the result documents. Some 

designers created research protocols, research reports and abstract designs such as key wireframes 

together. During this process, the designers needed to negotiate with each other in order to achieve a 

consensus that everyone in the team can accept. Second, to improve the document quality, the 

designers often asked feedback from team members and clients. Lastly, in some cases, the designers 

asked clients to create documents such as personas and customer journey map together. The 

documents created by clients sometimes were used as hints that indicate clients’ preferences. It is 
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surmised that the documents created to hold clients accountable are difficult to be reused not only 

because that they are highly project-based, but also due to their confidentiality.  

Second, the service designers applied two different processes to create research reports. As part of 

the design outputs for their clients, service designers often create research report after conducting 

fundamental research, and the reports were mostly used in the beginning of the design phase. During 

the process of creating research reports, many designers incorporated client requirements when 

analysing the data they had collected. Therefore, the design problems presented in the research reports 

had been filtered by client requirements. Only a few designers first created thorough research reports 

that present all design problems, then the managers of the teams collaborated with clients in order to 

decide the design problems they aim to resolve. For the designers who went through the latter process 

of report creation, the reports with filtered design problems are less important than the thorough 

reports. 

The former process of report creation addresses the concern some designers have, that is, reusing 

documents might end up replicating designs. It is expected that if designers reuse other teams’ reports 

that are with filtered design problems, they will also incorporate the client requirements from other 

projects into their designs. Therefore, it is important for them to learn how the identified design 

problems are influenced by client requirements. Consequently, it is concluded that the thorough 

research reports are more readily reusable in other design projects.  

Third, based on the contexts in which the documents are created, three types of provisional 

documents as design outcomes are identified: (1) a collection of design versions created through 

iterations for matching user and client needs, (2) design outcomes that are created for matching 

implementation constraints, and (3) design outcomes that are created for user research. It is important 

to note that the first two types of provisional documents are not exclusive because sometimes the 

designers had considered implementation constraints such as technical limitations before the 

implementation phase. Nonetheless, the second types of provisional documents focus on the contexts 

in which new constraints are identified in the implementing phase. Therefore, although there might 

be optimal design proposals, the designers needed to alter them in order to continue the 

implementation phase. The last type of provisional documents is created for understanding users 

rather than for users. These documents sometimes are non-optimal designs that are used for exploring 

users’ opinions. Overall, it is surmised that the last two types of provisional documents are less 

reusable because they are often recognised as non-optimal designs. On the other hand, it is suggested 

that a good document management might support reusing the first type of provisional documents.  

4.4. Design support tools for service designers 
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This section presents the research results of the systematic review study. The goal of this review 

study is to collect the design support tools that can be useful for service designers and investigate 

how they support designers. The review study applied a scientific and rigorous data collection method 

and collected 70 empirical studies that designed and evaluated the tools for designers. This section 

presents the design activities the tools aim to support, how the tools aim to support designers, and 

their evaluation outcomes regarding usability and the extent of collaboration support.  

The collected design support tools aim to support eight kinds of design activities (Figure 4.4). 

Three of the activities focus on the design output including UI/GUI design, interaction design and 

service design, while the other five activities are general design activities. Within the 19 studies that 

aim to support collaborative design, more than half of them (n=12) also focus on a second design 

activity. Among all the categories, only collaborative design overlaps with other design activities. 

The overlapping categories are co-UI design, co-ideation, co-sketching and co-concept design. The 

results show that there are many tools for service designers to choose when working on different 

design activities. However, although there are five tools that aim to support service design, none of 

five tools support designers in designing from one service design layer to another. Within all 70 

design support tools, only one UI design support tool helps designers in designing from the structure 

layer to the skeleton layer.  

 

Figure 4.4. The design activities the tools aim to support and the tool features (From paper 4 presented in Appendix) 

Overall, the collected design support tools can be categorised into tools with information-oriented 

features (n=46) and tools with action-oriented features (n=24). Information-oriented features provide 

designers stimuli and feedback, as well as support them in information management and information 

visualisation. While action-oriented features provide designers new system interaction during design 

and support them in making prototypes. Most of the interaction design and collaboration design 

support tools’ features are action-oriented. Contrary to interaction design and collaboration design, 

other design activities are mostly supported by information-oriented tools. A more detailed 
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description about how the tools support each design activities can be found in the Appendices of 

paper 4 presented in Appendix. 

In terms of tool usability, 71% of the collected tools are satisfying, 50% are effective and 21% are 

efficient. 50 out of 70 tools are evaluated their satisfaction and the results are generally positive. 

Almost all the action-oriented tools are evaluated with satisfaction. Although the 50 tools are 

evaluated their satisfaction, several of the studies also discuss how to improve their tools. Therefore, 

to some extent, it is hard to claim that the designers are completely satisfied with the tools. Regarding 

tool effectiveness, half of the tools are evaluated their effectiveness and almost all of them are proved 

effective. When evaluating tool effectiveness, researchers evaluated action-oriented tools solely 

based on whether the tools change designers’ behaviour. On the other hand, co-UI design, co-concept 

design, information management and sketching tools are not evaluated their effectiveness. Among all 

the usability aspects, tool efficiency was evaluated the least. Only 16 tools are evaluated their 

efficiency and 15 of them are proved efficient. Overall, researchers evaluate collaboration-related 

design support tools’ efficiency the least.  

Overall, tools with action-oriented features are evaluated based on satisfaction and behaviour 

change more than efficiency and if they can support generating better design outcomes. It is 

unsurprising that researchers mostly evaluated their tools based on the two criteria because many 

action-oriented features provide (1) different experiences of interacting with information, and (2) 

support in making prototypes. On the other hand, when evaluating information-oriented, besides 

satisfaction, researchers paid attention to their effectiveness. Almost all ideation and co-ideation 

design support tools are evaluated based on whether they support in generate better design outcomes. 

Overall, 12 tools are shown to support collaboration. Although there are 19 collaboration-related 

design support tools, only nine of them are shown to support collaboration. As mentioned earlier, 

researchers mostly support collaboration by applying action-oriented features. The other three tools 

that are shown to support collaboration aim to support other design activities including UI/GUI design, 

interaction design and concept design. Among these three tools, two of them provide information for 

designers and consequently stimulating discussions.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

This chapter discusses the research results from the four sub-studies, the information sources study, 

decision-making study, documentation study and the systematic review study. To provide a coherent 

discussion, this chapter is not structured based on the five research sub-questions. Instead, following 

the two overarching research questions (p. 11), the discussion is divided into two main topics: service 

designers’ information behaviour in relation to design rationale, and service design support tools in 

relation to designers’ information behaviour. Based on the research findings, the former topic is 

further divided into three sections based on the design process as well as the work context of service 

design.  

Section 5.1 addresses the highly collaborative work context in the research phase of service design. 

Next, section 5.2 and section 5.3 individually discuss service design as individual work and 

collaborative work. Section 5.2 discusses how the designers used NDM and mental models in relation 

to their use of information sources and channels. It also discusses how creating documents and 

seeking information for justification from colleagues are important in service design. Section 5.3 

addresses the negotiation process and the common ground building process that the designers went 

through when designing for concept design and detailed design. Lastly, section 5.4 discusses how the 

collected service design support tools that are developed in the field of HCI could support service 

designers’ in documenting for here and now in practice. 

 

5.1 Service design: Starting with a highly collaborative work context  

5.2 Service design as individual design tasks  

Naturalistic design decision makers 

Creating documents and applying colleagues’ common sense theories 

5.3 Collaborative sensemaking in service design 

5.4 Service design support tools: Documenting for here and now 
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5.1. Service design: Starting with a highly collaborative work context 

Researchers have proposed service design as a co-creation process (Stickdorn et al., 2011). All 

stakeholders including designers, managers, engineers, front-line staff and users should take part in 

the process of service design (Stickdorn et al., 2011). Following this proposition, the results of this 

study address the importance of team members and colleagues in the service design context. 

Corresponding to several studies’ findings that designers and engineers often seek personal analysis, 

opinions and judgements from colleagues (Ahmed et al., 2003; Poltrock et al., 2003; Zipperer, 1993), 

it is found that team members and colleagues often support individual service designers in justifying 

their design decisions by providing personal analysis and opinions. Moreover, as a team, service 

designers and team members often make decisions together.  

Overall, the Double Diamond (Figure 5.1) model depicts the process of the service design projects 

in this study well. Almost all the service design projects started with the Discover phase. As 

mentioned in the documentation study, some designers called this phase “fundamental research”. For 

fundamental research, designers would conduct competitor and industry analysis, as well as research 

including interviews, observation or diary study with different stakeholders such as users and clients. 

Similar to the finding from Poltrock et al. (2003) that designers collaboratively identify information 

needs and formulate information seeking queries together, this study found that the designers often 

designed research together by sharing personal concerns and ideas. This finding shows that designers 

not only seek information collaboratively for design work that is less specialised (Poltrock et al., 

2003), they also do it together based on their tasks at hand. For example, managers, data scientists 

and designers who design for strategy and scope layers would design fundamental research together, 

while designers who design for skeleton and surface layers might join later research design for user 

testing in the Deliver phase.  

 

Figure 5.1. The Double Diamond design process (Design Council, 2005) 

Besides collaboratively designing research questions and methods in the Discover phase, some 

designers sought analysis made by other people through a question-and-answer website, and some 

looked for other teams’ research results through colleagues, especially managers from other teams. 

The latter case usually happened when the designers accidentally learned that their colleagues have 
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done related research. Some companies are against designers sharing documents with each other in 

order to prevent designers from creating similar designs. While it is arguable whether this concern is 

valid, the documentation study provides insights into why some companies have such concerns of 

sharing documents, as well as why designers tend to ask managers from other design teams for 

documents. 

The documentation study found that the designers applied two different processes to define design 

briefs and the design problems they aimed to resolve. Most designers collaboratively incorporated 

client needs to define the problems and design briefs while analysing the data they had collected. 

Only in few projects, the designers first collaboratively analysed the data to identify all design 

problems, then the managers of the design teams and clients defined the problems they aimed to 

resolve and design briefs together. If the problems have already been filtered by client needs in one 

project, reusing those problems in other projects will include the client needs from the original project. 

On the other hand, because some managers often received detailed research results, they often serve 

as the information channels for this type of information. 

In the documentation study, I have proposed that designers should try to identify and document 

all design problems and findings before filtering them with client needs. By doing this, it can not only 

help service companies and consultancies in reusing the information they have collected in the 

Discover phase, but also support other designers in inferencing the rationale behind the choice of 

design briefs and design problems. By presenting all the problems found in fundamental research, it 

will be easier for other designers to infer the rationale by comparing the before and after differences 

of defined design problems even when client needs and requirements are not fully documented. 

Moreover, the designers can potentially learn from the decisions other designers had made for 

choosing certain design briefs and problems in certain contexts.  

After defining the design briefs and problems to resolve, the service designers then started to 

design services. The next two sections discuss service designers’ information behaviour in relation 

to design rationale during the last two phases in the Double Diamond model: Develop and Deliver. 

To discuss service designers’ information behaviour in detail, I separately discuss its relation to 

individual design tasks and collaborative design tasks in the next two sections. 

5.2. Service design as individual design tasks  

This section views service design as individual design tasks because designers sometimes need to 

make decisions, create documents and seek information by themselves. Usually after collaboratively 

defining design briefs and design problems, the Develop phase starts with either the strategy layer or 

the structure layer. This section discusses the decision-making mechanisms the designers used in the 
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Develop and Deliver phases based on the five service design layers defined in Chapter 2 (p. 22). It 

consists of two sub-sections. The first sub-section, naturalistic design decision-makers, focuses on 

how the service designers applied NDM and mental models in making design decisions. It further 

discusses how they perceived big pictures when designing for different design layers. The second 

sub-section addresses the importance of immersing in the process of documenting, as well as 

acquiring colleagues’ personal analysis, insights and common sense theories in the service design 

process. 

 Naturalistic design decision makers 

Overall, when making design decisions, the service designers used NDM more often than RDM. 

Similar to the findings from Dwarakanath and Wallace (1995), RDM was mostly applied in the most 

abstract layer, that is, the strategy layer, while NDM was mostly applied in the three middle layers: 

scope, structure and skeleton (see Figure 4.3 in p. 92). When using NDM, the designers often used 

pattern recognition while designing for more abstract layer such as the scope layer, and used mental 

simulation while designing for more concrete layers including the structure layer and the skeleton 

layer.  

Although the results from the decision-making study show that the designers use NDM often when 

designing structure layers, the information source study also shows that the designers sometimes 

looked for design regulations from documents provided by their clients, and sometimes learn these 

regulations during meetings. These regulations are legal regulations that designers should follow 

when designing for banking and insurances services. This finding shows that instead of being able to 

perceive the contexts and then react accordingly, the designers needed to refer to rules that tell them 

how they should react in certain contexts. For example, the legal regulations might state the specific 

information that should be provided for users or requested from users under certain contexts. As Klein 

(1998) has pointed out that “expertise is learning how to perceive”, and “knowledge and rules are 

incidental” (p. 172), this finding indicates that the designers are not yet experienced enough for 

applying legal regulations without referring to documents. On the other hand, the finding also 

supports Byström's (2005) theory of information activity in work tasks that domain knowledge are 

available from documents and meetings. It is worth noting that it seems domain information are 

mostly provided from external sources such as clients rather than service design companies 

themselves.  

In Chapter 2, I have shortly mentioned that theoretically, the characteristics of NDM process is 

similar to Shum's (1996) depth-first design process. The data collected in this study supports this 

statement by showing that to some extent, mental simulation and depth-first design are the same. For 

example, when a designer simulates user-computer interaction; and when a designer simulate how 
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changing the language setting would affect the UI design, both are using depth-first design by using 

one criterion to evaluate the designs. Corresponding to Shum's (1996) statement that depth-first 

design process can occur in both concept and detailed design, it is observed that the designers also 

applied depth-first design process when using RDM in the strategy layer. In one instance, when a 

designer applied RDM, he had several possible alternatives in mind, and then he sought information 

just for one alternative at a time to evaluate if it is acceptable: “We were thinking about different ways 

of making money, we have six or seven ways. And I just wanted to reduce the uncertainty on that 

decision”. In this example, the designer was looking for cooperation opportunities with a company 

from other industries. The designer’s approach is similar to Shum's (1996) depth-first design in a 

sense that he pursued one alternative in detail instead of evaluating all alternatives at a time. 

Comparing the examples mentioned above, the designers who used mental simulation to simulate 

user-computer interactions and UI modifications seemed to possess the big pictures (Klein (1998) 

use the term situation awareness and big pictures interchangeably) by recognising the situations in 

which users interact with service products and how digital service products are developed. Therefore, 

instead of seeking information, they were able to use mental simulation to make decisions. On the 

other hand, the designer who were designing for the strategy layer needed to seek information in 

order to get the big picture. For example, what kinds of collaboration does another company from 

other industries want? The designer needed to know this information in order to design a revenue 

strategy for the service. To conclude, the findings that depict how the designers did depth-first design 

for different service design layers provide three insights. First, designers might use different methods 

to get big pictures for designing different service design layers. Second, to some extent, the upper 

service design layers define big pictures for the lower layers. Third, based on the second insight, it is 

inferred that the higher layer a service designer is designing for, the broader picture the designer 

might need to possess.  

The three examples mentioned above show that designers used two methods of getting big pictures 

(Figure 5.2). The first method is to recognise big pictures such as the contexts in which users interact 

with service products or how service products are developed based on the collected information 

including pre-defined product flow, as well as personal experience. This method is often used by 

weather forecasters (Perby, 1989, cited in Hoffman, 2017). Perby (1989) observed that forecasters 

spent most of their time in sketching to form inner pictures (Hoffman et al., 2017). The second 

method is to seek information to get big pictures. For example, the designer looked for information 

about how the other companies want to collaborative. This distinction of two methods of getting big 

pictures corresponds to Klein's (1998) statements. Although Klein (1998) stressed that experts often 

use the first method to get big pictures, he also states that information seeking is another pathway in 
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making decisions. Similar to Klein's (1998) statement, this study also found that the designers tended 

to recognise the big pictures more often than they actively sought information for getting big pictures. 

The designers often sought information after they have made decisions. The aspect of seeking 

information for justification is discussed further in next section. 

 

Figure 5.2. The two methods of getting big pictures 

Based on the results of this study and the definition of the five layers of service design, it is 

concluded that the upper service design layers somewhat define big pictures for the lower layers. 

Although the upper layers to some extent constrain the lower layers, as Garrett (2011) has pointed 

out, it is not necessary that designers have to make every decisions in upper layers before continue 

designing the lower layers. The collected data also shows that in practice, the service designers did 

jump between different layers to make decisions.  

Besides RDM and NDM, the decision-making study also identified that the designers often used 

mental models in the most abstract and concrete layers including strategy, scope and surface. The 

decision-making study identified three types of mental model: causal relationship, empathy and 

simple statement. These first two types of mental model extend the research results from Hammond 

et al. (1983) and MacLean et al. (1991) that designers often use “common sense theories” (Hammond 

et al., 1983) or “their own experience and insights” (MacLean et al., 1991). On the other hand, the 

simple statement shown in the data is similar to the legal regulations mentioned above. Both simple 

statement and legal regulations can be seen as types of rules. For example, “serif is not good for 

screen” has been somewhat proved by Josephson (2008),  and “users would be provided with a 

context (when receiving information)” is validated through some user studies. Although it is arguable 

if the latter statement can be generalized based on the amount of user studies the designers had 

conducted, to a large extent, both statements represent types of rules that designers should follow 

when making decisions. Nonetheless, the collected data shows that the designers used common sense 

theories and personal experience more often than simple statement when making decisions.  
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Although this study did not investigate why the designers tend to use personal insights and 

common sense theories more often than simple statement, based on the collected data, it is assumed 

that participating in the activities is an effective method for forming simple statement. In the decision-

making study, one of the instances shows that two designers made decisions based on two different 

mechanisms. One of them used common sense theories and mental simulation for making the decision, 

while another designer stated a fact based on user research results. Despite the latter designer had 

created thorough documents for user study results, it is assumed that the reason why the former 

designer did not use the same simple statement is that he did not participate in user studies as much 

as another designer. Therefore, to some extent, this finding indicates that for designers to form simple 

statements or rules, the participations in activities in person might be more important than reviewing 

documents created by other people. It is important to note that this study does not oppose creating 

thorough documents, instead, it proposes that designers should be aware of the limited effectiveness 

of thoroughly documented rationale. 

To summarise, this section discusses the research findings regarding service designers’ use of 

NDM and mental models in decision-making process and provides four conclusions. First, some 

designers are not yet experienced enough with domain information such as legal regulations for 

banking and insurances services. Second, service designers mostly look for inner big pictures than 

seeking information for big pictures. Third, service designers seem to readily have big pictures when 

designing for more concrete service design layers and it might because that the upper service design 

layers to some extent define the big pictures for the lower service design layers. Fourth, for designers 

to form simple statement, participating in activities such as user studies in person is more effective 

than reading thorough documents.  

Based on the conclusions, two suggestions are proposed. First, making specific domain 

information and rules explicit, for example, legal regulations, can support designers in designing 

concrete service design layers. While there might be more and more regulations such as General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) being implemented in this digital era, it is assumed that there will be 

more regulations service designers need to follow or be aware of in the future. However, it is worth 

noting that this support might be mostly useful for novice designers because experts might not need 

to refer to these regulations. Second, designers and researchers should recognise that participating in 

activities such as user studies is important not only because of understanding user needs, but also 

because it might increase designers’ use of rules and simple statements that are built based on the 

results of user studies. The importance of participation in activities also indicates the limitations of 

thoroughly documented rationale.  
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 Creating documents and applying colleagues’ common sense theories 

Several design studies have emphasised the importance of documenting. Goldschmidt (1997) has 

pointed out that generating multiple arguments and sketches introduce designers the pre-linked 

representations and help designers to switch to another representation. Similarly, Cross (2006) 

proposed that sketching support explorations. Although service designers are not like product 

designers who often sketch the shape and the model of products, the data collected in this study shows 

that the designers often drew mind maps or wireframes during design. In this study, sketching is 

considered as documenting and sketches are considered as documents. Through documenting, 

designers are communicating with the created representations. The conversations help designers in 

abductive thinking and creating new ideas. Through documenting, mental models and mental 

simulation sometimes emerge and fit into the result documents. Moreover, during the documenting 

process, designers visited, interpreted and processed the information they created. To a large extent, 

the emphasis of the process of documenting matches well with the experiential learning design 

paradigm defined by Stumpf (2001). The experiential learning design paradigm applies the concepts 

from Schön (1983) and emphasises that designers should immerse themselves in actions and be open 

to situation’s back talk.  

The importance of the process of documenting indirectly addresses the challenge of documenting 

design rationale. Fischer et al. (1991) have proposed that only when designers reflect on their actions 

will design rational be apparent. However, most of the time, designers are unreflectively engaged in 

creating designs (Fischer et al., 1991). Because designers only reflect when a breakdown occurs, 

documenting design rationale is difficult. This study agrees with the statement that documenting 

design rationale is difficult. Nonetheless, it is arguable whether the service designers were 

unreflectively engaged in creating designs. The results of this study show that the process of 

documenting is forward-looking, and the process of documenting for design is different from 

documenting for explaining design. When documenting for design, service designers process 

available information in order to make sense of it and become able to act competently on it. During 

this process, mental models and mental simulation may emerge from the process. On the other hand, 

to explain design through documenting is another process. Designers need to be able to identify and 

articulate the mental models, pattern recognition and mental simulation that emerge from the design 

process.   

Besides that the creation process of mind maps and wireframes helps designers in designing, the 

result documents were used quite often when the designers were looking for information from their 

team members and colleagues. Most of the time the designers sought information from their team 

members or colleagues, as well as users by conducting user testing. The results of the decision-
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making study extends the research finding from Poltrock et al. (2003) that designers use design 

proposals as an information seeking strategy for colleagues’ feedback and indicates that the service 

designers applied this information seeking strategy in order to acquire colleague’s feedback for 

justification. By doing this, designers can validate their design proposals and increase their 

confidence in their decisions. In addition, Goldschmidt (1997) has pointed out that designers need to 

defend their designs in order to gain approval for their creation. For designers, it seems that seeking 

information from colleagues is one of the strategies for gaining approval for their designs. 

Overall, the designers looked for three different types of information for convincing clients and 

team members. First, some designers sought domain information from books in order to explain their 

design decisions to their clients. For example, one of the interviewed designers said, “I looked a lot 

into books, like strategy books and design books. It’s good to check the concepts. So you remember 

the definitions and where they come from, then you can explain them better”. Second, the designers 

conducted user testing to validate their design outcomes. Although the designers often use analogies 

to explain their designs, one designer did point it out that showing the data to prove their design is 

also important. Third, the same as previous studies (Ahmed et al., 2003; Poltrock et al., 2003; Zipperer, 

1993) have shown, the designers asked their team members and colleagues personal experience, 

opinions and analysis for justifying their designs. Based on the definitions of generalists and 

specialists from Baird et al. (2000), colleagues are seen as specialists who provide professional 

analysis and judgements.  

The service designers’ use of colleague’s professional analysis and common sense theories 

indicates an issue of the use of design rationale. When some service designers sought domain 

information from books, their ultimate purposes are to convince their clients. On the other hand, while 

some designers sought personal insights and common sense theories from their colleagues, they were 

trying to acquire evaluations of design proposals from different aspects, or gaining approval for their 

designs. In other words, the designers were using their colleagues’ common sense theories as criteria 

to evaluate their design proposals. Compared to the domain information sought from books, it seems 

that colleagues’ personal analysis is not enough for convincing clients, but enough for the designers 

to justify and potentially improve their designs. Nonetheless, if we document the used common sense 

theories as design rationale, it will neither help designers in convincing other people such as clients, 

nor will it be as easily accessible as consulting the information sources directly. Moreover, Hertzum 

(2002) and Baird et al. (2000) have pointed out that it is important to “have the names” because 

engineers can use it to assess the credibility of an information source. Therefore, engineers often 

preface their results with the names of the contributors of the information (Baird et al., 2000) or aim 

to identify the name of the information provider (Hertzum, 2002). Because people are the carrier of 
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personal common sense theories, instead of documenting and then consulting these common sense 

theories through documents, directly consulting the information sources is much easier.  

To summarise, this section discusses the importance of the documenting and seeking information 

for justification in service design process. First, documenting supports exploration and processing of 

collected information. During the process of documenting, mental models and mental simulation 

emerge and fit into designs. It is concluded that documenting for designs is different from 

documenting for explaining designs. To some extent, this conclusion explains the finding from Heisig 

et al. (2010) that detective work is necessary for identifying design rationale from the documents 

designers had created. Second, service designers often seek personal common sense theories and 

opinions from colleagues in order to gain approval for their designs and increase their confidence. 

Although these types of information support designers in improving and justifying their designs, it 

does not seem that documenting these types of information will provide designers much support 

across projects. 

These discussions indicate that there is a trade-off between how much designers should document 

for design/now and document for design rationale/future. During design, designers often are 

documenting for design. After they reach a design proposal, they look for information in order to 

justify their design decisions. As Hertzum and I have pointed out in the decision-making study, the 

process of seeking information for justification often lags behind the decision-making process. 

Although the sought information might be helpful in informing future design decisions, documenting 

the information might not yield much effect in supporting designers. Therefore, it is recommended 

that future research should shift their focus away from supporting designers through documentation 

of unfolding decision-making process.  

5.3. Collaborative sensemaking in service design 

In section 5.1, I have discussed how service design projects often start with collaborative research 

design, data collection and data analysis. Service designers’ behaviour in the first two phases of the 

Double Diamond model, Discover and Define, matches well with the definition of collaborative 

information seeking defined by Hertzum (2008). During the Discover phase, the designers sought 

information collaboratively. After collecting user research and competitors’ data, the designers then 

collaboratively made sense of the data and defined design briefs and design problems. Nonetheless, 

not only in the first two phases, the service designers also collaboratively sought information in the 

last two phases: Develop and Deliver. The designers not only collaboratively designed for more 

abstract service design layers such as the strategy and structure layer, when their designs needed to 
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be implemented, they also made detailed design decisions collaboratively. This section focuses on 

the collaborative work context in the last two phases of the Double Diamond model.  

In the early phase of designing for services, some designers collaboratively design service 

concepts and information architecture. This collaborative design process can be seen as collaborative 

information seeking in a way that the designers shared their own insights and common sense theories 

within the teams, and then they established a common ground by creating design representations 

together. To some extent, this process is similar to Weick's (2009) sensemaking. During the 

collaborative design process, designers articulate their own sensemaking based on the created design 

representations at hand, their common sense theories and their experience. In the end, they 

collaboratively define frameworks for detailed designs. Overall, this process is the same as 

sensemaking in a way “that people organise to make sense of equivocal inputs and enact this sense 

back into the world to make that world more orderly” (Weick, 2009, p.133). However, Weick (2009) 

sensemaking did not focus on the negotiation process when designers are establishing common 

ground.  

The social process design paradigm has pointed out that design is a social activity (Minneman, 

1991). The results of decision-making study indicate that a design team might aim to include as many 

team members’ insights and opinions as possible because it is a way to increase team members’ 

product ownership. When the service designers were designing service concepts and information 

architecture collaboratively, they needed to negotiate over each other’s insights and common sense 

theories in order to create a design that everyone in the team can accept. To create a design outcome 

that is acceptable for all the team members also means that sometimes the solution might not be 

considered as optimal for some designers. For some designers, the process of collaborative 

sensemaking is more important than its results. Therefore, one of the interviewed designers pointed 

out, “If a person gives me a summary, I would not think reading it would be useful for me. However, 

if I experienced the process then – when I read the summary – it helps me to think of the things that 

happened”. In other words, a summary created through collaborate sensemaking is not as useful if 

the designer did not participate in the negotiation process. The information study has pointed out that 

summaries can serve as reminders for designers to recall the negotiation processes. Nonetheless, 

because the summaries might be acceptable for all the team members but not the most optimal 

decisions for some designers, its usefulness for other designers in other design projects might be 

limited.  

Compared to the Develop phase in which the designers often designed with other designers in the 

same teams, the designers in the Deliver phase often needed to closely collaborate with developers. 

In the Deliver phase, the collaborative information seeking process is not only related to negotiation 
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over personal insights and common sense theories, but also about understanding the common ground. 

As I have presented in the documentation study, some service design projects separated design and 

implementation phase, while some kept these two phases parallel. For the service designers who 

designed in projects that separate the design and the implementation phase, some of them met 

implementation issues after developers started to implement their designs. Therefore, they often 

needed to discuss with developers in order to create an alternative for implementation constraints. On 

the other hand, for the designers who were in the projects that kept design and implementation parallel, 

collaborative information seeking is a long-term activity. For them, design decisions are made based 

on where the teams are and what goals the teams have. Therefore, even though their designs might 

not be recognised as the optimal designs in general, they are the optimal designs for now based on 

where the teams are and the goals of the teams.  

This section discusses the design contexts in which the service designers did collaborative 

sensemaking. Based on these discussions, it can be concluded that one of the characteristics of 

collaborative sensemaking in design is for here and now. For instance, the designers collaboratively 

made sense of the collected information and created the designs that are acceptable for all the current 

team members. Sometimes they also needed to create the designs that fit with “where the teams are 

and where the teams want to go” through collaborative sensemaking. In the documentation study, I 

have pointed out that the documents created with the focus of designing for here and now are less 

likely to be reusable for designers who design for other products. Requiring designers to document 

the rationale they applied in collaborative sensemaking for the purposes of reusing it in the future 

might not yield much advantages for other design projects because when other designers are in the 

process of collaborative sensemaking, they will need to deal with different considerations from 

different team members.  

To conclude, it is suggested that future research should focus on the support of collaborative 

sensemaking for here and now. In the previous section I have pointed out that documenting the 

personal common sense theories and opinions that designers seek from their colleagues in order to 

improve their designs might not be as helpful. Nonetheless, it is suggested that for collaborative 

sensemaking, juxtaposing multiple designers’ considerations will support design teams and 

consequently will help other designers to acquire these considerations when seeking information from 

the team members. It is worth noting that the ultimate goal of this support is to help all the current 

team members’ in understanding different considerations instead of helping other designers from 

other design teams.  

5.4. Service design support tools: Documenting for here and now 
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Previous discussions have shown documenting for design/here and now and documenting design 

rationale/elsewhere and future are two different processes. Although design rationale researchers aim 

to support designers in documenting design rationale/elsewhere and future, in practice, service 

designers often document for design/here and now. Consequently, most of the recommendations 

proposed in the previous sections focus on supporting service designers in documenting for here and 

now rather than for elsewhere and future. This section focuses on discussing the research results from 

the systematic review study in relation to the concept of documenting for here and now. It first focuses 

on the collected service design support tools that support individual designers in different design 

activities, then it discusses the tools that support collaborative design. 

Overall, the collected 70 service design support tools support designers in various design activities 

including UI design, interaction design, concept design, and information management and so on. 

Nonetheless, there is almost no tools that aim to support designers in designing from one service 

design layer to another one. For example, when designing for a design layer, a tool can provide 

designers the decisions that have been made in the upper design layer. Although some information 

management support tools can manage the decisions that have been made in different design layers, 

they do not provide designers the information of an upper design layer when the designers are 

designing for a lower design layer. In previous discussions, I have pointed out that during the process 

of creating documents, designers are interiorising the collected information. Based on the discussions, 

it can be concluded that if service designers immerse themselves in the process of documenting 

enough, they might not need design support tools that support them in designing from one design 

layer to another. To some extent, the lack of the focus of supporting designers in designing from one 

design layer to another addresses the importance of supporting designers in documenting for here and 

now.  

Within the collected service design support tools, about one third of them incorporate action-

oriented features. Many of them support designers in making prototypes or creating designs easier. 

Some researchers have found that when tools support designers in making prototypes and creating 

designs easier, it would stimulate designers to use the tools for experiential learning (Jeong et al., 

2018; Parnami et al., 2016). In other words, designers use the tools to explore design options, collect 

and process information. However, it is worth noting that this type of tools mostly support creating 

more specific designs such as light design (Jeong et al., 2018) and gesture design (Parnami et al., 

2016). On the other hand, the evaluation results of the tools that support designers in creating UI and 

interaction design do not discuss such an effectiveness.  

In Chapter 2 I have pointed out that designers would choose design support tools based on several 

factors including their habits, tools’ openness, control, and expertise as well as disciplinary culture 
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(Stolterman and Pierce, 2012). Although these tools that are created for specific designs might not be 

as open as some tools such as pen and paper, and designers are not yet familiar with them, the use of 

these tools can potentially be considered an expertise and be established as disciplinary culture if 

designers and researchers keep following the prototype-oriented design approach. This study 

surmises that providing designers tools for easily prototyping might help designers in documenting 

for here and now, as well as processing information in a different way than using pen and paper. 

Consequently, during the process of prototyping, designers’ rationale for their design decisions might 

be more comprehensive.  

Although some of the tools support designers in creating design easier and consequently stimulate 

designers in exploration, based on the tool evaluations, there are few results showing that they 

improve design outcomes. This finding can be interpreted in two ways. It could be that the researchers 

did not evaluate whether the tools can improve design outcomes, or it could be that the tools cannot 

improve design outcomes. While it is difficult to judge what the real situation is, this study proposes 

that researchers should include the extent of designers’ rationale comprehensiveness as one of the 

criteria of tool effectiveness. Although they might be somewhat related, rationale comprehensiveness 

is not the same as better design quality. To some extent, rationale comprehensiveness in this study is 

related to the big pictures I have discussed in previous sections. For designers, the more complete a 

big picture they have, the more comprehensive design rationale they might possess. 

Different from the tools with action-oriented features, most of the tools that were evaluated with 

effectiveness such as improvements in design quality involve information-oriented features. When 

evaluating the action-oriented tools, researchers focused on designers’ satisfaction and behaviour 

change instead of efficiency and better outcome creation. On the other hand, several UI design 

support tools, as well as almost all concept design support tools and ideation support tools that provide 

designers design stimulus are shown to support increasing design quality. For example, a crowd 

feedback system that supports iterations of visual designs are shown to support students in creating 

better design outcomes (Xu et al., 2015). Similarly, MenuOptimizer provides designers evaluation 

outcomes and suggestions regarding how to place items in menus. The tool evaluation results show 

that novice designers who used MenuOptimizer created better designs when they were dealing with 

more complicated tasks (Bailly et al., 2013). To some extent, these tools show that providing 

information about the evaluations of designs can support designers. Nonetheless, there are two 

concerns about how effective the tools are in practice. First, as I have pointed out earlier, participating 

in evaluation activities is more important than receiving thorough information. Second, designers 

often need the name of the information sources for the credibility of the sought information. Based 
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on these two concerns, it is recommended that future research can look into how the design 

evaluations from the third-party support service designers in practice.  

Based on the results of this study, it is suggested that when developing design support tools, 

researchers could shift their focus away from supporting designers at the moment of making decisions. 

Instead, researchers could aim for developing design support tools that prepare designers in future 

decision-making. In the decision-making study, Hertzum and I have proposed that tools with a curated 

collection of designs that exemplify design solutions to different design problems might support 

designers. However, based on results of this study, designers tend to look for information for 

justification instead of for making design decisions. Therefore, it is worth stressing that the timing 

for designers to use this type of design support tools is not when they are making decisions, but when 

they are outside of decision-making contexts. The main purpose of this type of tools is to achieve the 

result that Klein (2015) stated, to allow designers to experience a rich variety of examples so 

designers can easily apply pattern recognition when making design decisions. 

As pointed out in the previous section, service design consists of several collaborative 

sensemaking processes. Supporting collaborative design has been considered as one of the design 

principles for designing creative support tools (Resnick et al., 2005; Shneiderman, 2009). The 

systematic review study also shows that several collaborative design support tools have been 

developed. Some of them provide a virtual space where designers can discuss, design, prototype, and 

modify the information created by each other, while some of them provide new information 

interactions for design teams. For example, MemTable is a tabletop-based tool that encapsulates the 

content of team discussions while they are happening, and it then organises the content in order to 

make it searchable and browsable (Hunter et al., 2011). Although some of these tools support design 

teams in communication by providing such a virtual space, and the teams will eventually reach a 

common ground together, the goals of these tools are not to support design teams in building common 

ground but allow designers to share information easily or to stimulate team discussions. 

The systematic review study found that most of the collaborative design support tools are 

evaluated based on their usability, while only half of them are evaluated based on whether they can 

support collaboration. When evaluating how the tools support collaboration, the researchers used 

different criteria. For example, if designers can collaboratively manipulate information (Oehlberg et 

al., 2012), or if the tool stimulates conversations between designers (Rosenholtz et al., 2011). Indeed, 

stimulating discussions might result in an increased information sharing and exchange. However, it 

does not necessary support designers in building common ground. Therefore, this study proposes that 

the extent of how design support tools help designers in perceiving all team members’ considerations 

within a team should be applied as one of the criteria for evaluating collaboration support. To a large 
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extent, this criteria is similar to the criteria Shah and Marchionini (2010) used when they evaluated 

Coagmento, an collaborative information seeking support tool. While Shah and Marchionini (2010) 

focused on designers’ awareness regarding what other team members have done, this study proposes 

that researchers could also look into the extent of designers’ understanding of the considerations that 

other team members have previously stated. It is surmised that by supporting all the team members 

to understand each other’s considerations will also support other designers from other teams in 

acquiring more comprehensive and correct information from these designers. 

To summarise, four suggestions are proposed in this section. The first two suggestions are the 

directions for designing design support tools for service designers, while the last two suggestions 

indicate the support that design support tools should provide for service designers. First, as mentioned 

in the decision-making study, tools that exemplify design solutions for different design problems 

might support designers in applying pattern recognition when making design decisions. However, 

this type of tools should not be used during decision-making. Second, design support tools that help 

designers in creating designs and prototypes easily can stimulate designers in experiential learning. 

Developing such design support tools can help designers in reflection-in-action. Nonetheless, it is 

worth noting that these tools mostly support specific designs, for example, gesture design. Third, it 

is surmised that through experiential learning, designers might be able to generate more 

comprehensive rationale for their design decisions. Therefore, it is suggested that the extent of design 

rationale comprehensiveness should be considered as one of the evaluation criteria for the 

effectiveness of service design support tools. Fourth, collaborative sensemaking is an important 

process in service design. Therefore, it is recommended that when evaluating collaborative design 

support tools, the extent of how designers understand other team members’ concerns should be 

considered as one of the evaluation criteria.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

As the summary of this study, this chapter answers the overarching two research questions that are 

asked in the first chapter and presents the implications and contributions of this study. Through 

summarising the discussions from the previous chapter, section 6.1 answers how the focus of 

documenting for here and now in service design practice constrains the intended benefits of design 

rationale. Based on the first answer, it then answers how design support tools can support service 

designers. In section 6.2, I summarise the recommendations that are mentioned in the previous 

chapter for future research and service design support tools. Lastly, section 6.3 summarises the 

theoretical and practical contributions of this study. It ends with providing research directions for 

future studies.  

 

6.1 Answers for the two overarching research questions 

6.2 Summary of recommendations of this study 

6.3 Implications and future research 
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6.1. Answers for the two overarching research questions  

This section summarises the research findings and discussions in the previous two chapters for 

answering the two overarching research questions. This study conducted three sub-studies that 

investigated service designers’ information behaviour from different aspects including their use of 

information sources and channels, their decision-making process and their documentation process in 

order to understand how design rationale can support service designers concerning designers’ 

information behaviour in practice. In addition, this study also investigates the current design support 

tools developed in the field of HCI that aim to support service designers in order to understand how 

design support tools can support service designers concerning their information behaviour in practice.  

As I have presented in the first chapter, researchers have proposed several benefits of applying 

design rationale including design clarification, design communication, design documentation, design 

evaluation, design maintenance, design reflection, design re-use, teaching and design verification (see 

Table 1.1 on p. 4). This section first concludes how these benefits are constrained by service designers’ 

information behaviour in practice. Based on the first conclusion, it then concludes how service design 

support tools can support service designers in three aspects: design learning, collaborative 

sensemaking and design reflection. 

RQ1. How does service designers’ information behaviour currently constrain the intended benefits 

of their design rationale? 

Overall, the results of this study indicate the trade-off between documenting for design/here and 

now and documenting design rationale/elsewhere and future. Design rationale researchers have 

proposed different methods and concepts in order to support designers in documenting design 

rationale/elsewhere and future. Nonetheless, in practice, service designers often document for here 

and now.  

The results of this study show that service designers often document for here and now. During 

design, the process of documenting plays an important role. Through documenting, service designers 

are immersing themselves with the collected information, and arriving at a coherent understanding of 

the collected and perceived information. Consequentially, mental models, mental simulation and 

personal common sense theories emerge and fit into the designs. In addition, service designers often 

make decisions together with their team members through collaborative sensemaking. Service 

designers’ collaborative sensemaking focuses on designing for here and now, rather than for 

elsewhere and future. For example, service designers collaboratively make design decisions through 

negotiations over team members’ considerations, as well as based on where the teams are and where 

the teams want to go. Because of this focus of documenting for here and now in the service design 
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practice, it is concluded that the effectiveness of several intended benefits of design rationale 

including design documentation, design reflection, design evaluation and design re-use are limited. 

One of the potential benefits design rationale can bring is supporting design documentation. If 

design rationale is documented in a computer-readable format, design rationale systems can answer 

designers inquiries about design history and automatically generate design history (Burge and Brown, 

1998). Indeed, the collected data of this study has shown that service designers at times need to go 

back to documents in order to look up their rationale for past design decisions. Nonetheless, it often 

happens when designers need to negotiate and discuss with their clients or team members. In other 

words, this type of information needs only occurs in a very specific context. To some extent, this 

conclusion explains the survey results from Heisig et al. (2010) that only 35% responses mention the 

need of design rationale retrieval. Hence, it is concluded that for supporting design documentation, 

design rationale systems are helpful in specific context, that is, when designers are required to answer 

specific questions about their design rationale.  

Another intended benefit of design rationale is design evaluation. Researchers have surmised that 

explicating design rationale can support designers in evaluating different alternatives (Burge and 

Brown, 1998; Lee, 1997). Nonetheless, based on the results of this study, service designers seldom 

create multiple design alternatives. When they create multiple alternatives, they seldom evaluate all 

alternatives at a time. Instead, they often apply the depth-first design approach during design 

evaluation. Therefore, it is concluded that service designers might not need the support of design 

evaluation as often as researchers have speculated.  

Next, regarding design re-use, researchers have proposed that design rationale systems can support 

designers in reusing some parts of the designs across projects (Burge and Brown, 1998; Carroll and 

Moran, 1991). However, when making design decisions, service designers often use mental models 

such as personal opinions and common sense theories, as well as NDM instead of looking for 

information. In other words, service designers often design based on their experience rather than 

collected information. Therefore, it is arguable whether designers will use some parts of designs that 

are created by other designers from other projects. Moreover, the resulting designs and documents 

that are created through collaborative sensemaking are considered less reusable because service 

designers’ collaborative sensemaking focuses on designing for here and now. The resulting designs 

and documents might not be as optimal as expected because they have to be acceptable for all team 

members and fit with the current team situation.  

Overall, this study concludes that several intended benefits of design rationale are constrained by 

service designers’ focus of documenting for here and now. It is worth noting that this study does not 

oppose the studies of design rationale, neither does it want to dismiss all the effectiveness of applying 
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design rationale. It merely suggests that it is important to acknowledge that design rationale might 

not be as useful as we have expected for service designers in practice. 

RQ2. How can service design support tools provide the intended benefits of design rationale for 

service designers concerning their information behaviour? 

Overall, this study suggests researchers to shift their focus away from unfolding design decisions-

making process because documenting design rationale and documenting for design are two different 

processes. During design, service designers document in order to process perceived information and 

arrive at a coherent understanding. On the other hand, to document design rationale, service designers 

need to explain how they arrive at the coherent understanding. Because documenting design rationale 

such as mental models and personal common sense theories might not provide much support for 

service designers across projects, this study does not recommend developing tools that inquire 

designers to document design rationale. Based on the collected design support tools from the HCI 

field, this study found that there are other areas that tools can support concerning service designers’ 

information behaviour in practice. It is concluded that design support tools could support service 

designers in design learning, collaborative sensemaking and design reflection. 

First, based on the decision-making study, this study proposes that design support tools can aim 

to teach service designers in decision-making by providing features that exemplify design features as 

design solutions to different design problems. As mentioned earlier, service designers tend to use 

personal experience rather than seeking information when they are making decisions for concrete 

design layers. Hence, this type of design support tools should allow designers to experience the design 

solutions to different design problems, rather than providing designers design solutions when they 

are facing design problems. In other words, the goal of this type of tools is to expand designers’ 

experience base so designers can apply them for future design decision-making. It is worth noting 

that this type of tools might be mostly helpful for designing for concrete design layers instead of 

abstract design layers. When designing for more abstract service layers, designers will need to have 

broader big pictures. Consequentially, they at times might need to look for information in order to 

understand the big pictures to make design decisions.  

In addition, this study suggests that design support tools provide specific domain information and 

rules such as legal regulations for novice designers when they are designing for concrete design layers 

for specific industries. This study found that when designing for certain industries such as insurance 

and banking services, some service designers often refer to legal regulations in order to make sure if 

they have followed the regulations correctly. Considering that there might be more regulations such 
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as GDPR that service designers should follow when designing for certain services, it is recommended 

that providing such rules for novice designers can help them in designing detailed design.  

Second, several researchers have developed collaborative design support tools for improving team 

communication. This study proposes that collaborative design support tools can also support 

collaborative sensemaking by helping service designers in perceiving every team member’s 

considerations and concerns. For example, juxtaposing multiple designers’ considerations for a 

design problem. It is important to note that the purpose of this type of tools is to support service 

designers in establishing common ground instead of understanding design rationale for the produced 

decisions. In other words, every team member’s considerations should be presented before the design 

decisions are made. As I have discussed in section 5.3 and section 5.4, collaborative sensemaking 

plays an important role in service design. Supporting collaborative sensemaking can lead to two 

benefits. First, supporting designers in building common ground might make team communication 

easier and increase team productivity (Olson and Olson, 2000). Second, when other designers inquire 

the design rationale for the decisions a team has made, the better the common ground was established 

within the team, the better quality the information other designers might acquire.  

Third, several researchers have shown that their design support tools can support designers in 

design reflection. Some of the tool evaluations have shown that when design support tools allow 

designers in creating prototypes or designs easily, designers might use the tool to explore possible 

design options (Jeong et al., 2018; Parnami et al., 2016). However, it is important to note that the 

tools that stimulate designers to explore design options are mostly for more specific designs such as 

light design and gesture design. Therefore, this study suggests that design support tools could focus 

on supporting designers in creating specific interaction designs easily. It is surmised that supporting 

designers in exploration and design reflection might allow designers to build more comprehensive 

reasons for their design decisions. 

6.2. Summary of recommendations of this study 

In the previous section, I have answered the second research question by presenting some 

recommendations for designing service design support tools. In this section, I summarise three other 

recommendations that are discussed in the previous chapter for researchers and service design 

practitioners. The first two recommendations relate to the practice of service design, while the last 

recommendation is intended for the evaluation of design support tools. Overall, this study found that 

many documents created within a design project are difficult to be reused across projects. The first 

recommendation proposes that by altering the way of creating fundamental research documents, 

service designers can potentially expand the documents and knowledge base that can be reused across 
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projects. Next, several findings of this study show that it is important to participate in activities 

including documentation and user studies. The second suggestion emphasises the importance of 

participating in user studies in forming mental models. Lastly, the third recommendation suggests 

two criteria for evaluating design support tools that focus on design exploration and collaborative 

design.  

First, it is recommended that during the fundamental research, service designers should try to 

identify all design problems without considering client requirements. This means that a design team 

should first identify all the design problems, then apply client requirements in order to identify the 

design problems the team aims to resolve. This study believes that by doing this, the resulting design 

problems identified in the first step are more likely to be reused across projects because they provide 

big pictures that are not constrained by client requirements. Indeed, it is possible that every design 

team might create different big pictures and identify different design problems even when they 

conduct similar fundamental research. However, documenting the big pictures that are not 

constrained by client needs can help expanding the knowledge base of a design company. In addition, 

based on service designers’ use of information sources and channels, it is suggested people are the 

most effective information channels to access this type of documents.  

Second, this study proposes that researchers and designers should acknowledge the importance of 

participating in the activities of user studies and user testing. The concept of User-Centered Design 

as well as the importance of conducting user studies and user testing in order to understand user needs 

have been recognised for many years. This study emphasises the importance of participating in the 

activities not only because designers will learn what their users want, but also because participations 

in activities help designers in forming mental model more effectively than reading documents with 

detailed research outcomes.  

Lastly, this study proposes two criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of design support tools. 

First, this study surmises that by simulating designers in exploration, designers might have more 

comprehensive design rationale. Therefore, it is recommended that future research can evaluate the 

extent of designers’ design rationale comprehensiveness before or after designers have used the 

developed design support tools. It is worth noting that because documenting for design and 

documenting design rationale are two different processes, how well designers can explicate their 

design rationale is different from how well they create their designs. Second, this study has shown 

that collaborative sensemaking is an important process in service design. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the extent of how designers understand other team members’ concerns can be used 

as one of the evaluation criteria for collaborative design support tools. The benefits of supporting 
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collaborative sensemaking and the establishment of common ground have presented in the previous 

section.  

6.3. Implications and future research 

This PhD study conducted four sub-studies for investigating service designers’ information 

behaviour as well as the service design support tools developed in the field of HCI in order to 

understand how design rationale can support service designers. Overall, this study makes several 

theoretical and practical contributions and suggests some directions for future research.  

On the theoretical level, this study contributes to the literature by applying research methods and 

concepts from the LIS research field to investigate how design rationale can support service designers. 

Several researchers have studied how professionals use information sources and channels at work. 

Following these researchers, this study investigated how service designers use information sources 

and channels for different design layers and found the importance of the process of documenting 

during design. In addition, it follows Berryman's (2008) suggestion and incorporated NDM in 

investigating service designers’ information behaviour. While Allen (2011) and Mishra et al. (2015) 

focused on emergency service staff’s (e.g., police officers) information seeking behaviour in the 

NDM context, this study looked into another profession and identified that service designers often 

use different types of mental models for making design decisions and seek information for design 

justification. Lastly, this study follows the study done by Harper and Sellen (1995) and investigated 

the reusability of the documents based on the process of document creation. It points out several 

reasons why some design documents are difficult to be reused across service projects.  

The research results of this study indicate that documenting for design and documenting design 

rationale are two different processes. Although some design rationale researchers have proposed the 

Rationale as a By-Products approach and suggested that we should not separate capturing design 

rationale with design tasks (Schneider, 2006), however, explicating design rationale and designing 

are inherently two different activities. As Akama (2009) has pointed out that lacking of time and 

resources are the long existing problems in service design projects, this study suggests that future 

study could look into how to tackle the trade-off between documenting for design and documenting 

design rationale in service design in practice.  

Besides contributing to the understanding of service designers’ information behaviour, this study 

also proposes the five layers of service design by combing the MINDS method from Teixeira et al. 

(2017), the three service design elements from Edvardsson and Olsson (1996), and the five UX layers 

from Garrett (2011). Service design, build upon the marketing and management field, has established 

its importance in the design field (Abdelnour-Nocera and Clemmensen, 2018; Roto et al., 2018) and 
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the industry. The proposed five layers of service design distinguish the management perspective and 

interaction design perspective while aligning different design layers with them together. This study 

believes that these five layers of service design can help researchers and design practitioners to clearly 

identify which layer they are designing and studying for. For the future research, I will look into how 

well these five service design layers can describe service designers’ work practice.  

On the practical level, this study summarises the recently developed service design support tools 

and proposes several recommendations for researchers and practitioners who aim to develop design 

support tools for service designers. This study suggests several directions for designing design 

support tools for service designers. These directions include supporting design learning by providing 

design features and specific domain information for concrete design, helping collaborative 

sensemaking by juxtaposing team members’ considerations, and supporting design reflection by 

allowing designers to easily build designs and prototypes. Besides proposing these directions, it also 

suggests two criteria for evaluating design support tools: the extent of comprehensiveness of design 

rationale and the extent of understanding team members’ considerations. It is suggested that future 

study can look into how exactly the proposed design directions can support service designers, and 

apply the proposed criteria in evaluating design support tools. 

Finally, the results of this study address the importance of immersing oneself when designing. It 

points out the importance of documenting and participating in design activities such as user study. 

To some extent, this study agrees to the experiential learning design paradigm that designers need to 

immerse themselves in their action and be open to the situations’ back-talks (Stumpf, 2001). As 

service designers often apply their own experience when making design decisions and look for 

information from their colleagues for design justification after they have made decisions, this study 

believes that supporting designers in immersing themselves during design is another starting point 

for helping service designers in acquiring information such as design rationale with better quality.   
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Abstract 

Service design is an information intensive activity. This study aims to investigate service 

designers’ information behavior and understand the roles people and documents play as 

information sources for service designers. Ten designers were interviewed about their 

information seeking behavior in one service design project from its start to its completion. The 

interviewees were asked to describe and reflect upon their choice of information sources and 

their use of project documentation. Each interview lasted about 1.5 hours. The interviews were 

transcribed in full and the transcripts were coded with respect to design activities, information 

sources used, and reflections on information behavior. People served five different roles as 

information sources and documents served four. Documents became increasingly important 

sources of information as projects progressed because still more information was recorded in 

writing. Consistent with previous research, people play an important role because of their easy 

accessibility and the good quality of the information they provide. In contrast, the forward-

looking role of document creation restricts the backward-looking roles of the resulting 

documentation. We speculate that the consultancies suffer from poor integration across 

documents. 

Keywords: Information seeking behavior, Information system design, Information sources. 

Introduction 

Service design is an information intensive activity [3, 8]. Designers need information about the 

users’ current practices, the technological possibilities and the envisioned future [6]. Numerous 

information systems and prototypes have been developed to support designers in managing this 

information. However, designers’ information needs are complex and not well-understood [1, 2, 10]. 

This study investigates the information behavior of service designers. We are particularly interested 

in what information service designers need, how they go about finding it, what role design 

documentation plays in this process, and in service designers’ reflections on the pros and cons of their 

information behavior. In this study, we identify the different roles that people and documents serve 

as information sources and investigate how the relative importance of people and documents evolves 

in the course of service design projects. 
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Related Work 

The Wheel model aggregates multiple models of the design process and consists of iterating 

through four activities: analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation [4]. Information seeking is 

central to these activities in that analysis involves gathering information about user needs, design 

involves matching information about user needs with information about technological possibilities, 

implementation involves acquiring the detailed technology information necessary to build designs, 

and evaluation involves collecting information about the extent to which the current version of the 

design meets user needs. To support the designers’ information behavior, documentation is integral 

to the design process. While the Wheel model presents a general design process, other models 

describe a process specific to service design [11, 12]. For example, the Multilevel Service Design 

framework [12] distinguishes among three levels: service concept, service system, and service 

encounter. 

In general, engineers and designers use people as information sources more often than documents 

[7]. Bruce et al. [2] find considerable differences in the information behavior of two design teams. 

For example, one of the teams had little communication with people in other design teams, whereas 

cross-team communication was common in the other team. With respect to documents, Hertzum [5] 

notes that designers tend to document their work to support their own sense-making process; they are 

less inclined to spend time expanding their writings into documents understandable to future readers. 

The resulting condensed forms of writing leave most of the context unsaid. To make documents 

understandable to a broader audience the condensed forms of writing must be elaborated. However, 

such elaboration often creates frustration among the current members of a design team, who can see 

the elaboration as redundant [1]. 

Designers also tend to satisfice in their balancing of source quality against source accessibility 

[14]. That is, once the quality of the information source is good enough for present purposes then 

their choice of source is determined by ease of access, not by a continued search for the best possible 

source. Designers often find that people provide information of good quality. For example, Poltrock 

et al. [13] found that asking people was considered to yield more benefits than simply obtaining the 

answer to a question. They cited a software designer for saying that ‘you get what’s important and 

their analysis of it’. Conversely, documents leave it to the reader to interpret the meaning of the text 

and its applicability to present purposes [5]. An additional quality of people as information sources 

is that pertinent design knowledge, such as the design rationale, is often only held in the designers’ 

mind and, thus, inaccessible from documents [9].  

Hertzum [6] found that designers mostly obtained information from sources internal to their 

organization, with the exception that they mostly relied on external sources for information about the 
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domain in which their design was to be used. In large organizations, it is sometimes recommended to 

look for information internally before turning to external sources because finding a good internal 

source provides valuable input about previous company-internal work on the issue, including the 

names of colleagues to consult [8]. In small and medium size organizations, external sources tend to 

be contacted more freely (e.g., [7]), probably because these organizations know that their size 

prevents them from having all the needed information internally. 

Method 

We interviewed ten service designers from five design consultancies, see Table 1. In an effort to 

avoid mono-cultural bias, the design consultancies are from different countries. The job titles of the 

interviewees span design lead, UX designer, and similar profiles. We opted for interviewees at 

different levels of seniority but required that they had completed at least one project in the design 

consultancy in which they were currently employed. The interviewees constitute a convenience 

sample in that they were selected from the first author’s network and from the contacts of the people 

in this network. All ten interviewees gave their written informed consent to take part in the study. 

 Country Gender Seniority Education Project 

A China M 6 years Industrial design Real estate 

B China M 9+ years Architecture Entertainment 

C Italy F 3-4 years  Interaction design Insurance 

D Italy M 10+ years Communication design Insurance 

E Spain F 2-3 years Media/interaction design Consultancy 

F Spain F 7-8 years Service design and innovation Design 

G Taiwan F 1 year Media/interaction design Finance 

H Taiwan F 4-5 years Industrial design Telecom 

I UAE F 2-3 years Industrial design Airline 

J UAE M 10+ years Accessories design Airline 

Table 1. Profile of the interviewees 

The interviews were structured into three parts. First, the interviewees described their job and design 

experience. At the end of this description, the interviewees were requested to select a service design 

project they had recently been involved in. Second, they were asked to describe what they had done 

in that project from its start through to its completion: What information had they needed for 

completing their tasks? How had they gone about finding it? Had they documented information 

during the project? How had they reused previously documented information? Third, the interviewees 

were asked to reflect on their information and documentation practices in the project they had just 

described: Why had they behaved this way when they needed information? What were their opinions 

toward documentation and using documentation? The two designers from each consultancy were not 
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required to talk about the same project, and they all chose to talk about different projects. Each 

interview duration is about 1.5 hours.  

The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed and coded in NVivo 11. We coded statements 

about three themes: the interviewees’ activities, their information sources, and the reasons for their 

information seeking behavior. Activities were categorized into the four activities of the Wheel model 

[4] as well as into the three levels of the Multilevel Service Design framework [12]. Information 

sources were categorized into people or documents and into internal or external to the projects and 

consultancies. 

Result 

Team members and clients were the most frequently used sources. They were consulted more 

often than colleagues working on other projects in the company and more often than documents. Fig. 

1 shows the five roles that people played as information sources.  

 

Fig. 1. The roles people and documents played in the service design projects 

Team members were collaborators because all team members made design decisions together. For 

example, interviewee I said that she consulted her senior designers whenever she made design 

decisions. Sometimes designers worked by themselves, but there would always be a team discussion 

in each activity. Interviewee F stated that ”Everybody on the team needs to participate in everything”. 

The designers sought information from clients when they needed design requirements (e.g., user data) 

and design specifications (e.g., legal regulations). For example, Interviewee C had acquired interface 

specifications during meetings with her client. She received a lot of information but later learned that 

it was incomplete. This made the situation stressful: “So stressful, because the changes were so many. 

I added tons of information… I did my layout with logo and information. They were like ‘no, no, we 
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cannot do this’”. The designers also sought information from colleagues who worked on other 

projects in the company. However, these colleagues were consulted infrequently compared to team 

members and clients. Designers sought information from colleagues on other projects to collect 

design examples and to learn about the existence of useful company documents. Interviewee J used 

colleagues as sources more often than the other interviewees. He often held workshops to collect 

input. The good peer-review culture in his company made the workshops an efficient way for him to 

collect useful information: “You end up with ten, twenty examples of similar experiences, similar 

applications… Ultimately, it helps me as a designer to seek advice from other people without taking 

too much of their time.” In contrast, Interviewee B said that when he learned from colleagues on other 

projects, it was mainly by chance: “You learn it coincidentally when people are chatting… In our 

company, we are not good at this [i.e., chatting]. We all want to know what projects are currently 

taking place in the company, but actually we don’t know, unless we ask.” He further stated that he 

would ask managers for information because they knew more about the projects. However, he had 

not done this in the project he shared in the interview. Corresponding with his statement that managers 

were the best sources of cross-project information, Interviewee D (an associate creative director) 

shared reusable documents from other projects with his team members. 

Documents served four roles in the designers’ information behavior, see Fig. 1. First, the process 

of creating documents facilitated the interviewees in thinking about their designs. In creating project 

documents, the designers were visiting, interpreting, and otherwise processing the information they 

had available. This way the information and its implications for the project became salient to them. 

Often the designers did not need to go back to the documents after they had written them because the 

information had become present to mind. Second, documents served as reminders of project activities 

in which the designers had taken part. For Interviewee E it was decisive to the usefulness of a 

document that it was about an activity in which she had been part. If she had been then the document 

could provide a useful summary and reminder; if she had not been part of the activity then she doubted 

that the document would be sufficiently detailed for her to learn much from reading it: “If a person 

gives me a summary, I would not think reading it would be useful for me. However, if I experienced 

the process then – when I read the summary – it helps me to think of the things that happened… For 

me, what I need is a starting point to help me think about and recall the things that have happened.” 

Third, documents served as well-structured analyses. For example, Interviewee B learned useful 

information from question-and-answer websites. Interviewee I also sought information that was 

structured by other people. She explained that depending on the quality of her design and the nature 

of her task, she would seek different types of information: “It is easier if you pick things [i.e., 

examples] from the ones they have filtered… I think it depends on what you want to get from it. 
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Whether your design is already good enough or you want to make a breakthrough. [In the latter case] 

you have to spend more time on competitor analysis.” Fourth, documents served as evidence to show 

the rationale for designs. The rationale could, for example, be a client requirement or a design theory. 

Interviewee F said that the design materials and design theories she sought from external documents 

helped her explain to clients why the team made its design decisions. Interviewee A often used 

project-internal documents for similar purposes. For him, detailed documents were important: “When 

we had some arguments with our client… we would go back to the strategy documents defined during 

concept design. We would tell them [the client] we did things on the basis of them [the strategies, 

defined together by the designer and his client].”  

The designers’ use of information sources evolved over the course of the design process. Early in 

the design process, few project documents had yet been created and information was overwhelmingly 

obtained from people supplemented with external documents. Later in the design process, project 

documents played a larger role in the designers’ information seeking. This evolution coincided with 

a somewhat restricted approach to iteration. Already during the analysis activity the designers began 

to experience a reduced need for additional information. Rather than consulting more people through 

additional interviews, they revisited the documentation of the interviews they had already conducted. 

Notably, they did not make changes in the revisited documentation. Interviewee F explained that she 

saw no need for changes: “I have never seen it happen that we go back and change the research 

results because we discover something new… The things that you are discovering for this [i.e., for 

designing the screens], they are not gonna change what you have discovered in the research.” 

Interviewee I mentioned that she maintained a document in which she kept track of whether her 

hypotheses were confirmed. Among the ten interviewees, this document was the only mention of a 

document that evolved over time. The other interviewees merely revisited documents from previous 

activities to obtain information from them. For example, Interviewee A returned to strategy 

documents to follow up on whether the design met client needs: “During concept design and detail 

design, we needed to constantly go back to check research files… To verify whether our design fits 

client needs.” 

Discussion 

People: Easily Accessible, High Quality, or Both 

Team members are the most frequently used internal source and clients are the most frequently used 

external source. When the interviewed designers consult people who are internal to their organization 

but external to their project, it is primarily to get links to company documents and design examples. 
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These findings echo those of previous studies [7, 8, 13]. During projects, the interviewed designers 

work closely with the other team members: sharing their own points of view, listening to those of 

others, and making decisions together. This way, the team members are easily accessible information 

sources and, at the same time, knowledgeable about the context in which information is sought, 

thereby increasing the likelihood that they can provide context-aware answers. In contrast, clients are 

the authoritative source of information about design requirements and design specifications but they 

are less accessible. Specifically, designers will normally be unfamiliar with the client’s business 

domain and may therefore struggle to appreciate the details of the requirements and specifications. 

In addition, the commercial nature of the relationship between designers and clients makes 

communication more delicate. Interviewee C illustrates that the resulting information seeking may 

be stressful and lead to misunderstandings in spite of the client providing lots of information. The 

reduced accessibility of people who are not team members increases the interviewed designers’ 

attention to documents as information sources. For example, Interviewee B seeks information on 

question-and-answer websites. 

Documents: Important While They are Being Created  

The interviewed designers find that writing facilitates thinking. Thus, an important role of documents 

is to facilitate thinking during document creation. This role is forward-looking. It involves processing 

available information to make sense of it and to become able to act competently on it. The resulting 

document is secondary because its creation is a means to arrive at a coherent understanding of the 

available information. Once the designers have arrived at this understanding it will be salient to them 

and available in their mind. Although the document is secondary to the acquired understanding, the 

created document serves additional roles as documentation. In these additional roles, documents 

provide a means for designers to look back, for example at the rationale for a design decision. It must 

be expected that documents are restricted in their backward-looking roles because it is their forward-

looking role that is designers’ immediate motivation for creating documents. The forward-looking 

role is likely to produce condensed forms of writing by leaving out issues the designer already 

understands [1, 5]. Instead, the documents will focus selectively on the issues that are important to 

the designers for present purposes, often to the extent of being hard to understand for people who did 

not take part in the activities dealt with in the documents. For example, Interviewee E prefers reading 

documents that summarize activities in which she has taken part over reading documents that 

summarize design activities in which she has not taken part. The former reminds her of important 

issues and arguments, the latter will most likely not be of use to her because important information 
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will be missing. Insisting that designers should elaborate their documents to make them more 

understandable to future readers would add considerably to the designers’ workload [1]. 

From People to Poorly Integrated Documents 

The designers’ information behavior changes as their projects progress from the first to subsequent 

iterations. As the projects progress the designers increasingly revisit the documentation of previous 

activities rather than, for example, re-interview users. In addition, they increasingly turn to the 

documents previously obtained from colleagues rather than consult these colleagues anew. That is, 

the designers convert people sources into easily accessible documents. This transition qualifies the 

designers’ overarching preference for people as sources. The designers’ source preferences evolve 

with their task progress because this progress increasingly provides the designers with project-

internal documents that are tailored to the specifics of the project. Although the designers rely 

increasingly on documents, the documents appear to be poorly integrated. For example, Interviewee 

F mentions that discoveries made during subsequent iterations will not lead to changes in the 

documents from the first iteration. We speculate that the absence of such changes produces 

inconsistencies. One source of inconsistencies may be that the designers attend to the users’ needs 

during the early analysis to get to grips with the design task but thereafter primarily attend to their 

client’s needs. A primary focus on the client is unsurprising, given that the designers are consultants, 

but entails that the users’ needs become supplementary information. Poor integration between user 

and client needs may limit the consultancies in the long run because it prevents them from 

incorporating a solid understanding of the user experience in their projects. 

Conclusion 

Three conclusions arise from this study. First, designers use people as information sources owing to 

their easy accessibility and the good quality of the answers they can provide. Second, the process of 

creating documents serves a forward-looking role for designers. This role likely yields condensed 

forms of writing that limit the documentary roles of the documents. Third, designers switch from 

primarily using people as sources during the initial project activities to making increased use of 

documents during subsequent project activities. However, the documents appear to be poorly 

integrated. 
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Abstract 

As they go about their work, user experience (UX) designers make numerous decisions. This 

study investigates how UX designers make use of recognition-primed decision (RPD) 

mechanisms as well as mental models and information seeking in making design decisions. 

Based on field observation and interviews in two design teams, we find that the RPD mechanisms 

of pattern recognition and mental simulation are common in three UX design layers: scope, 

structure, and skeleton. Mental models tend to be common in the design layers where RPD is 

not common. The mental models involve causal relationships, empathy, and simple statements. 

Information seeking is common in all design layers, except the scope layer, and often consists 

of seeking information to justify decisions the designers have already more or less made. We 

discuss two implications of our findings for systems to support designers’ decision-making. 

Keywords: Decision-making, Information seeking, Mental models, UX design. 

Introduction 

Design options abound in user experience (UX) design. Thus, UX designers constantly face decisions 

about whether to do things in one way or another. These decisions concern the design product as well 

as the work process, and they ultimately determine whether the designs succeed or fail. While many 

studies have examined how designers collaborate [18, 23], generate ideas [7, 25], and acquire 

information [9, 19], we focus on how they make decisions. 

While models of decision-making conventionally depict it as a rational process of defining the 

problem, identifying decision criteria, developing alternatives, and selecting the best alternative, this 

process is rare in practice [26]. In practice, professionals often make decisions on the basis of intuition, 

experience, analogy, and the like [2, 10, 12, 13, 30]. Klein’s [13] recognition-primed decision (RPD) 

model has become a prominent conception of how experienced professionals make decisions. We 

take the RPD model as our starting point and add a focus on mental models, which have long been 

an important notion in design [17, 22]. In addition, we heed Allen’s [2] advice to study decision-

making together with information seeking. 

This study investigates, based on observation and interviews, how UX designers use the 

mechanisms of RPD, information seeking, and mental models in making UX design decisions. 

Furthermore, we identify the UX design layers in which these mechanisms are used. The study 
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contributes insights about how UX designers arrive at their decisions and, on that basis, discusses 

implications for decision-support systems for designers. 

Related Work 

Klein [13] developed the RPD model on the basis of studies of command-and-control (C2) staff, such 

as fire fighters. C2 staff must be able to react rapidly and flexibly in dynamic, high-stake situations. 

Rational decision-making is ineffective under such conditions because it is too slow. Instead, Klein 

[13] found that C2 staff mainly makes decisions through pattern recognition and mental simulation. 

Pattern recognition is the ability to recognize analogies between the current situation and previously 

experienced situations, without explicitly stating these analogies beforehand. It turns experience into 

an action-oriented ability. Mental simulation is the process of consciously enacting a sequence of 

events [16]. It enables the actor to mentally try out an explanation or idea to learn how well, or poorly, 

it matches the current situation. 

While UX designers’ decision-making has not received much research attention, several 

researchers have investigated decision-making in other design fields, including engineering design 

[1, 4, 8] and software design [3, 30]. Designers often make tentative decisions during design processes 

[4, 8]. It is not until criteria emerge and consequences are clarified to a satisfactory level that designers 

would make final decisions [8]. This way, decisions remain tentative until the designers have gained 

confidence in the decision-making process that forms the basis for the decisions [4, 8]. In addition, 

researchers have extended and refined the RPD model. For example, Ahmed et al. [1] found that 

experienced designers rely on intuition and pattern recognition by referring to past designs. 

Dwarakanath and Wallace [4] found that designers use the RPD model by evaluating an alternative 

as soon as it is generated. Furthermore, it is only in the early design phases that they generate different 

alternatives and compare them with criteria; during detailed design their decision-making process 

becomes more implicit [4]. Zannier et al. [30] found that in addition to mental simulation, designers 

also turn to mental models when they face complex questions. In the naturalistic decision-making 

community, mental models are defined as “a person’s beliefs about causal relationships” [14, p. 167]. 

Nielsen [21] similarly states that mental models are based on belief rather than fact.  

Multiple researches have investigated the role of information seeking in decision-making [12, 20, 

27]. One noteworthy finding is that C2 staff often seeks information to justify their decisions, rather 

than to make them. For example, Mishra et al. [20] found that emergency-response commanders tend 

to look for information that provides post hoc justification for their decisions. This behavior accords 

with Allen’s [2] information-behavior modes and extends Wilson’s [29] problem-solving model of 

information seeking. Outside of C2 settings, people also seek information to justify their decisions. 
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For example, Soelberg [27] found that people often look for justification for their decisions, rather 

than for information to help them arrive at their decisions in the first place. In Soelberg’s [27] study 

the decision makers spent weeks on justification before they were ready to act on their decision (about 

which job to choose); in the study by Mishra et al. [20] the more experienced emergency-response 

commanders acted near immediately and often did not seek justification until they were 

retrospectively asked for it. Regarding designers, Girod et al. [6] identified that the designers who 

used informal decision-making methods sought more external information. Informal decision-making 

methods emphasize subjective assessment over evaluation matrices and numerical scales. Although 

these methods appear similar to naturalistic decision-making, informal decision-making is not, at 

least not necessarily, based on the expertise that comes from years of experience. The use of informal 

decision-making and external information often resulted in less effective decision-making because 

the designers spent less time on defining criteria than seeking information [6].  

Dwarakanath and Wallace’s [4] finding that designers’ decision-making changes from early to 

detailed design creates a need for a categorization of the elements in the design process. Based on 

analyses of website design, Garrett [5] categorizes UX elements into five layers. Ordered from 

abstract to concrete, these layers are strategy, scope, structure, skeleton, and surface. The layers are 

interdependent. For example, strategy design frames scope design, but scope design also has an 

influence back on strategy design. Table 1 gives the definitions of the five UX layers. 

 

Layer Definition 

Strategy Product direction, for example the product objectives, user needs, and market positioning. 

Scope The scope of the content and functionality, for example the function specification and content 

requirements. 

Structure The organization of the overall information in a product, for example the information architecture. 

Skeleton The organization of the information in an interface, for example the wireframe and user-interface 

design. 

Surface The product’s appearance, for example its graphic design. 

Table 1. The definitions of the UX layers [5] 

Method 

We conducted 113 hours of field observation and five interviews in two digital product teams in a 

logistics company in Denmark. The first team was designing a decision-support system for company-

internal trade managers, and the second team was designing a cargo-monitoring and information-

sharing platform for the company’s customers. Both teams were agile teams and used a Kanban board 

– an agile project-management tool. The Kanban boards showed all tasks as user stories. A sample 

task title was “As a user, I want to do… so I can…” Each task description specified criteria that the 

team members needed to achieve when designing the product. 
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In the teams, we observed product owners (PO1 and PO2), UX designers (UX1 and UX2), and a 

user researcher (UR2). We collectively refer to these team members as designers. The product owners 

were included as designers because they often made UX design decisions. During the field 

observation we sat in on team meetings and also observed the designers’ informal discussions with 

each other and with other people on site. As part of the field observation we occasionally asked 

designers for explanations of their decisions. After the field observation we interviewed PO1, PO2, 

UX1, UX2, and UR2 about how they arrived at their decisions. Each interview lasted about an hour. 

Prior to the field observation and interviews, the company and the designers gave their informed 

consent to participate in the study. 

 

 Definition Example 

RPD Mental simulation: Designers 

consciously enact a sequence of 

events. 

PO1 pointed at a wireframe in her notebook and said that 

if users use one filter to search, then the other filters 

won’t work. 

Pattern recognition: Designers see 

analogies with previous situations 

and experiences. 

PO2 said that in lots of services, such as proto.io, users 

can scale the payment up and down as they please. 

Information 

seeking 

Designers look for information from 

information sources such as 

documents or people. 

UX2 looked through the page to find UR2’s comment 

and showed it to a designer. After they had read it, UX2 

said that he thought hovering is a good solution. 

Mental model Designers’ beliefs, including their 

beliefs about causal relationships. 

PO2 showed the team his design of the interface. UX2 

asked him a question and he replied that “at least for me 

as a user, I want to click on something and see…”. 

Table 2. The decision-making mechanisms 

The field observation was documented in written notes, the interviews were audio-recorded and 

transcribed. In analyzing the data we first identified the decision points, using Klein et al.’s [15] 

definition of decision points. Four cues were used in identifying the decision points:  

 Explicit verbal cues, such as “I had to decide…” 

 A designer considered multiple alternatives and then proceeded according to one of them 

 A designer made a judgement that affected the outcome of the design process 

 A designer proceeded in one way in a situation where another team member might have proceeded 

in another way.  

As the second step of the analysis, we identified which UX design layer each of the decision points 

was about. We used Garret’s [5] five layers, see Table 1. For example, when a designer decided to 

include certain information on the interface to make it available to the users at that point in the 

dialogue, the designer was making a decision about the structure layer. Third, we analyzed how 

designers reached their decisions by distinguishing among three mechanisms: RPD, information 

seeking, and mental models. We identified RPD by its two main components: mental simulation and 

pattern recognition [13]. For mental models we applied the definitions of Klein [14] and Nielsen [21]. 
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Table 2 gives the definitions of these decision-making mechanisms along with an example. Fourth, 

we used open coding to analyze in more detail how the designers used information seeking and mental 

models to make decisions. 

Results 

After excluding 31 decision points for which we could not determine the decision-making mechanism, 

we had 48 decision points for analysis. At only two of these 48 decision points (both in the strategy 

layer) did the designers generate multiple alternatives before making a decision. Thus, the widely 

touted process of rational decision-making was rare. 

 

Fig. 1. Percentage of RPD, information seeking, and mental models in decision-making at the five UX design 

layers. Because the designers used two mechanisms at eight of the decision points, the total number of mechanism 

instances was 56. 

RPD 

The designers used RPD consistently from scope to skeleton design, see Fig. 1. Overall, 23% of the 

mechanism instances were RPD. During scope design the designers mainly used pattern recognition; 

during structure and skeleton design they mainly used mental simulation.  

The designers pattern recognized on the basis of personal experiences, not on the basis of 

information they learned from other sources. They for example did not pattern recognize on the basis 

of user behavior because they, apart from UR2, seldom personally observed user behavior during 

user-research sessions. Instead, they recognized and made use of analogies with Gmail, Proto.io, and 

other systems they often used themselves. As an example, one of the designers decided to provide 

their customers with both old and revised system versions because other companies did so: “Like 

google, for example. They allow you to switch between the new beta inbox design or, if you want, the 

old Gmail design.” The reason why the designer used Google as an analogy was its product quality 

and large user base. She also pointed out that it is important to show other team members the results 

of user research in order to convince them that a decision is right.  
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Regarding mental simulation, the designers used it in two ways: to simulate user-computer 

interactions and to simulate the consequences of modifying user-interface elements. The designers 

tended to do the former based on their experience of interacting with similar systems and the later 

through technical considerations. For example, in a meeting, PO1 immediately simulated how users 

would use filters for searching by using a wireframe UX1 had designed: “PO1 pointed at the 

wireframe UX1 had drawn on her notebook and said that if users use a filter to search, then the other 

filters won’t work.” PO1 later described the simulation of user-computer interactions by saying that 

“you know just as much as other users from experiences that make sense […] It's a lot easier to 

empathize with your users than it is to have a technical understanding of how the back-end 

infrastructure should work.” This example shows that PO1 thought that simulating user-computer 

interactions is easier than simulating technological solutions because he can empathize with users but 

does not possess engineering knowledge. 

With respect to simulating the consequences of modifying user-interface elements, we observed 

an instance in which UX2 decided that a certain element should be larger. When we later interviewed 

UX2, he explained that the interface element had to be enlarged to account for the possibility that the 

interface language was switched to a language in which the text occupied more space: “When looking 

at those tiles, you immediately switch to development perception […] Some languages require more 

space than others to express whatever it is you're trying to express. What will happen if you switch 

to another language?” In general, we observed fewer instances of the second type of simulation than 

of the first type.  

Information Seeking 

Information seeking was a frequent decision-making mechanism. A total of 39% of the mechanism 

instances were information seeking, distributed across all five layers (Fig. 1). The designers sought 

information the most during structure design. Their Kanban policy stated that they had to conduct 

user research after user-interface design and for that reason they conducted user-feedback sessions 

during structure design. Starting from structure design, they also sought information, such as design 

criteria, in documents: 

“UR2 told UX2 that PO2 thought there were too many call-to-action buttons, but UX2 explained 

and showed UR2 the user story with design criteria. He read a user need aloud and pointed at the 

screen.” 

In looking for design inspiration we observed that designers sometimes tried out design features on 

websites that appeared not to be directly related to the design they were doing. Furthermore, they 

sometimes shared inspiring examples with their team via an internal communication tool. 
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The company culture created frequent opportunities for the designers to acquire information from 

other designers. For example, the weekly UX meetings provided opportunities for the designers to 

share their designs and get feedback. None of the 48 decisions changed as a result of these UX 

meetings. However, in one instance we noticed that two designers had different mental models for 

the same decision. The meeting improved both designers’ understanding of the decision point: 

“In weekly UX meetings, designers show and talk about what they are working on. UX2 shows the 

UX team his interaction design […] UX1 asks why UX2 has chosen to use the users’ name, rather 

than their email, for login. ‘I think it was to create something’, UX2 replies. UR2 joins the 

discussion and says ‘no’; it is more about users who do not want their emails to be given to the 

company.” 

In almost half of the information-seeking instances the designers sought information to justify their 

decisions. That is, they already had a decision in mind when they asked other team members for their 

opinion. There were two reasons for this behavior: to bolster their personal confidence in the decision 

and to create team ownership of the decision by talking about it. UX1 stated that receiving opinions 

from her colleagues made her feel more confident: “You either get validation – they agree that it is 

a good idea – or they question you and make you question whether it is a good direction […] That 

makes you feel a little bit more comfortable about the direction you are going”. We did observe 

instances where designers changed their decisions on the basis of feedback. In all these instances the 

feedback came from users, not from other designers. However, the majority of the feedback 

confirmed ideas and decisions rather than suggested new designs. 

Mental Models 

Mental models were frequent during strategy, scope, and surface design (Fig. 1). A total of 38% of 

the mechanism instances were mental models. We identified three kinds of mental models: (1) causal 

relationships, (2) empathy, and (3) simple statements. 

The causal-relationship mental models were similar to Klein’s [9] definition of mental models. 

For example, PO1 decided to create a new user-authentication system because it would enable users 

to find all the information they were allowed to access in one place. In another instance, PO2 decided 

not to establish a traditional partnership because it would be too much effort. He had previously had 

his own business and knew from that experience that: “Traditional partnerships require a lot of time 

and energy, and you have to do the same things again and again.” 

Like causal relationships, empathy was also a frequent kind of mental model, particularly during 

strategy and scope design. The designers imagined themselves as users and made decisions that would 

improve their own user experience. For example, in one instance PO2 decided that the product should 
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be the users’ best friend. He said: “if I put myself in their shoes, what I would really want is to have 

this really knowledgeable guy helping me, being friendly, and making my workdays easier." 

Lastly, simple statements were the least frequent kind of mental model. Some of these mental 

models were expressed as knowledge about principles for good design. For example, a designer chose 

a sans-serif font because “serif is not good on the screen.” Most simple-statement mental models 

were however expressions of information derived from the designers’ personal experience. As an 

example, UX2 and UR2 were designing a notification feature and needed to decide whether to add a 

pop-up screen to explain to the users why they received the link contained in the notification. UX2 

reasoned (using mental simulation) that they should add the pop-up: “If a sender just pastes the link 

instead of providing additional information, then the user will not have the context.” UR2 countered 

this reasoning with a simple statement derived from his user research, namely that he had “the 

impression from our customers that users would be provided with a context.” 

Discussion  

The UX designers use a mix of pattern recognition, mental simulation, information seeking, and 

mental models in their decision-making. While pattern recognition and mental simulation are 

restricted to the three middle UX design layers, mental models are primarily used in the most abstract 

and most concrete layers. The absence of mental simulation during strategy design is understandable 

because this layer does not have clear user-interaction goals, thereby making it difficult for the 

designers to match the outcome of mental simulations against desired goals. Hence, when asking for 

a colleague’s opinion, a designer received confirmation for her decision but also the feedback: “You 

have to come up a decision and figure it out [whether it is a good decision].” The designers’ 

preference for mental models in the abstract design layers indicates, we surmise, that strategy and 

scope decisions are more readily made using causal relationships and empathy. The frequent use of 

causal relationships also suggests that the designers may lack the experience base necessary for 

pattern recognition [1, 24]. The importance of empathy in UX design decisions extends previous RPD 

research [13, 14, 15]. Consistent with RPD research the UX designers rarely generate multiple 

alternatives before making decisions, and they only do it during strategy design. 

Information seeking is spread across decisions in all five UX design layers. It is about evenly 

divided between information seeking to reach a decision and information seeking to justify a decision 

that has already been reached. The high incidence of information seeking for justification is consistent 

with previous research [2, 20, 27]. In fact, the experienced emergency responders studied by Mishra 

et al. [20] appear to have an even higher incidence of information seeking for justification. 

Justification serves to increase the designers’ confidence in their decisions but has little impact on the 
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quality of their decisions. The high incidence of justification is also similar to Weick’s [28] 

description of sensemaking as a retrospective process. Weick asserts that actors make sense of an 

event by looking back at it to see what they have experienced. This way, sensemaking may inform 

future decisions, but it lags behind the decision-making process that produced the current event. Like 

other designers [9, 19], the UX designers often seek information from colleagues, rather than in 

documents. Consulting other people is a straightforward way of acquiring feedback on designs and 

ideas, either as informed opinion or as impetus for creative discourse. 

We see two implications of our results for decision-support systems. The first is a shift of decision 

support away from the documentation of the unfolding decision-making process. To support UX 

designers in pattern recognition they must experience a rich variety of examples. Klein [14] proposes 

decision games as a vehicle for C2 staff to play out decisions and experience their consequences in 

dynamically evolving situations. However, UX design does not possess situational dynamics similar 

to those of C2 work. We contend that UX designers are more in need of experiencing a curated 

collection of design features that exemplify good solutions to different design problems. A decision-

support system built around such a collection will both sensitize designers to problems they should 

consider and to alternative ways in which these problems may be solved depending on the context. 

The system may be used for training as well as for real design projects. The key idea is to shift the 

focus of decision support from documentation to creative input into the decision-making process. 

The second implication is that decision-support systems should approach UX design decisions as 

teamwork rather than individual work. We observed information exchanges among designers and 

also instances in which two designers used different criteria for the same decision point. Thus, a 

system that juxtaposes multiple designers’ considerations will support and align with current UX 

design practices. The system may also support activities such as timeouts, in which the designers 

briefly suspend their individual activities to meet and collaboratively discuss the design issues each 

of them are currently facing [10]. If such a system succeeds in strengthening the incentives to 

collaborate then it will increase the number of design criteria considered before turning to justification. 

Limitations 

Three limitations should be remembered in interpreting the results of this study. First, the two studied 

design teams are from the same company. Conventions, practices, and so forth may be different in 

other settings, such as design consultancies. Second, we acknowledge that much of decision-making 

is only indirectly accessible to observation. However, by observing meetings and informal 

conversations, we got data where the designers reasoned about their designs and design decisions 

[11]. Furthermore, we occasionally asked questions during the field observation and supplemented it 
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with interviews. Third, we did not follow the two teams for the whole product development process. 

Observing the teams earlier or later in the process might influence the distribution of the decision-

making mechanisms across the UX design layers. 

Conclusion 

This study makes three contributions. First, it shows how UX designers make decisions in practice. 

In addition to mental simulation and pattern recognition, UX designers also make decisions by 

seeking information and by using mental models. The designers’ use of these mechanisms is unevenly 

distributed across the different UX design layers. Second, UX designers seek information to justify 

their decisions as well as to reach them. In almost half of the information-seeking instances the 

studied designers sought information to justify decisions they had already more or less made. Third, 

UX designers’ mental models extend beyond their beliefs about causal relationships to also include 

other kinds of beliefs. The studied designers’ mental models consisted of causal relationships, 

empathy, and simple statements. In terms of implications, we propose that future work on decision-

support systems for UX designers should focus on creative input rather than documentation and on 

teamwork rather than individual work. 
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Abstract 

Purpose. This paper discusses the reusability of documentation by investigating how service 

designers create and use documents, as well as their reasons for creating documents in service 

design projects.  

Design/methodology/approach. This study analyses two sets of data collected through 

interviews with service designers from design consultancies and a field observation in a 

traditional service design company. By conducting a bottom-up data analysis approach, several 

topics regarding the process of document creation, the reasons behind the process, and the use 

of documents emerged from the data.  

Findings. This paper presents three main findings. First, when creating documents, the service 

designers involved team members and clients in three different levels for different purposes: to 

create common ground, to improve document quality and to hold clients accountable for the 

documents. Second, Research reports as important documents that often guide designers in 

creating detailed design. When creating research reports, many designers had filtered out some 

research findings based on client needs. Third, three types of provisional documents as design 

outcomes are identified based on the context in which the design outcomes were created. Some 

design outcomes are created through iterations to match with user needs, some are constrained 

by project limitations and some are created specifically for gaining user-related knowledge.  

Originality/Value. This study identifies two more roles that documents play in professional 

works and discusses the reusability of different provisional design outcomes. Based on the 

discussion, it provides three suggestions to increase the reusability of documentation in service 

design projects. 

 

Keywords: Design documentation, Service design, Design consultancies, Documentation reuse, 

Provisional documents 

Introduction  

Design documentation is considered to be able to support designers in different aspects including 

design reuse (Lee, 1997), design communication, design maintenance, design evaluation (Burge and 

Brown, 1998) and design consistency (Girod et al., 2003). De Jong et al. (2019) have conducted 

controlled experiments in order to understand the effectiveness of design documentation. Their results 

show that the teams that documented their design rationale produced better design outcomes. Not 
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only scholars, practitioners also recognize the importance of design documentation. Both agile 

software teams (Stettina and Heijstek, 2011) and software architects (Tang et al., 2006) consider 

design documentation important. Moreover, software architects often document design rationale, 

especially design constraints and design assumptions (Tang et al., 2006).  

Although the survey conducted by Tang et al. (2006) shows that software architects document a 

lot, some researchers have found that the current practice does not match with the emphasis of 

documentation and document management. For example, documents are often incompletely and 

outdated (Horner and Atwood, 2006; Lethbridge et al., 2003). Although agile software teams consider 

documentation as important, there is little documentation available (Stettina and Heijstek, 2011). 

Based on these research results, it is presumed that the reusability of documentation might be limited 

due to the incompleteness and out-of-dateness.  

Some researchers have discussed the reusability of documentation in different context. Naur (1985) 

proposed that software engineers should not reuse documentation for software modification. Instead 

of modifying the existing software by using documentation, engineers should build a software anew 

(Naur, 1985). On the other hand, based on their ethnographic studies of economists in the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), Harper and Sellen (1995) found that the reports the economists 

created are difficult to be reused because it contains too much professional judgement instead of 

factual data. Some other researchers have also looked into how designers use documents to acquire 

information for their design tasks. Although these studies do not emphasize on the aspect of reusing 

documentation, their results present the reasons why designers use documents. For example, Hertzum 

and Pejtersen (2000) found that engineers sometimes use documents to look for experts. Huber (2018) 

also found that interior designers look for research findings for inspirations and validations of design 

alternatives.  

Built upon the research done by Harper and Sellen (1995), this study investigates the reusability 

of documentation in service design projects by looking how service designers’ create and use 

documentation. Service design and innovation has grown its importance due to the evolution of 

technology, market structures and financial challenges (Løkkegaard et al., 2016). Service design in 

this study is defined as the design of digital services that consists of a sequence of interrelated actions, 

multiple users or stakeholders, and different touch-points. This definition is based on the definition 

of service from Edvardsson and Olsson (1996) and service-design thinking from Stickdorn et al. 

(2011). Typical examples of digital service include banking services (Saco and Goncalves, 2008) and 

social innovations over human intensive services (Holmlid, 2012) such as Airbnb and Uber. When 

designing services, designers often design with service users as well as stakeholders, and aim at 

accommodating all stakeholders and users’ needs (Stickdorn et al., 2011).  
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This study asks the research question: How does the creation process of documents limit the 

reusability of documentation in service design projects? In order to answer the research question, 

this study looks into how service designers create and use documents in service design projects by 

using two data sets that were collected through interviews and field observation. The creation process 

defined in this study includes not only how designers create documents but also the information they 

use when creating documents. On the other hand, documentation reusability is defined as using 

documents across projects for any purposes. This study investigates service designers from both 

design consultancies and a traditional service company. Design consultancies apply service design 

thinking in their work and work closely with their clients to provide design proposals (Kimbell, 2009), 

and service companies aim to develop digital services to harness its current service. With the data 

collected from the two different contexts, this study contributes to a more comprehensive 

understanding of the use and creation of documents in service design projects.  

This paper consists of four sections. In the literature review section, we first summarize the roles 

of documents and the challenges of documentation identified from previous research. We then 

summarize studies that looked into why designers and engineers use documents in the design process. 

These summaries serve as the foundation for us to discuss the reusability of documentation. Lastly, 

to provide an overview about the documentation in service design, we list some documents that are 

often created in service design projects. In the method section, research method including interviews, 

observation and the data analysis process are presented in detail. Through a bottom-up data analysis 

based on the research questions, several topics have emerged. Overall, we present three main findings: 

involvement of team members and clients in the process of document creation; the creation of 

research reports; and the three types of provisional documents as design outcomes. Based on these 

findings, we discuss the reusability of documentation in service design projects. 

Literature review 

The roles of documents and the challenges of documentation 

Documents are often created in work context. Several researchers have defined the roles documents 

play in work contexts. Hertzum (1999) identified six roles of documents based on document 

constraints and people’s use of documents in professionals work. On the other hand, Lin and Hertzum 

(2019) identified four roles of documents as information sources by interviewing service designers 

(Table I).  
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Six roles of documents in professionals’ work (Hertzum, 1999) 

1. As personal files: documents that are owned and organized by individuals. 
2. As reminders of thing to do: spatially organized documents that are visible and at the same time, actively 

inform individuals.  
3. To share information with some yet withhold it from others: documents are created with the cautious that 

certain information is important to a professional’s position and privileges. 

4. To convey meaning: documents that are created with standardized methods to reduce the extent that 
readers need to interpret the content to establish the meaning of the documents. 

5. To generate new meaning: readers interpret the documents in their own contexts. 

6. To mediate contacts among people: documents that serve as pointers to other people. 

Four roles of documents as information sources in service design (Lin and Hertzum, 2019)  

1. Reminder: documents that contains summaries remind designers their design directions. 

2. Evidence: documents contain design theories and client requirements and are used as rationale to justify 
design decisions. 

3. Well-structured analysis: documents with structured information, for example, FAQ. They provide an 
overview of a topic and save time for designers. 

4. Facilitator of thinking: the process of documenting supports designers in sense-making. 

Table I. The roles of documents in work contexts 

According to the discussion from Hertzum (1999) and the roles defined by Lin and Hertzum (2019), 

the extent to how much documents can convey meaning is limited for three reasons. First, packing 

information into documents is not an easy task because people do not know how the created 

documents will eventually be helpful or interesting to other people in what context (Hertzum, 1999). 

Second, for service designers, it is the process of documenting that is important and the result 

documents are secondary because documenting “is the means to arrive a coherent understanding of 

the available information” (Lin and Hertzum, 2019). Third, elaboration of documentation often 

creates frustrations because it is often seen as redundant (Brown and Duguid, 1996). Overall, these 

three reasons explain the statement proposed by Hertzum (1999) that works that emphasize 

documentation seem to “overestimate the ability of documents to convey meaning or underestimated 

the amount of work required to package and unpack information contained in documents”. 

Besides identifying the roles of documents, researchers have also investigated the challenges of 

documentation. We summarize some of the studies into Table II. Some researchers pointed out the 

challenges that occur during the process of documentation, while some focus on the deficiencies of 

the content of documentation.  
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Challenges of documentation  

1. Documents cannot contain sufficient information. Naur (1985)  

2. Each document is created for specific purpose and contains professional 

judgements, therefore it is unusable for other people’s purposes. 

Harper and Sellen 

(1995)  

3. Although analysis outcomes are documented, the justifications of the analysis are 

not documented. 

Girod et al. (2003)  

4. Creating mandated documentation is time consuming. 

5. Too much documentation. 

6. Documentation is often outdated. 

7. Documentation is often poorly written and useful content is difficult to be found. 

8. Some parts of documentation are untrustworthy. 

Lethbridge et al. 

(2003)  

9. Little documentation is available in agile teams. 

10. Documentation is more of a burden than a co-created artefact. 

Stettina and 

Heijstek (2011)  

11. The documenting process should not interrupt design process. 

12. Assign the clear roles and responsibilities for documentation. 

13. Determine the document content and the right level of detail.  

Dalsgaard and 

Halskov (2012)  

14. Experts use people as information sources more than documents. Hertzum (2014)  

Table II. The challenges of documentation 

As mentioned earlier, both Harper and Sellen (1995) and Naur (1985) touched upon the issue of 

reusing documents. Harper and Sellen (1995) found that because the documents the economists from 

the IMF created contain high degree of professional judgement, when other economists want to reuse, 

for example, a piece of information in a document, they need to ask the author of the document to tell 

them which information is derived from calculation and which is from professional judgement. Based 

on their findings, they concluded that when reusing a document, it is necessary to involve the author 

of the document. Nonetheless, this proposition conflicts with one of the challenges that we pointed 

out earlier: asking the author of a document to elaborate its content might cause frustration (Brown 

and Duguid, 1996). On the other hand, Naur's (1985) statement regarding that documents are 

insufficient to convey information is related to the role of document process as a facilitator of thinking 

that is identified by Lin and Hertzum (2019). When building a software, documentation is secondary 

(Naur, 1985). Documentation cannot provide another programmer enough information and 

knowledge to fully understand an existing software.   

The use of documents across design projects 

Instead of focusing on the reusability of documentation, some researchers studied the reasons why 

designers use documents in design tasks. We summarize some of the findings that are related to the 

reuse of documentation, and exclude findings that are about using documents within the same projects 

(Table III). Among these five studies, Kesteren (2008) studied product designers; Frazier (2017) 

studied software designers; and Huber (2018) studied interior designers, while the studies conducted 

by Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) and Hertzum (2002) looked into engineers’ use of documents in 

different projects. 
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Use of documentation  

1. Look for knowledgeable colleagues through documents. Hertzum and 

Pejtersen (2000)  

2. Cost-related factor such as accessibility. Hertzum (2002)  

3. Collect inspirations from books, research findings, images through online image 

search engine. 

4. Look for information, e.g., domain information, research findings and material 

testing results, that helps in choosing between design alternatives and verifying 

choices. 

Kesteren (2008); 

Frazier (2017); 

Huber (2018)  

 

Table III. The reasons for using documents in design tasks 

Within these five studies, some researchers further explained how documents are insufficient, while 

some present the information designers seek from documents. For example, Hertzum and Pejtersen 

(2000) have pointed out that although technical solutions are well documented, only a little amount 

of design rationale as well as contextual information is documented. Without the contextual 

information, it is difficult to use the documents (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). Therefore, engineers 

need people who can provide them the contextual information. Consequently, they look for the author 

of the documents (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). On the other hand, Huber (2018) found that 

although some interior designers emphasize evidence-based design, they tend to use easily accessible 

sources than research findings with good quality. Some interior designers are less concerned with the 

depth and quality of information as in that they tend to use familiar sources to seek information as 

fast as possible (Huber, 2018). She also found that some experienced designers tend to use research 

findings for inspirations, while some novice designers tend to use research findings to verify their 

designs (Huber, 2018). 

The documents in service design 

This study applies the definition of Document defined by Briet and Martinet (2006) and defines 

Documents as both physical and digital documents that contain numbers, texts, graphs and pictures, 

as well as objects that are processed for informational purpose, for example, websites and prototypes. 

This study focuses on the documents created during service design projects. Because service design 

emphasizes making intangible services tangible (Stickdorn et al., 2011), several visualization 

methods have developed or borrowed from other design fields for both abstract and concrete design 

including service blueprint, customer journey map and wireframes. In this study, the results of these 

visualizations are considered as Documents.  

This section presents some visualization methods that is commonly used in service design 

identified by Kimbell (2009), Stickdorn et al. (2011), Alves and Jardim Nunes (2013) and Teixeira 

et al. (2017) (Table IV). The order of the visualization methods presented in Table IV is based on the 

extent of how abstract the content of the methods. In other words, customer journey map presents 
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more abstract information than prototypes because customer journey map presents a user’s experience 

journey while a prototype represents a product itself.  

Visualization methods  

1. Customer 

journey map 

A map visualizes a customers’ experience of using a service from its start to its end. It is 

constructed by several touch-points where a customer encounters the service. 

2. Service 

blueprint 

A diagram that consists of five service components: customer action, onstage/visible 

contact employee actions, backstage/invisible contact employee actions, support process 

and physical evidence (Bitner et al., 2008). 

3. Scenario Hypothetical stories that depict a service in sufficient detail. It “involves envisaging what 

it would be like to use the artefact being designed” (MacLean et al., 1991, p.240).  

4. Persona A fiction character that clients and designers can engage. 

5. Wireframe 

sketch 

A “barebones” depiction of how all the elements and components fit together on a user 

interface (Garrett, 2011).  

6. Prototype A simulation of product, space or system (Buchenau and Suri, 2000). 

Table IV. The documents that are often created in service design projects 

In other work context such as software engineering, documents that contain higher-level information 

are considered more important (Lethbridge et al., 2003). Lethbridge et al. (2003) found that the 

higher-level abstractions such requirements often remain valid. Therefore, engineers consider 

updating them as less worthwhile (Lethbridge et al., 2003). Although Lethbridge et al. (2003) did not 

look into how the requirements and specifications are created, the interview results from Stettina and 

Heijstek (2011) show that agile teams apply top-down approaches, hence it is often the product 

owners who write requirements and user stories. In addition, senior team members spend significant 

more time on documenting (Stettina and Heijstek, 2011). 

Methods 

This paper uses the data collected from two different studies. One study investigates service designers’ 

design output, information need, information seeking behavior and their opinions towards design 

documentation through ten interviews with service designers from five different design consultancies. 

The other study explores service designers’ use of different resources including colleagues, physical 

artefacts, documentation in designing and making decisions through one-month field observation 

supplemented with five interviews in a traditional service providing company. Two papers have been 

published based on each study. One work focuses on service designers’ use of information sources 

in different design phases based on the first study (Authors, 2019), while the other identifies service 

designers’ decision-making mechanisms in different UX layers based on the second study (Authors, 

in press). Different from the two published papers, this paper investigates the limitations of 

documentation caused by service designers’ creation and use of design documents by combing the 

data from both studies. 
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Using the data from the studies provide two benefits. First, the data is collected by using 

multimethod including interview and field observation. Multimethod can converge research result 

and compensate inherent constrains of the research method or research design that is in use (McGrath, 

1981). Second, although the subjects studied in the two studies are all service designers, they are at 

slightly different work contexts. For example, design consultancies work closely with their clients 

(Kimbell, 2009), and their design project duration can span from three months to a year. On the other 

hand, service companies develop and design their own services, and the designers work closer to 

developers. To summarize, we consider that converging the data from the two studies can provide an 

overview of how service designers create and use documentation. 

In the following content, we describe how the interview and observation was conducted. Then we 

present the data analysis process of this paper. Prior to the interviews and observation, the designers 

gave their informed consent to participate in the study, as well as permission for audio-recording 

during interviews. The designers also received copies of their interview transcripts and were given 

the possibility to point out misunderstandings or add comments in the transcript.  

Interviews with design consultancies 

Ten interviews were conducted with ten service designers from five different design consultancies. 

The five consultancies locates in different countries including China, Italy, Spain, Taiwan and United 

Arab Emirates. Recruiting designers from different countries helps in avoiding monocultural bias, 

and recruiting two designers from a same consultancy helps in easing recall errors. The recruitment 

criterion is that the designers need to have completed at least one service design project in the design 

consultancy in which the designer was at that time employed. The definition of a service design 

project is a design project where the design consists of a sequence of interrelated actions, multiple 

users or stakeholders, and different touch-points. This definition is based on existing definitions of 

service (Edvardsson and Olsson, 1996) and service-design thinking (Stickdorn et al., 2011). Because 

the criterion does not include specific job titles, as the result, the job titles include UX designer, design 

lead and similar profiles. In addition, it was not required that two designers from a same consultancy 

have to talk about the same project, and they all chose to talk about different projects. Thus, the 

interviews resulted in data about ten different service design projects. 

The interviews consist of three phases. The designers first started by describing their work 

experiences. Afterwards, the designers were asked to select a service design project that fits the 

study’s definition. Second, they were requested to describe their work tasks in their projects from its 

beginning to completion, and pay specific attentions to: What were the design output or documents 

they created in each design activity? What information did they seek in each design activity? How 
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had they reused previously documented information for information? Last, the designers were 

requested to reflect on their information behavior in the project they just described, and more 

generally, their overall opinions towards documentation: What were their opinions towards 

documentation and use of documents? Each interview duration is about 1.5 hours long. 

Observation in a service providing company 

Observation was conducted in an office within a Danish logistic company. Two teams in the office 

were chosen as observed subjects. The first team was designing a decision-making system for internal 

use, and the second team was designing a cargo-monitoring platform for the company’s customers. 

The two teams were in different product development phases. The first team was in their early 

Minimum Viable Product (MVP) phase, and the second team was in their late MVP phase. Both 

teams used KANBAN board – an agile project management tool, and used user stories to describe 

design tasks, for example, a task title would be “As a user, I want to do… so I can…” The two teams’ 

different development phases provide an overview of how the company developed its services. 

Within the two teams, five designers were the main observed subjects: one UX designer (UX1) and 

one product owner (PO1) from the first team, and one UX designer (UX2), one product owner (PO2) 

and one user researcher (UR2) from the second. All of them are collectively referred as designers 

because the product owners often design service strategy and scope, and the user researchers played 

an important role in both abstract and concrete design phases.  

In total, 113 hours of observation and five interviews with the five designers were conducted. 

During the observation, specific attention was paid to the information and information sources 

designers’ use for explaining their design decisions and during design. The five designers were 

followed for understanding how designers used the documentation they created, how they used the 

artifacts and applications that is presented in the environment, as well as the designers’ interactions 

with others. To avoid causing discomfort to the designers, the designers were informed that they 

could stop the first author from following them anytime they wanted. Besides following the designers, 

the first author also sat in product team meetings and user testing sessions. As part of observation, 

designers were occasionally asked for explanations of their behavior. After the observation, the five 

observed designers were interviewed regarding how they arrive at some of their decisions and actions. 

Each interview duration is about an hour long.  

Data analysis 

This study conducts bottom-up data analysis and it consists of three steps: data extraction, data 

mapping and code synthesis. First, all the field notes and the 15 interview transcripts are read through. 
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Sentences and paragraphs relate to documents are extracted and annotated. Because this study applies 

the definition of documents from Briet and Martinet (2006), documents include design output such 

as service blueprints and prototypes, as well as current service products and meeting records. In 

addition, because the designers often mentioned information itself, e.g., client requirements, rather 

than documents, it is difficult to judge if they documented the information. Therefore, to clarify the 

issue, the second step is to map the documents the designers used. 

To map the data, we read through the extracted data and paid attention to specific information the 

designers mentioned. When new information was identified, we searched through other codes that 

contain the description about the same information, and identified if it was documented. Hence, some 

of the specific information were mapped into documents, for example, client requirements sometimes 

are parts of Client interview outcome that could be affinity diagrams the designers did for analyzing 

the data they collected from client interviews. It is important to note that it does not mean Client 

interview outcome contain all client requirements. Some information are noted as “probably not 

documented”. In the same step, annotations of the document creator for each document were also 

added. Lastly, we put all the codes from the first and second study together and looked for patterns 

or topics based on how the designers created design documentation, how they used the documents 

they created and the reasons for their behavior. 

Results 

This section presents three main findings. First, overall, we identified three types of involvement of 

team members and clients when the designers were creating documents. The designers involved team 

members and clients during the process of document creation for different purposes. Second, when 

creating research reports, few designers presented the overall research findings while most of the 

designers presented the filtered research findings. In addition, research reports are mostly used in the 

early design phase. Third, three types of provisional documents as design outcomes are identified. 

The designers usually aimed to create design outcomes that match client and user needs. Nonetheless, 

sometimes due to the project context and technical constraints, the designers needed to create design 

outcomes that are not as optimal as they would want to have. Sometimes in order to understand their 

users, the designers would create design outcomes that are presumably undesirable for users. The 

follow sections describe these three topics in detail.  

Creating documents: three types of involvement of team members and clients 

Team members and clients are often involved in the process of creating documents for research and 

design. Overall, we identified three types of involvements of team members and clients in the creation 
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process of documents, and the reasons for each involvement. One is the complete involvement of 

team members to establish a common ground; one is to collect the ideas and opinions from team 

members and clients by using drafts to improve the document quality; and the last one is the complete 

involvement of clients to hold clients accountable.  

The first type of involvement occurred when the designers were creating research protocols, 

research reports and at times designing for abstract design such as key wireframes. The teams created 

the types of documents together by using online collaboration tools such as Google Documents. The 

result documents are considered created by the whole teams instead of individuals. During this 

process, designers negotiate with each other in order to reach a decision that everyone in the team 

can accept.  

“We often did it (research report) together… we use something like Google Documents. At first, 

everyone put his or her insights in documents. During discussions, someone might volunteer to 

document the content… when you are typing, everyone can see it… you couldn’t say who made the 

report, because we did it collaboratively... during discussions… if there is anything contradicting 

to my knowledge, I would definitely point it out. Then we would reach a consensus. We would find 

a balance that I can accept.” (Interviewee S2) 

While the designers sometimes created documents together, they are often individually accountable 

for the documents they created. The designers would share drafts of user research protocols or 

preliminary outcomes of data analysis within the teams in order to collect more information. Based 

on the information collected, they revised the documents thereafter. In one example, the designer 

created a preliminary data analysis of an observation and used it during a discussion with two data 

scientists who also took part in the observation in order to collect more information. The designer 

then created a document of research result and took the responsibility for the final research result. 

Besides research-related documents, the designers also collected other designers and clients’ 

feedback after presenting their designs, and revised their designers accordingly. 

UR2 and two data scientists are meeting PO2 for presenting their observation result… UR2 opens 

a PPT file he made. Right when they arrive at the first page, UR2 talks to the data scientists, “I 

don’t know if you guys (other two scientists) agree with me but I think it’s the biggest problem 

(based on the observation)”. (From field notes) 

“We defined the service road map, and the relationships between the service, the users and our 

clients. We created three reports and had short meetings with our clients for each report in order 

to know what should be revised and what they had not thought of.” (Interviewee C1) 
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Third, the designers sometimes asked clients to create research results and designs together. They 

sometimes asked clients to validate their research results and sometimes asked clients to create 

research results in order to hold clients accountable for the documents. For example, some designers 

asked their clients to create customer journey map and persona together: 

“What we did (in the workshops) were actually finalizing the persona and customer journey map. 

Because these outcomes are the results that we (designers and clients) discussed. They (clients) 

could not reverse it and say that it is not what it is…“ (Interviewee S2) 

On the other hand, the design outcomes that clients created are used by some designers as hints for 

understanding client preferences. The designers did not document client preferences explicitly, 

instead, they interpret them by using the design outcomes created by clients.  

 “We took pictures of the ideas and sketches… We would use them and discuss, for example, 

perhaps some of the ideas make sense or perhaps it is what clients want… We learned the reason 

why they designed their ideas, so we could put them in our designs.” (Interviewee S2) 

Many research reports contain filtered research findings and are mostly used in the early design 

phase 

Research reports are referred to the documents that some designers created based on their early 

research results, and they are sometimes part of the project deliveries to the designers’ clients. Some 

designers referred the early research as “fundamental research” and it ranges from studying user needs, 

to analyzing existing competitors. Almost all the designers conducted fundamental research. As 

mentioned earlier, the process of creating research reports may involve team members. Besides 

identifying the people who are involved in the creation process of documents, we also identify two 

types of research reports based on the information the designers used in creating them. When creating 

research reports, some designers filtered research findings by using client needs, while few designers 

created detailed research reports with all research findings. For example, in one case, a designer 

presented a research report that contains all research findings to their clients, and then pointed out the 

design direction based on clients’ need. While in another example, the designers summarized all the 

data from both user study and client interviews together and proposed several design directions to 

their clients in their research report. For some designers, when talking about the importance of the 

documents they created, research reports with filtered research findings are less important than 

detailed research reports. 

“We gave our clients research report… the report presents the challenges they have, and how we 

could solve the challenges. Let’s say we found six things. When we were presenting each of these 
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six things, we were saying, “This one... we can make it better with this project… This one we can't 

touch it because it is pretty board.”” (Interviewee S1) 

“We used post-it to note down what we had learned from client interviews… we then wrote down 

some insights based on the transcriptions of user interviews on post-it, and grouped them 

together… Our researcher summarized the design directions that we defined based on the client 

interview and user interviews, and put it in a Keynote file.” (Interview T1) 

 “I feel that the research details is the most important. I'm not interested in just knowing three or 

five key points. Those are what I present to clients. I'm more interested in understanding what are 

the major learning of the research - the patterns of user behavior. I want to know the detail of those 

patterns.” (Interviewee I1) 

Regarding the use of research reports, although the designers considered them important, they were 

mostly used when the designers were designing for the overall service products, for example, 

information architecture, customer journey map or UI flow. Similarly, competitor analysis was used 

during the designers' discussion with their clients and abstract design such as information architecture 

rather than concrete design such as wireframes. For the designers, competitor analysis provides an 

idea of what is good design. On the other hand, when the designers were designing specific function 

of the service products, they did not use any research reports. After deciding the features they needed 

to design, the designers would start to design UIs and build prototypes based on the assumptions of 

user needs. Through user testing, both the UIs and user needs were verified.  

“I mainly use the conclusion and content from our research to brainstorm the wireframes… My 

wireframe contains wider range of information because I paid attention to information flow… I 

need to design how to connect the information in the back-end...” (Interviewee T1) 

“Competitor analysis is like a good example. A good example is not necessarily can be applied to 

your website because it is just conceptually good… you understand the concept and you need to 

keep it in mind when you design, but you don’t need to keep reading it in order to design.” 

(Interviewee U2)  

UR2 spent an afternoon with their clients to build the customer journey map and a morning to 

interview them… UX2 did not participate in the fundamental research because the information 

level is not helpful for his UI design. He said that the fundamental research UR2 did is related to 

the business of the service and its life cycle, etc. (From field notes) 

Almost all the designers have a team-based online archive. However, only few companies encourage 

the designers to access other design teams’ archive. When talking about using documents from other 
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projects, the designers mostly talked about using other teams’ research reports. Some designers have 

stated their concerns of using other teams’ documents. The concerns include the potential replication 

of designs and that they need to customize design for their clients: 

“We did share the same document to reduce the work. In general, we customize everything to the 

client. So we don't reuse a lot.” (Interviewee I1) 

“Because clients definitely want us to design differently… Perhaps I can reuse the information 

from the industry analysis or information about what other people have done. But still, we need to 

understand our clients’ requirements and to design based on some new information, new aspects.” 

(Interviewee T1) 

Three types of provisional documents as design outcomes 

The designers created many design outcomes as the projects progressed. Strictly speaking, all the 

design outcomes are provisional documents because all of them will potentially be revised and 

updated in the future. However, based on the context in which the design outcomes were created and 

the reasons why they were created, we identified three types of provisional documents as design 

outcomes. The three types of provisional documents are: (1) a collection of different design versions 

created through iterations for matching user and client needs; (2) design outcomes that are created 

during implementation for matching project limitations; and (3) design outcomes that are created for 

learning more about users. These first two types of provisional documents are not exclusive because 

the designers sometimes had considered technical limitations already when creating design outcomes 

that match with user and client needs. Nonetheless, for the second type of provisional documents, we 

emphasize on the aspect that it is created when the designers recognized that there are other better 

choices, but they ended up choosing the one that is constrained by the project contexts and technical 

limitations.  

First, during iterations, each design version is provisional because they are created at the moment 

as a good design for clients or users. Through several user testing and client meeting, these designs 

are revised to match with clients and users’ needs. Some designers consider these collections of 

design iterations as important because the designers can go through different versions and understand 

the reasons why their designs evolved.  

“When you go into discussing these two options (of navigation design)… we spent almost three 

weeks trying to figure out whether that the design is good or not… we took some inputs from user 

testing as well… you have about five users coming into the sessions for the whole day, then you 

created a long document.” (Interviewee U1) 
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“The collection of wireframes… is a comprehensive document… each pages with annotations in 

detail, each interact activity, each case, happy journey, not happy journey.” (Interviewee U1) 

This type of design documents are also provisional as in that they fulfill clients’ requirements and 

possible technical constraints, but they still need to be revised in later implementation phase. In the 

end of iterations, the designers often needed to deliver the final designs to their clients. In many 

service design projects, especially projects from design consultancies, the design phase and 

implementation phase are separated. Therefore, some of the designers encountered design problems 

after their clients started to implement their design. Sometimes the designers even needed to change 

the design outcomes. It is difficult to judge if it is because that the design documents were not 

documented in detail, communication issues or developers did not have enough technical information 

during the design phase. Some of the designers who documented meeting records well could use the 

records for justifications, however, there are also cases that the designers needed to count on their 

memories or go back to hand-drawn wireframes to confirm their design decisions: 

“During discussions, everyone would think that it (the design) sounds OK. However, not until they 

(the developers) started to implement it then they started to ask if it (the design) is like this or that… 

and they would say that they needed to change something… I counted on both the documents and 

my memories (to answer developers’ questions).” (Interviewee T1) 

The second type of design outcomes is often created in the projects that keep the design phase and 

the implementation phase in parallel, or when the teams needed to implement the finalized design 

outcomes. They are design outcomes that are selected because of implementation constraints. The 

constraints range from technical constraints, budget to time limitations. For the designers, it is more 

about being pragmatic than optimizing designs when creating these design outcomes. These design 

documents are provisional because they are created by concerning where the team need to be and 

when they need to deliver their design. For example, UX2 stated: 

“I think it's just a matter of seeing we, as in the development cycle, where we need to be, when we 

are delivering and what we can do.” (Interviewee UX2) 

The third type of design outcomes were often created for user testing. This type of design outcomes 

serves the purpose of exploration than refinement of design quality. In general, user testing is to 

validate whether a design outcome match with user needs. These design outcomes are designed by 

assuming what users want. However, we observed that few designers tested the designs that were not 

considered optimal. In one example, although PO2 acknowledged that the design of pricing model is 

not optimal, he still decided to test it in order to gain more knowledge about users. For this purpose, 

this type of design outcomes does not need to fit what users or clients want completely, neither does 
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it have to be optimal. These design outcomes are provisional because they are used for gaining more 

knowledge about the user. This type of design outcomes appears less in our data.  

UX2 said that it’s a weird (pricing) model because the team knew that people don’t like it (the 

model) but they are still going to use it... “My gut feeling is that they (people) are not going to go 

with time (one of the options in the model)”, UX2 said… PO2 replied that he still thinks it’s 

interesting to learn if people are willing to pay for a month, a year or a quarter, and he said that 

UX2 provided a very insightful comment. (From field notes) 

“(The pricing model is) Still in test… when it comes to decision-making… you have high degree of 

uncertainty, and you do different things… Whatever you can do to reduce the uncertainty.” 

(Interviewee PO2) 

Discussion 

The three main findings provide some insights regarding how the creation process of documents 

constrain the reusability of documentation. In this section, we answer the research question by 

discussing the reusability of different types of documents we identified. In addition, we also discuss 

the similarities between the research reports the designers created and the documents the economists 

created in IMF by using the findings presented by Harper and Sellen (1995).  

Limited reusability of most of the created documents  

We have identified several types of documents based on the context in which they were created. 

These types of documents expand the roles of documents defined by Hertzum (1999) and Lin and 

Hertzum (2019) and most of them have limited reusability. First, some documents are created to hold 

certain people accountable. The designers sometimes asked their clients to create design ideas, 

customer journey map or persona, and then they used these documents while designing. We surmise 

that this type of documents are difficult to be reused in other projects not only because its content is 

highly project-based but also due to its confidentiality. While it is difficult to directly reuse this type 

of documents, another possible solution is to create other documents that summarize the documents 

created by their clients. However, documentation is time consuming (Lethbridge et al., 2003; 

Thurimella et al., 2017) and it is often unknown whether the created documents will eventually be 

useful (Hertzum, 1999). Therefore, designers often end up as the carriers of the knowledge embodied 

in the documents created by clients. We surmise, as the consequences, designers often seek 

information from people about their experiences (Zipperer, 1993).  

Second, for service designers, some documents are collaborative files. When creating this type of 

documents, it is important for the team members to negotiate each other’s point of views and achieve 
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a common ground that every team member can accept. The provisional design outcomes that are 

created due to implementation constraints are often created under such a consensus. The teams need 

to understand which state they are, their goals, and what they are capable of doing as a team in order 

to come up with doable design directions as consensus. Based on the consensus, the designers then 

created the provisional design outcomes that are realizable but perhaps not as optimal. Several 

researchers have proposed design as a social activity (Minneman, 1991; Rittel and Webber, 1984). 

However, different from Minneman's (1991) findings that these negotiations are for better 

understandings of other participants than reaching a closure, our findings show that the designers did 

reach a closure together.  

The collaborative files might provide some inspirations for designers who encounter the same 

conditions. Nonetheless, as Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) have pointed out, without contextual 

information, it is difficult to reuse documents. Similarly, if the reasons behind the consensus are not 

well documented, the collaborative files will be hard to reuse. Instead of consulting the documents 

that solely contain resulting consensus, designers might turn to designers who participated in the 

negotiation process for information. Consequentially, supporting every team member in group 

sensemaking will ensure the information quality other designers will acquire by inquiring the team 

members. Based on the studied conducted by Paul and Reddy (2010), group sensemkaing is enhanced 

by contextualizing every group member’s actions with respect to broader activities. It seems that there 

is a trade-off between creating detailed documents that explains the reasons for each consensus and 

supporting every team member in gaining overall activity awareness. However, we propose that, to 

some extent, documenting the contextualization of every team members’ point of views with respect 

to the whole designs will achieve both goals. Nonetheless, we do recognize the challenge of creating 

such documents. 

Regarding other types of documents, we surmise that the provisional design outcomes created for 

matching the project constraints as well as for gaining user-related knowledge might less likely to be 

reused as they are already recognized as non-optimal design outcomes due to implementation 

constraints and its temporary purposes. As these two types of design outcomes might be archived 

together with better optimized design outcomes that are created before the implementation phase, we 

propose that the characteristics of these two types of design outcomes should be made explicitly to 

increase the accessibility of better optimized design outcomes. For example, whether a design 

outcome is created based on the group consensus, project constraints, or for specific user testing 

purposes should be specified.  

Detailed research reports are more readily reusable 
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Our results show that some research reports are heavily influenced by client needs, and the designers 

do not seem to want to reuse these type of documents in other projects. Moreover, the key findings 

that are chosen to present for clients and extracted from detailed research reports are considered less 

important than detailed research reports. Two reasons for why the designers do not want to reuse the 

research reports that are with filtered research findings emerged from our data: first, some companies 

do not encourage designers to share such documents to avoid designers to replicate each other’s 

design. Second, the designers are aware of that they need to customize for their clients, and clients’ 

requirements are different in each design project. 

We believe that another reason for the reluctance towards reusing this type of documents is similar 

to the situation observed by Harper and Sellen (1995). Based on their observation in IMF, Harper and 

Sellen (1995) found out that every report created by economists is produced with specific purpose, 

and the reports are embodied high degree of professional judgement. When other people need to 

create the report with their own purposes, they cannot reuse others’ reports directly without 

understanding which piece of information is professional judgement or which is derived from 

calculation (Harper and Sellen, 1995). Use the IMF economists as an example, we can assume the 

economic reports as research reports, and the professional judgement embodied in the reports as client 

needs. Therefore, when designers are reusing other designers’ research reports for their own purpose, 

it is necessary for them to know which content is influenced by client needs. Nonetheless, to identify 

which pieces of information are embodied with client needs is a difficult task because some client 

needs were not documented explicitly. Our findings have shown that the designers would use the 

ideas created by their clients and interpreted those ideas as what their clients preferred. These 

interpretations of client’s preference were not documented, they are embodied in the design outcomes 

created by clients.  

We conclude that the detailed research reports that contain all the research findings are more 

readily reusable in other design projects. Moreover, we suggest that by creating this type of research 

reports, design consultancies and service companies can expand their knowledge base that can be 

used across projects. We do not claim that the research reports with filtered research findings cannot 

be reused, instead, we support Harper and Sellen's (1995) suggestion that it is important to involve 

the author of the documents when using the documents. However, based on our research results, it is 

worth noting this type of documents might only support service designers in the early design phase 

such as designing customer journey map or information architecture. Hence, this type of documents 

might not be as useful for designers who focus on abstract design such as wireframes and user 

interfaces.  
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Limitations 

This study has two limitations due to its research subject and data collection methods. First, we 

acknowledge that the results are derived from the limited amount of research subjects. Hence, it is 

important to keep in mind that the results of the use of documentation cannot be generalized to other 

service companies and design consultancies. Second, during data analysis, we noticed that the 

designers often referred to the information they used instead of documents. Although we identified 

the information that was documented, and we only discussed the documents we identified, we are 

aware of that some documents might be dismissed. We hope to see future studies to identify all the 

documents that are created in service design projects in other design consultancies and service 

companies.  

Conclusion 

To understand the extent of the reusability of documentation created in service design projects, we 

discuss the reusability of the four different types of documents we identified from our data collected 

through interviews and field observation. First, we surmise that the documents created together with 

clients are difficult to be reused because the content is confidential and highly project-based. Second, 

for reusing the documents that are collaboratively created, supporting designers in group sensemaking 

may help to improve the information quality other designers received from the designers who had 

participated in the process of creating documents collaboratively. We also surmise that the provisional 

design outcomes that are created for matching project constraints and for gaining user-related 

knowledge are less likely to be reused because they are considered less optimal. In addition, we also 

discuss the reusability of research reports by comparing them with the research from Harper and 

Sellen (1995). We conclude that the detailed research reports are more easily reusable.  

Based on the discussion, we propose three suggestions: Frist, making the contextualization of 

every team member’s point of view with regard to the design explicit can support group sensemaking 

as well as the reusability of documents that are created collaboratively. Second, specifying whether 

a design outcome is created for matching project constraints or gaining user-related knowledge in 

archives can support other designers in accessing better optimized design outcomes. Third, by 

creating detailed research reports that are not influenced by client needs, service design companies 

can expand their knowledge base that can be applied across different projects.  

This study indicates two directions for future research. First, the results of this study address the 

need of enhancing group sensemaking as enhancing group sensemaking can increase the reusability 

of collaboratively created documents. As Paul and Reddy (2010) have pointed out there are several 

challenges to group sensemaking, we look forward to see future studies resolve these challenges. 
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Second, because this study did not have the access to all the documents the design consultancies and 

the service company have created, it is possible that we dismiss some documents the service designers 

have created. Future studies can focus on individual service designers by using diary studies to gain 

more detailed insights regarding their use and creation of documentation.  
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Abstract 

Many digital design support tools developed in HCI are potentially useful for service designers. 

However, there is not yet an overview of the tools, as well as how they are useful for designers. 

This study combines systematic literature review and systematic mapping studies, and analyzed 

70 empirical studies of design support tools. We identified the supported design activities, tool 

features, and each tool evaluation outcome based on the three aspects of usability and 

collaboration support. The results show that the tools applies information-oriented and action-

oriented features to support different design activities including UI/GUI design, interaction 

design, collaborative design and so on. Overall, 71% of the tools are satisfying, 50% are 

effective, 21% are efficient, and 14% are proved support collaboration. Several issues emerge 

from the evaluation results: tools with action-oriented features are mostly evaluated with 

designers’ satisfaction; positive-outcome bias potentially exists in HCI because of the high 

percentage of positive evaluation outcomes; only few tools focus on supporting the holistic 

approach of service design; only few tools support collaboration and collaboration support is 

seen as both means and ends in terms of tool usefulness. On this basis, we suggest some 

directions for future studies.  

 

Keywords: Service design, systematic review, design support tools, human-computer interaction, 

usability, collaboration support 

 

Introduction  

Service design focuses on co-creativity and holistic design approach (Stickdorn et al., 2011). It is a 

complex activity because service designers need to resolve the conflicts between the needs from 

different stakeholders, as well as to make their design from intangible to tangible. A service design 

project can start from developing a service concept, to a whole service system and even each possible 

service touchpoint (Patrício et al., 2011). Because service design is such a challenging activity, 

researchers have proposed several methods and tools for service designers such as using artefacts for 

journey map (Gudiksen and Svabo, 2014) or using storyboard and user interface (UI) wireframes for 

different service levels (Teixeira et al., 2017). Most of them are either physical tools or methods that 

instruct designers how to present their design concept. We believe as Stolterman (2008) points out 
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that many digital tools are developed to support designers in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 

community, there must be tools that can support service designers in dealing with various kinds of 

design activities. For example, when investigating and negotiating stakeholders’ need, a tool for 

information management or collaboration might be useful; while designing UI frames for service 

touch-points, a tool for UI design might support the task. However, because these tools are originally 

designed for specific design activities, from the service design’s perspective, these tools are scattered 

and there is not an overview of the digital tools that can support service designers. 

Several researchers have proposed that artefacts of interaction design research can contribute to 

both design theorization and improvement of the situation in practice (Gaver, 2012; Stolterman and 

Wiberg, 2010; Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Evenson, 2007). However, without an overview of the 

artefacts that can support service designers, it is difficult to develop further service design theories 

and improve the current practice of service design. We believe that a systematic literature review of 

the design support tools from HCI can provide an overview for researchers and practitioners who are 

developing digital design support tools for service designers.  

Design in the context of this paper refers to the four activities the Wheel model has defined: 

analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation (Helms et al., 2006). Hence, this study not only 

focuses on tools that support ideation but also tools that support in analysis and implementation. In 

addition, we acknowledge the different origins of user experience (UX) and service design. However, 

because UX and interaction designers have designed more services than products today due to service 

digitalization (Roto et al., 2018), in this study, we assume that service designers also design for 

experience and interaction. Because of the holistic approach of service design, we also focus on tools 

that aim to support designers beyond designing end-products. For example, tools that support 

collaboration between stakeholders (Oehlberg et al., 2012) or defining product requirements 

(Montabert et al., 2009). We are interested in the diverse possibilities of how design support tools 

aim to support this holistic approach. 

Based on the research objective of providing an overview of service design support tools in HCI, 

this study asks: How do design support tools from HCI can support service designers? The research 

question is divided into three sub-questions: What are the design activities the tools aim to support? 

What are the tool features? What are the evaluation outcomes of the tools? We answer last sub-

question by looking into evaluation outcomes based on the three usability aspects and collaboration 

support. The three usability aspects, satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency, are often used for 

evaluating digital systems in HCI (Kuniavsky, 2003). On the other hand, collaboration support is 

considered as one of the design principles for design support tools (Resnick et al., 2005; Shneiderman, 
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2009). Besides presenting an overview of design support tools for service designers, this study also 

provides several suggestions based on the research results.  

In the following section, we first discuss the concept of design support tools and creativity support 

tools, as well as different evaluation methods of digital systems in HCI. We explain the reason why 

we focus on design support tools instead of creativity support tools even though we are aware of the 

relevance between the two tools. However, we do use many concepts from creativity support tools 

such as the design principles throughout this study. We then describe our systematic literature review 

methods which consist of four steps. After presenting the review results, we discuss the how the 

evaluated tools aim to support designers and their evaluation outcomes. Finally, we propose some 

suggestions for further research based on the discussions. 

Related Concepts 

Design Support Tools and Creativity Support Tools 

The boundary between design and creativity support tools is blurry. In addition to creation of artefacts, 

design is often concerned with the activity of problem-solving by using synthesis (Cross, 1982; Pohl 

and Pohl, 2000). Stolterman et al. (2009) define design support tools as supporting design activity in 

ways that are appreciated by practicing designers. On the other hand, some researchers define 

creativity support tools as tools that support a whole design process. Shneiderman (2007) proposes 

that creativity support tools should extend users’ ability to make inventions from early stages such as 

information collecting and hypothesis generation to the later stages of iteration and dissemination, 

and Frich et al. (2018) points out that creativity support tools are often designed to support “rapid 

exploration, experimentation, collaboration, and composition”. To summary, design support tools 

focus on supporting designers, and creativity support tools focus on supporting creative activities 

including design. 

Researchers have categorized design support tools from different perspectives. Nakakoji (2006) 

categorizes tools into three analogues and three classes, while Stolterman et al. (2009) categorizes 

tools based on their goals (Table 1). The three analogues, dumbbells, running shoes and skis, support 

designers in different way. Nakakoji (2006) proposes that the three analogues need different 

evaluation schemes. For example, evaluations of dumbbells should be about effectiveness and 

running shoes should be about efficiency. On the other hand, Nakakoji’s (2006) first class tools are 

similar to the tools for “thinking” defined by Stolterman et al. (2009). The second class is similar to 

the tools for “outcome”, and the third class tools have similar functions as the second class tools but 

more focus on supporting exploration.  
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Categories of design support tools Researchers 

Three 

analogues  

1. Dumbbells: tools that support designers in a skill they already possess 

without focusing on specific goals. 

2. Running shoes: tools that support designers in achieving goals faster. 
3. Skis: tools that provide new experience. 

Nakakoji 

(2006) 

Three 

classes 

1. tools support human intelligent such as store, search and share designed 

artefacts and knowledge. 

2. tools support in expressing and editing design representations. 

3. tools support in producing representations and interacting with them to 

explore emerging meanings. 

Two goals 1. For “thinking”: tools support designers in design thinking. 

2. For “outcome”: tools help designers to produce a specific artefact.t 

Stolterman et 

al. (2009) 

Table 1. The categories of design support tools 

Several researchers have proposed design principles for creativity support tools (Table 2). The 

principles that are proposed the most are supporting exploration, collaboration and both novice and 

experienced designers. Overall, the principles are interrelated, and many of them can lead to 

collaboration support. For example, ease of use can support exploration (Resnick et al., 2005). Being 

able to explore historical information and easily arrange annotations can help in promoting 

collaboration (Shneiderman, 2009).   

Design principles of creativity support tools Researchers 

1. Support exploration: tools that are easy to try out, self-revealing so it is clear to 

designers what can be done, and easy to sketch out different alternatives. 
2. Low threshold for novices, high ceiling for experts, and wide walls. 

3. Support collaboration. 

Resnick et al. (2005) 

Shneiderman (2007) 

4. Support many paths and many styles. 

5. Support open interchange between different tools. 

6. Make it as simple as possible-and maybe even simpler. 

7. Chose black boxes carefully: what information should be exposed to designers. 
8. Invent things that you would want to use yourself. 

9. Balance user suggestions, with observation and participatory processes. 

10. Iterate, iterate and iterate again. 

11. Design for designers. 

12. Evaluation of tools. 

Resnick et al. (2005) 

 

13. Provide rich history-keeping. Shneiderman (2007) 

Table 2. Design principles of creativity support tools 

Evaluation of Design Support Tools 

Usability is one of the criteria researchers often use when evaluating an information system. The 

concept of usability has been discussed for years and several researchers have proposed different 

usability concepts (Table 3). ISO 9241 (1998) defined usability into three aspects: satisfaction, 

effectiveness and efficiency. These three aspects are relevant to situational usability defined by 

Hertzum (2010). Besides situational usability, Hertzum (2010) also defines five other images of 

usability. Acknowledging these six images of usability can help reducing the notion of unwarranted 

generalizations of usability, as well as being aware of the underlying assumptions of tools during 
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development (Hertzum, 2010). For example, situational usability assumes a tool is for certain users, 

tasks and contexts, while universal usability assumes a tool for everyone. 

Different aspects of usability Researchers 

1. Satisfaction: “freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the user of the 

product”. 

2. Effectiveness: “accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals”. 

3. Efficiency: “resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with 

which users achieve goals”. 

(ISO 9241, 1998) 

1. Universal usability: the extent of whether everyone can use the tools; particularly 

relevant to walk-up-and-use systems. 
2. Situational usability: the extent of supportiveness in a specific situation with its users, 

tasks and context; relevant to satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency. 

3. Perceived usability: users’ experience based on their interactions with the tools. 
4. Hedonic usability: joy of use rather than ease of use, effectiveness and efficiency. 

5. Organizational usability: support collaboration in an organizational setting. 

6. Cultural usability: a different meaning of usability based on users’ cultural 
background. 

Hertzum (2010) 

Table 3. Different aspects of usability 

Based on the six images, Hertzum (2010) identifies five dimensions for usability: objective versus 

perceived, process versus outcome, performance versus pleasure, individual versus collaborative use 

and short-term versus long-term use. Perceived usability is one of the important components of 

usability (Lewis, 2018), and it is challenging to distinguish and compare subjective and objective 

usability measures (Hornbæk, 2006). Regarding process versus outcome, situational usability 

assumes tool use as means to achieve an end. However, hedonic usability recognizes tool use as an 

end itself (Hertzum, 2010). Besides recognizing tool use as an end in itself, hedonic usability is the 

only image that focuses on users’ pleasure rather than performance. On the other hand, organizational 

usability is the only one that focuses on collaborative use. Last, concerning short-term and long-term 

use, Hornbæk (2006) analyzed 180 studies from HCI research and proposed that more studies should 

look into long-term use. Hertzum (2010) states that there are two reasons for looking into long-term 

use: (1) because usability is dynamic, a tool might be considered useful at this time but useless at a 

different time, and (2) long-term usability might be impossible to predict based on short-term use. 

These five dimensions provide a framework for understanding usability. 

Method 

In order to conduct a comprehensive systematic literature review, four methods were used for 

collecting relevant papers (Fig 1). We collected papers published from 2009 to 2018 because we 

focus on current studies. First, we used ACM Digital Library for its reputation in HCI and made three 

queries, “design tool”, “design support system” and “design support tool” for any field in papers. 

Second, considering that some studies define design as creativity and vice versa, we used the literature 
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review list from Frich et al. (2018) and included 112 papers that investigate creativity support tools. 

Third, we used another database, SCOPUS, for its journal quantity. We used three research strings 

(see Appendices 1) for paper title, abstract or keywords to retrieve papers because our initial attempts 

at using the same previous queries resulted in an abundant amount of papers that is difficult for us to 

conduct the review. Fourth, because the papers that focus on design support tools are scattered, as 

well as researchers use different terms for the same topic, we included five papers from our personal 

literature collection, as well as their 182 references (see Appendices 2).  

 

 

Figure 1. The process of paper collection 

We then scanned through the collected paper abstracts and matched them with six inclusion criteria 

(see Appendices 3) for selecting candidate papers. The criteria is designed to include as many tools 

as possible but also capable of filtering tools that aim to support activities that are not related to 

service design. A candidate paper must fulfil all the six inclusion criteria. We also excluded 

duplicated papers and papers that have similar discussions of same tools. Next, we finalized the set 

of papers to review by reading through the 88 papers. We especially paid attention to the design 

activities the papers aim to support. Fourteen papers were excluded due to their specificity, for 

example, support in universal design (Afacan and Demirkan, 2011) and eco-friendly product design 

(Vallet et al., 2013). In addition, we excluded four papers because the lack of access to their full text. 

When analyzing the 70 papers (see the list in Appendices 5), we focused on three topics: the design 

activities the tools aim to support, the tool features and evaluation outcomes. We acknowledge that 

design activities are not exclusive, for example, designers might use tools for ideation while designing 

UI and interaction. However, we analyzed the data based on the studies’ focus. While some tools are 

specifically for certain design fields such as UI/GUI and service design, some tools did not specify 

which type of design they aim to support. For example, some tools focus on supporting ideation for 

any kind of design and some aim to support concept design. As concept design is “the overall 
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organizing principle that makes up the composition of the design as a whole” (Nelson and Stolterman, 

2003), we consider these tools support in designing holistically and can be categorized as its own 

genre. For defining system features, we focused on reading tool descriptions and using open coding 

in order to find out the overall themes of the features. Last, for tool evaluation outcomes, we read 

though the result and discussion sections and coded the research finding based on the three usability 

aspects (ISO 9241, 1998), as well as if the tools support collaboration. We defined satisfaction as 

perceived usability including perceived effortlessness and perceived usefulness. As for effectiveness 

and efficiency, we used them as indications of objective evaluation outcomes. 

Review Results 

Overview of the Design Support Tools: the Activities They Aim to Support and Their Features 

We identify three specific and five general design activities that the collected tools aim to support. 

The three specific design activities are UI/GUI design, service design and interaction design, while 

the five general design activities are concept design, ideation, collaborative design, information 

management and sketching. Most of the tools aim to support UI/GUI design (n=20), followed by 

collaborative design (n=19) and interaction design (n=10). Among the 19 studies that aim to support 

collaborative design, more than half of them (n=12) also focus on a second design activity, namely 

co-UI design, co-ideation, co-sketching and co- concept design. For example, OctoUML developed 

by Vesin, Jolak and Chaudron (2017) helps designers in managing UI annotations and remote 

collaboration. Among all the activities, collaborative design is the only design activity that overlaps 

with other activities. 
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Figure 2. Tool features for different design activities 

Two main categories for tool features emerged from our codes: information-oriented (n=46) and 

action-oriented features (n=24). Information-oriented features provide information such as stimuli 

and feedback, as well as support designers in information management and information visualization. 

On the other hand, action-oriented features support designers in making prototypes and provide new 

system interaction for work. In all the activities, only interaction design and collaborative design 

support tools are mostly with action-oriented features, while other design activities are supported by 

tools with information-oriented features (Figure 2). Within the tools that aim to support interaction 

design, more than half of them support designers in making prototypes. For example, SketchStudio 

developed by Kim, Kim and Nam (2018) supports designers to make animated scenarios, and users 

can experience the created scenarios by watching the animations or through VR. A more detailed 

description about the tool features is in Appendices 4. 

Evaluation Outcomes: Three Usability Aspects and Collaboration Support  

Within the 70 studies, eight studies do not specify with which aspects they evaluate their tools. Some 

of them evaluate their tools based on their design guidelines (Oehlberg et al., 2012) and some 

investigate the value of the tools (Jalal, Maudet, and Mackay, 2015). Overall, only five tools are 

evaluated with all the three usability aspects. Many tools (n=39) are evaluated as either with 

satisfaction or satisfaction and effectiveness (Figure 3). In general, about 71% of the tools are proved 

satisfying, 50% are effective and 21% are efficient. 
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Figure 3. The overview of evaluation outcomes 

Within the 70 studies, 50 studies investigate designers’ perceived satisfaction and they generally 

receive positive feedback (Figure 4). With the 24 tools that are with action-oriented features, 22 of 

them are evaluated with satisfaction. Only one tools is evaluated with dissatisfaction but also efficient. 

These studies define satisfaction by using different aspects, for example, perceived usability such as 

perceived effort, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, as well as general satisfaction such 

as hedonic satisfaction. Perceived effortlessness, usefulness, and ease of use are the most evaluated 

aspects. Only four studies prove their tools with hedonic satisfaction. Within these 50 studies, several 

of them also discuss how the tools can be improved. Hence, we can only claim that the designers are 

partially satisfied with most of the tools. 

 

 

Figure 4. Tools that are satisficing 

Half of the studies prove the effectiveness of their tools by looking into four aspects: (1) design 

outcomes become better, (2) designers change their behaviour, (3) design outcomes are influenced 

by the tools and (4) both design outcomes are better and designers’ behaviour is changed. Sixteen 

tools prove to support better design. The definitions of good design outcomes include idea novelty, 

originality, feasibility, quality, topic coverage, the number of ideas generated and so on. Almost all 

the ideation and co-ideation are proved effective because they generate better design outcomes 

(Figure 5). Only one co-ideation tool that is proved ineffective because the design outcomes were not 

better. On the other hand, co-UI design, co-concept design, information management and sketching 

tools are not evaluated their effectiveness. When evaluating effectiveness, researchers tend to use all 
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four aspects to evaluate tools with information-oriented features. For example, if the tools can 

produce better design outcomes, change designers’ behaviour and so on. However, they only look 

into if the tools change designers’ behaviour when evaluating tools with action-oriented features. 

Within the 15 tools that are proved to change designers’ behaviour, five of them support designers in 

successfully completing the tasks, while ten of them proved that the designers executed expected 

actions. For example, use specific features the tools have (Kim, Kim, and Nam, 2016), or pay 

attention to specific information (Liu et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 5. Tools that are effective 

Regarding tool efficiency, 15 tools are proved efficient by measuring the time designers spent on 

tasks and different design activities and half of them are UI/GUI design support tools (Figure 6). 

Within the 15 tools, ten tools are proved to support designers in either completing the tasks faster or 

executing actions quicker. Two tools support designers in reducing the amount of editing and 

deletions. The last three tools are proved efficient because designers spent less time on some activities 

and use the time they save to make more design revisions or to spend more time on idea exploratory. 

Among all the tools, UI/GUI design support tools are evaluated their efficiency the most and 

collaboration-related design support tools are the least. Last, one study proved that their tool has no 

significant influence on task completion time. 
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Figure 6. Tools that are efficient 

Our result shows that 12 tools are proved to support collaboration (Figure 7). Within the 12 tools that 

support collaboration, three of them are tools that aim to support other design activities than 

collaboration-related design. For example, UI/GUI design and interaction design and concept design. 

Among these three tools, two of them provide information for designers and consequently stimulating 

discussions. On the other hand, within the 19 tools that aimed to support designers in collaboration, 

only seven of them are proved to support collaboration. These seven tools support collaboration from 

different aspects. For example, an interactive table (Geyer et al., 2011) and an system that can 

automatically synchronize private screen to public screen (Oehlberg et al., 2012) in order to support 

collaborative information manipulation. Although only a few tools are evaluated in terms of 

collaboration support, the results show that both action-oriented and information-oriented features 

have similar potential to support collaboration. In total, two tools were proved not able to support 

collaboration because one of them cannot promote team discussions (Wang et al., 2011), while the 

other one cannot make designers feel differences in terms of collaboration support (Jensen et al., 

2018). 
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Figure 7. Tools that support collaboration 

Discussion 

Certain Tools with Certain Features are Evaluated with Specific Focus 

Overall, more tools support UI/GUI design, interaction design, and collaborative design than other 

design activities for service design from the HCI community. Within these three activities, interaction 

design and collaborative design are mostly supported by action-oriented support tools. We do not 

know why researchers mostly design interaction design and collaborative design support tools with 

action-oriented features. However, regarding interaction design support tools, few studies prove that 

designers use these action-oriented tools for experiential learning. For example, they use tools to 

explore design options (Jeong et al., 2018; Parnami et al., 2016). Compared to information-oriented 

features that directly provide designers information or stimuli, interaction design support tools with 

action-oriented features provide opportunities for designers to collect more information. Hence, they 

fulfill the design principle of allowing designers to explore. On the other hand, the collaborative 

design support tools with action-oriented features mostly help designers in manipulating information 

through different medium. Since collaborative design is already an activity in which designers need 

to deal with abundant information, instead of supporting in collecting or accessing more information, 

action-oriented features help designers to interact information collaboratively in a different way.  

These action-oriented features serve as tools for “outcome” defined by Stolterman et al. (2009) 

and skis defined by Nakakoji (2016), that is, producing artifects and providing new experiences. 

Perhaps because of this specific prototyping-oriented and experiential approach, researchers focus on 
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designers’ satisfaction and behaviour change instead of efficiency and better outcome production 

when evaluating interaction design and collaborative design support tools. On the other hand, when 

evaluating tools with information-oriented features, besides satisfaction, researchers concern more 

with tool effectiveness compared to tools with action-oriented features. Especially all the ideation 

and co-ideation support tools are evaluated based on effectiveness. We suggest that future research 

can look into how both action-oriented and information-oriented features can support design activities 

that emphasize on experiential learning in producing better outcomes or efficiency.   

Our results show that the design support tools generally receive positive feedback, only three tools 

are evaluated either dissatisfying, ineffective, or inefficient. Overall, 29%, 50%, and 79% of the tools 

are not evaluated with their satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency. While it is possible that the 

researchers decided not to evaluate all the usability aspects, we are concerned that the results might 

be caused by positive-outcome bias because almost all the evaluation outcomes are positive. Due to 

that there are already proves about some journals tend to accept studies with positive-outcomes 

(Emerson et al., 2010), we speculate that it might also be the same situation in the HCI field. While 

it is possible that our data collection process caused such a bias, we believe it is important to 

acknowledge the possibility of the existence of positive-outcome bias. 

Only Few Tools Support Designers in Designing through Different Layers 

We identify many tools that can support service designers in different design activities. It is good 

because when they are doing different design such as UI/GUI and interaction design or in need of 

supports for design activities such as collaborative design and ideation, service designers have 

multiple options for tools. However, we do find a problem within these tools, that is, only few tools 

support service designers in designing holistically. From the perspective of service design, holistic 

design means that designers design from service concept to service systems and service encounter 

(Patrício et al., 2011). Take the MINDS method proposed by Teixeira et al. (2017) for example, 

designers would start from conducting affinity diagram or customer value constellation to define 

service strategy and scope. Then they would use scenario and service blueprint for designing service 

flow and structure. Last, they would work on wireframe or use sketches to create the interfaces of 

service touch-points.   

In total, only five tools support designers throughout a whole design process and they aim to 

support different design activities. For example, Tseng et al. (2014) developed Build in Progress for 

project information management. Delano et al., (2018) built Contemporary Web Service repository 

that provides service design template and allows service designers in exploring and selecting web 

service metadata. Montabert et al. (2009) designed a tool that support designers in building concept 
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overview of product functions and requirements by using critical-parameter specifications, task 

analysis and scenario. These tools support designers when designers are designing holistically, 

however, they do not support designers in designing holistically. Within all the 70 tools, only one 

tool fulfil our definition of support in designing holistically. The Scenario-based Interactive UI 

Design tool designed by Kusano et al. (2013) provides designers scenarios so designers can have a 

clearer understanding of user behaviour when designing UI. This tool actively provides designers 

design information from more abstract design layers, e.g., scenario, when designers are designing 

more concrete design layers such as UI. 

Our results also reveal that only five tools specifically support service design. Moreover, tools that 

aim to support co-service design and co-interaction design are lacking. Among all the collaboration-

related design support tools, only collaborative design are mostly with action-oriented features. Tools 

that support in other collaboration-related design activities such as co-UI design and co-concept 

design are with information-oriented features. We speculate that one of the reasons to the lack of co-

interaction design support tools is the combination between the current trend that interactive design 

support tools focus on prototyping support, and collaboration-related design support tools focus on 

supporting designers in managing, sharing and manipulating information easier. On the other hand, 

we surmise that the reasons to the lack of co-service design support tools might be: (1) service design 

is a thriving discipline, and its definition is un-unified (Stickdorn et al., 2011) and (2) there is already 

an overlap between collaborative design and co-service design as service design emphasizes on 

understanding the needs of different stakeholders. 

The Purpose of Collaboration Design Support Tools: Support Collaboration or with Good 

Usability 

Corresponding to the design principle that creative support tools should also support collaboration 

(Resnick et al., 2005; Shneiderman, 2009), few tools that aim to support collaboration (n=19) are 

identified. The evaluation results show that within these tools, only about half of them (n=9) are 

proved support collaboration, while one is proved not support collaboration. When evaluating these 

collaboration-related design support tools, researcher use two different criteria: (1) evaluation based 

on collaboration support and (2) evaluation based on the three usability aspects. Overall, one tool is 

evaluated with the first criteria; nine tools are evaluated by using the second criteria; and other nine 

tools are evaluated by using both criteria. For the nine tools that are evaluated by using both criteria, 

the researchers evaluate them based on design outcomes, as well as if the tools promote collaboration 

work or stimulate discussions. Among these tools, only one of them is proved not promote discussions 

but effective in producing better outcomes (Wang et al., 2011). These evaluation outcomes show that 
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the criteria researchers use is similar to one of the usability dimensions identified by Hertzum (2010): 

process and outcome.  

Hertzum (2010) points out that evaluation of satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency assumes 

tools as means to achieve some outcomes, while evaluation of hedonic usability assumes a tool as an 

outcome itself because people enjoy the use of the tool as it is. It is the same for evaluation of 

collaboration support. Collaboration support can be seen as an outcome itself, hence, researchers 

evaluate design support tools based on if it helps designers to collaborate or not. On the other hand, 

it can also be seen as means to achieve an outcome, therefore researchers evaluate tools by looking 

into designers’ satisfaction, tool effectiveness and efficiency. We believe that differentiating between 

collaboration support as means or ends can help in clarifying the goal of collaborative design support 

tools. 

Limitations 

Three limitations of this review include the search terms, the material genre and the bottom-up 

data analysis. First, we acknowledge that there are more synonyms for design support tools. This 

scope of collected paper is limited as it only applied the three quires and their synonyms to retrieve 

published papers. Second, this study collected published papers instead of other genre such as 

technology reports and book chapters. We are aware of that this limited scope of genre might cause 

the illusion of positive-outcome bias. Third, this study applied bottom-up coding. Although we used 

constant comparison in order to increase the validity of this research, we note that the interpretations 

of design activities, tool features and evaluation outcomes might replication. 

Conclusion 

This study analyzes 70 empirical studies of design support tools based on the design activities the 

tools aimed to support, the tool features, and the tool evaluation outcomes. In summary, our results 

show that: 

(1) The collected design support tools support different design activities related to service 

design. Most design support tools support in GUI/UI design, interaction design and 

collaboration design than other type of design activities such as service design and concept 

design. 

(2) There are two types of tool features: information-oriented features and action-oriented 

features. Most design support tools are with information-oriented features, only interaction 

design and collaborative design support tools are mostly with action-oriented features.  
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(3) The tool evaluation outcomes show that most of the tools (71%) are satisfying, half of them 

are effective (50%), few of them are efficient (21%) and support collaboration (17%). 

We also discuss several issues emerge from our results: 

(1) Certain features are evaluated with specific criteria. For example, interaction design and 

collaborative design are mostly evaluated based on designers’ satisfaction and behaviour 

change. We speculate that this situation might caused by the prototyping-oriented and 

experiential approach of action-oriented features.  

(2) While our discussion is based on the evaluation outcomes, we acknowledge the possibility 

that positive-outcome bias exists in the collected studies because most of the evaluation 

outcomes are positive. 

(3) Most of the tools support designers in specific design activities. Only one tool supports 

designers with the holistic approach of service design. 

(4) Only five tools focus on supporting service design. We surmise the lack of co-service and 

co-interaction design support tools is caused by the trend of supporting interaction design 

in making prototypes and the overlap between the definitions of service design and 

collaborative design. 

(5) Collaboration-related design support tools are evaluated by using different criteria: 

collaboration support as means or ends. Using these two criteria results in different 

evaluation outcomes: tools that can support collaboration, collaborative support tools that 

are with good usability, or both. 

The purpose of this study is not to make generalizable claims about the collected design support tools 

because we recognize that these tools with Research through Design approach represent more than 

just themselves. Their purpose are to produce knowledge and to inspire and motivate researchers for 

what they can build (Stolterman and Wiberg, 2010; Zimmerman et al., 2007). Nonetheless, we believe 

this study can serve as grounds for design researchers and practitioners for inquiry regarding how 

different service design activities can be supported by digital design support tools. Based on our 

findings, we propose three suggestions. First, investigating how both information and action-oriented 

features support interaction design and collaborative design in producing better design outcomes and 

increasing efficiency can be one future research direction. Second, researchers should be aware of 

the positive-outcome bias when evaluating tools. Third, identifying collaboration support as means 

or ends can help in clarifying the purpose of collaborative support tools. This study provides an 

overview of current empirical studies of design support tools for service designers. 
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Appendices  

1. Keyword Strings 

(1) "design tool*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" OR "compar*" 

OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR "test*") 

(2) "design support tool*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" OR 

"compar*" OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR "test*") 

(3) "design support system*" AND "designer*" AND ( "analy*" OR "appraise*" OR "assess*" OR 

"compar*" OR "evaluat*" OR "examin*" OR "investigat*" OR "understand*" OR "test*") 

The synonyms for “evaluation” were chosen based on the suggestions from the “Reporting 

verbs” document from CLPD, the University of Adelaide. 

https://www.adelaide.edu.au/writingcentre/sites/default/files/docs/learningguide-

verbsforreporting.pdf 

 

2. Collected Papers from Personal Literature Collection 

Authors Title References 

Hunter et al. (2011) MemTable: an integrated system for capture and 

recall of shared histories in group workspaces 

39 

Obrenovic and 

Martens (2011) 

Sketching Interactive Systems with Sketchify 58 

Segura, Barbosa, 

and Simões (2012) 

UISKEI: A Sketch-based Prototyping Tool for 

Defining and Evaluating User Interface Behavior 

18 

Tseng, Yang, and 

Ruthmann (2014) 

Documentation in Progress: Challenges with 

Representing Design Process Online 

24 

Liu et al. (2018) ServiceDesignKIT: A Web Platform of Digital 

Service Design Techniques 

43 

In total 182 

 

3. Eight Inclusion Criteria 

(1) Empirical studies with design support tools neither aimed to support designers in designing 

services, UX and interaction, or aimed to support designers in general without solely focusing 

on designing for end-products, for example, tools support in ideation and collaborative design 

(hence, we excluded design fields such as architecture, video games and fabrication, as well as 

tools support in physical ergonomics) 

(2) Empirical studies with participants who used, tested and experienced the evaluated tools 

(3) Empirical studies that evaluated design support tools by any means of user studies, for example, 

interviews, survey, case studies, as well as laboratory and field observations 
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(4) Empirical studies with digital tools or hybrid tools that combine digital and analogue features as 

design support tools (hence, we excluded studies of analog design tools) 

(5) Research papers published in journals and conference proceedings (hence, we excluded posters, 

notes, and student design competition papers)  

(6) Empirical studies with clear research design (hence, we excluded papers without specifying their 

research methods and participant numbers) 

(7) Papers that were published between 2009 to 2018 

(8) Papers in English 

 

4. Design Support Tools with Feature Descriptions and Article Examples 

Activity Category Tool feature Paper 

UI/GUI 

design 

(n=20) 

Info 

(n=13) 

 

1. Provide information (n=7): tools provide UI 

evaluation outcomes, UI examples and UI 

elements 

2. Provide information management platforms 

(n=6): designers can access annotations or 

scenarios while designing UI; tools automatically 

synchronize UI in different devices 

Bailly et al. 

(2013); 

Kusano, 

Nakatani, and 

Ohno (2013) 

Action  

(n=7) 

1. Provide new system interactions (n=6): 

designers can use gestures to align UI elements, 

edit graphics through binding data or transient 

widgets  

2. Provide prototyping platforms (n=1): designers 

can prototype their UI sketch 

Bernstein and 

Li (2015); 

Segura et al. 

(2012) 

Service 

design  

(n=5)  

Info  

(n=5) 

 

1. Provide information (n=3): tools provide 

evaluation outcomes regarding service 

landscape, location-based service set up or 

service design methods 

2. Provide information management platforms 

(n=2): designers can access meta-data of 

previous service design 

Delano, Jain, 

and Sinha 

(2018); Min et 

al. (2017) 

Interactio

n design 

(n=10) 

Action 

(n=9) 

1. Provide prototyping platforms (n=8): designers 

can prototype experience in cars, as well as 

experience with interactive machines and 

ubiquitous computing; they can also prototype 

sensor-based interaction, gesture design or 

lighting design 

2. Provide new system interactions (n=1): a tool 

allows designers to experience interactivity 

quality 

Jeong et al. 

(2018); Woo 

et al. (2011) 

Info 

(n=1) 

Provide information: a tool provides examples of 

human-product interaction  

J. Yoon, 

Pohlmeyer, 

and Desmet 

(2017) 
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Concept 

design 

(n=7) 

Info 

(n=7) 

 

1. Provide information (n=4): tools provide 

requirement and functionality suggestions, as 

well as cases of use of products 

2. Information visualization (n=3): text-based, 

2D, 3D or virtual reality (VR) tools for concept 

visualization 

Kurtoglu, 

Campbell, and 

Linsey 

(2009); Rieuf 

and Bouchard 

(2017) 

Ideation 

(n=5) 

Info 

(n=5) 

 

1. Provide information (n=3): tools provide 

stimuli, for example, pictures based on discussion 

topics, affective pictures or information about 

magic tricks  

2. Provide information management platforms 

(n=2): designers can collect, search and curate 

information for ideation 

Cheng (2017); 

Haritaipan, 

Saijo, and 

Mougenot 

(2018) 

Informati

on 

managem

ent 

(n=3) 

Info 

(n=2) 

 

1. Provide information management platforms 

(n=1): designers can document and share their 

design process 

2. Provide information (n=1): a tool provides 

haptic stimuli when designers are collecting 

information  

Giannoulis 

and Sas 

(2013); Tseng 

et al. (2014) 

Action 

(n=1) 

Provide new system interactions: digital or 

physical post-it 

Jensen et al. 

(2018) 

Sketchin

g 

(n=1) 

Info 

(n=1) 

Provide information management platforms: a 

tool provide a spatial canvas and access to sketch 

iteration 

Iwata et al. 

(2010) 

Collabora

tive 

design  

(n=7) 

Action 

(n=5) 

Provide new system interactions (n=5): tools 

provide tabletop-based information interactions  

Geyer et al. 

(2011) 

Info 

(n=2) 

Provide information management platforms 

(n=2): tools support designers in visualizing and 

sharing design information such as wiki or touch 

screen smart board 

Walthall et al. 

(2009) 

Co-UI 

design 

(n=5) 

Info 

(n=4) 

Provide information management platforms 

(n=4): designers can access and discuss 

annotations or feedback on each UI iteration; 

they can design UI in both shared and private 

space by using different devices 

Braga 

Sangiorgi 

(2014) 

Action 

(n=1) 

Provide prototyping platforms: designers can 

prototype UI and give annotations in both private 

and shared spaces 

Carriço et al. 

(2009) 

Co-

ideation 

(n=4) 

Info 

(n=2) 

Provide information (n=2): tools provide stimuli 

such as pictures or text based on discussion 

topics 

Wang, 

Fussell, and 

Cosley (2011) 

Action 

(n=2) 

Provide new system interactions (n=2): digital or 

physical cards for collaborative ideation use; use 

VR for sketching 

Lundqvist et 

al. (2018) 

Co-

Sketchin

g 

(n=2) 

Info 

(n=1) 

Provide information: a tool provides synthesized 

sketches from previous iterations 

Zhao et al. 

(2014) 

Action 

(n=1) 

Provide new system interactions: a tool provides 

tabletop-based information interactions for 

paper-based sketches 

Geyer, 

Budzinski, 

and Reiterer 

(2012) 
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Co-

concept 

design 

(n=1) 

Info 

(n=1) 

Provide information management platforms: 

designers can capture real-time images and add 

annotations  

Li et al. 

(2012) 

 

5. The Final Set of Review Papers 

(1) An, S.-G., Kim, Y., Lee, J. H., and Bae, S.-H. 2017. Collaborative experience prototyping of 

automotive interior in VR with 3D sketching and haptic helpers. Proceedings of the 9th 

International Conference on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular Applications, 

183–192.  

(2) Annamalai Vasantha, G. V., Chakrabarti, A., Rout, B. K., and Corney, J. 2014. Influences of 

design tools on the original and redesign processes. International Journal of Design Creativity 

and Innovation, 2 (1): 20–50.  

(3) Araújo, A., Times, V., and Silva, M. 2018. A tool for generating health applications using 

archetypes. IEEE Software, 1–1. 

(4) Ashbrook, D., and Starner, T. 2010. MAGIC: A motion gesture design tool. Proceedings of the 

SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, 2159–2168.  

(5) Bailly, G., Oulasvirta, A., Kötzing, T., and Hoppe, S. 2013. MenuOptimizer: Interactive 

optimization of menu systems. Proceedings of the 26th Annual ACM Symposium on User 

Interface Software and Technology, 331–342.  

(6) Bao, P., Gerber, E., Gergle, D., and Hoffman, D. 2010. Momentum: Getting and staying on topic 

during a brainstorm. Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing 

Systems, 1233–1236.  

(7) Bernstein, G. L., and Li, W. 2015. Lillicon: Using transient widgets to create scale variations of 

icons. ACM Trans. Graph., 34 (4): 144:1–144:11.  

(8) Braga Sangiorgi, U. 2014. Electronic sketching on a multi-platform context: A pilot study with 

developers. International Journal of Human Computer Studies, 72 (1): 45–52.  

(9) Brynskov, M., Lunding, R., and Vestergaard, L. S. 2012. The design of tools for sketching 

sensor-based interaction. Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Tangible, 

Embedded and Embodied Interaction, 213–216.  

(10) Carriço, L., Duarte, L., Sá, M. D., Bandeira, R., and Antunes, P. 2009. Tackling collaborative-

design of mobile prototypes. 2009 13th International Conference on Computer Supported 

Cooperative Work in Design, 710–715.  
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(11) Chamorro-Koc, M., Popovic, V., and Emmison, M. 2009. Human experience and product 

usability: Principles to assist the design of user-product interactions. Applied Ergonomics, 40 

(4): 648–656.  

(12) Chang, Y.-J., Hung, P.-Y., and Newman, M. 2012. TraceViz: “brushing” for location based 

services. Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with 

Mobile Devices and Services, 345–348.  

(13) Cheng, P.-J. 2017. Validation of a brainstorming tool “IDEATOR.” Procedia CIRP, 60: 290–

295.  

(14) Deka, B., Huang, Z., Franzen, C., Nichols, J., Li, Y., and Kumar, R. 2017. ZIPT: Zero-integration 

performance testing of mobile app designs. Proceedings of the 30th Annual ACM Symposium 

on User Interface Software and Technology, 727–736.  

(15) Delano, J. D., Jain, H. K., and Sinha, A. P. 2018. System design through the exploration of 

contemporary web services. ACM Trans. Manage. Inf. Syst., 9 (3): 13:1–13:29.  

(16) Dorta, T., Lesage, A., and PéRez, E. 2009. Design tools and collaborative ideation. Joining 

Languages, Cultures and Visions - CAADFutures 2009, Proceedings of the 13th International 

CAAD Futures Conference, 65–79.  

(17) Frisch, M., Kleinau, S., Langner, R., and Dachselt, R. 2011. Grids & guides: Multi-touch layout 

and alignment tools. Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing 

Systems, 1615–1618.  

(18) Frisch, M., Langner, R., and Dachselt, R. 2011. Neat: A set of flexible tools and gestures for 

layout tasks on interactive displays. Proceedings of the ACM International Conference on 

Interactive Tabletops and Surfaces, 1–10.  

(19) Geyer, F., Budzinski, J., and Reiterer, H. 2012. IdeaVis: A hybrid workspace and interactive 

visualization for paper-based collaborative sketching sessions. Proceedings of the 7th Nordic 

Conference on Human-Computer Interaction: Making Sense Through Design, 331–340.  

(20) Geyer, F., Pfeil, U., Höchtl, A., Budzinski, J., and Reiterer, H. 2011. Designing reality-based 

interfaces for creative group work. Proceedings of the 8th ACM Conference on Creativity and 

Cognition, 165–174.  

(21) Giannoulis, S., and Sas, C. 2013. VibeRate, an affective wearable tool for creative design. 2013 

Humaine Association Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction, 594–599.  

(22) Han, J., Shi, F., Chen, L., and Childs, P. R. N. 2018. The Combinator-a computer-based tool for 

creative idea generation based on a simulation approach. Design Science, 4.  
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